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“And cover not Truth with Falsehood, not conceal the Truth when you know (what
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“And you shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.” (John 8:32)—
free from the Satanic enemies of the Truth and from their terrible lies, pretenses and
slanders.
* * * * *
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In a Manhattan news conference on June 2, 2007, NYC mayor Bloomberg’s “Joint
Terrorism Task Force” (JTTF) claimed to have foiled yet another NYC terrorist plot.
This “JTTF” is comprised of the imperial New York City police dept. (and therefore
Cohen’s C.I.A?), the F.B.I., and Bush II’s brand-new “Homeland Security Agency.” The “Port
Authority” police were also involved in this case, as it involved John F. Kennedy (JFK) airport
in Queens, NYC, over which they have “authority.”
This came from the flagship station of “jewish-Amerika’s Central Broadcasting Company,
WCBS TV, NYC, on Sunday, June 3, 2007, and with Scott Weinberger, reporting:
(CBS) [TV–Ed.] NEW YORK Russell Defreitas, a U.S. citizen native to Guyana and
retired airport employee was the mastermind behind a plot to destroy John F.
Kennedy International Airport, kill thousands of people and trigger an economic
catastrophe by blowing up a jet fuel artery that runs through populous residential
neighborhoods, authorities said Saturday [June 2, in a Manhattan news conference–
Ed.].
….Jeanie Mamo, a spokeswoman for the White House, said President Bush
had been briefed and updated regularly as the investigation into the plot
progressed.
The arrests mark the latest in a series of alleged homegrown terrorism plots
targeting high-profile American landmarks.
A year ago, seven men were arrested in what officials called the early stages of a
plot to blow up the Sears Tower in Chicago and destroy FBI offices and other buildings.
A month later, authorities broke up a plot to bomb underwater New York City
train tunnels to flood lower Manhattan.
And six people were arrested a month ago in an alleged plot to unleash a bloody
rampage on Fort Dix in New Jersey.
….[NYC–Ed.] Mayor Bloomberg was [also–Ed.] briefed about the plot, [and–Ed.]
issued this statement:
“The fact that plotters conspired to plan an attack on John F. Kennedy Airport is
another reminder that in today’s world we face constant threats from people who
want to take away our freedoms and destroy our way of life. Working together,
NYPD and other local and federal law enforcement agencies have been on top of
this unfolding plot for months, and they deserve our thanks and praise. This plot was
only in its planning stages and at no point was anyone in imminent danger. New
Yorkers should be comforted that the layers of safety provided by counter
terrorism officials stopped these individuals before they could do any harm to our
way of life.”
They can have the friggin’ airport. Just give me back my constitution, my sacred
liberties and my, God-given, “inalienable” rights, you communist-zionist “jew.” For such as
these constitute my way of life, although clearly not yours. And furthermore, I have no
intention, nor did I ever agree, to trade in my constitutional liberties for your alleged protection
from “terrorism” or anything else.
For how do I know you and your “Joint Terrorism Task Force” are not the terrorists
here, there and “Uncle” Satan knows-where-else? How do we know it isn’t you, your kind and
your official underlings that we all need terrorist protection from? Who’s going to investigate
you and your investigators?
thehouseoftroy.com
And so how, dear readers, do you know this is not so: that you’re alleged “protectors,”
“saviors,” “liberators” and “shepherds” are not in fact ravenous wolves and your would-be
tyrants in “anti-terrorist’s’” clothing?
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Keep reading and find out, one way or the other. For your information is every bit as
good as your source.
And now on to the truth behind Bloomberg’s alleged international JFK terror-plot bust of
June 2, 2007.
* * * * *

United States’ Department of “Justice’s”
“Criminal Complaint” against Defreitas, etc.
(June 2, 2007)

On to the United States’ Department of “Justice” (Brooklyn branch-office) “complaint”
then. It’s entitled “UNITED STATES OF AMERICA against RUSSESS DEFREITAS, also known
as “Mohammed,” KAREEM IBRAHIM…, ABDUL KADIR and ABDEL NUR, Defendants.”
But first a little biographic information from the New York Times on the FBI/JTTF’s
alleged “terror-plot” master mind”: the unemployed 63-year old Russell (“Mohammed”)
Defreitas of Brooklyn, NY:
One friend of Mr. Defreitas express[ed] shock [at his friend’s arrest for allegedly
masterminding international terrorism–Ed.]…. The friend, Trevor Watts, 65, [an auto
mechanic –Ed.] described Mr. Defreitas as not a dangerous man.
“He’s not that type of person,” Mr. Watts said after learning of Mr. Defreitas’s
arrest. [And besides,–Ed.] “He’s not smart enough.”
Mr. Watts said he first met Mr Defreitas years ago, when both men lived on Albany
Avenue in Brooklyn. Mr. Defreitas was working at Kennedy Airport at the time [i.e. from
1990 to 93–Ed.]. His brother helped him land the job there, filling out his job application
for him because Mr. Defreitas had trouble reading, Mr. Watts said.
Mr. Defreitas had been divorced and lost touch with his two children, Mr. Watts
said. After leaving his Albany Avenue apartment, he moved from place to place and was
homeless for a time, his friend said.
Mr. Defreitas was always thinking of ways to make money, Mr. Watts said. He had
been in a car accident, and he spoke to Mr. Watts of his hopes of getting rich by winning
a lawsuit. He sold books on a street corner in Queens and would ask his friends to
give him their broken air-conditioners and refrigerators. He shipped the items to his
girlfriend’s sister in Guyana so she could repair and sell them, his friend said.[?]
After coming home [to Brooklyn–Ed.] from a series of trips to Guyana, Mr.
Defreitas started dressing in traditional Muslim clothes and referred to himself as
Mohammed, said Mr. Watts, an auto mechanic.
…. He had previously embraced American culture, Mr. Watts, said, and liked a
particularly American brand of music, jazz, especially the saxophone. [7]
* * * * *
Guyana, on the northern coast of South America, just south of the Caribbean islands of
Trinidad and Tobago, is a former Dutch and British colony with a present population of
770,000, of which negro Mohammedans or black Muslims make up about 9%.
Trinidad and Tobago is a twin Caribbean island nation with a population of 1.3 million.
About half are Negroes and the other half are east Indians. Trinidad is the largest supplier of
liquid natural gas to the United States and the most industrialized nation in the Caribbean
region, due in large measure to the natural gas boom.
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(Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago)
* * * * *
And now let’s go to the 33 page “criminal complaint” of the United States’ Department of
“Justice”—which was written and “sworn out” by Robert Addonzio, “a Detective/Investigator”
in the Brooklyn federal district attorney’s office “assigned to the Joint Terrorism Task Force
(‘JTTF’) for approximately three years”: (p. 5)
* * *
(Note: By intentional design or not, the pdf file USDo”J” “criminal complaint” is defective.
You can’t do searches. The “Find” and “Search” functions on the Edit menu don’t work. And
you can’t “select” text to copy and paste elsewhere—such as for an essay or a newspaper
article. And so unless you have a paper copy and can scan it, you are forced, like an old
manuscript typesetter, to retype whatever excerpts you want to use.
And furthermore, the alleged “Text Version” of this USDo”J” “complaint” is also
fraudulent. For there is no text, merely a blank document. So you can’t use that to copy and
paste either.(You can see for yourself at
http://www.usdoj.gov/usao/nye/pr/2007/Defreitas.complaint)
* * *
At any rate, on p. 7 Addonzio thus describes their masked or unidentified JTTF
“informant”/agent provocateur(?), herein called their “Source”:
The government has been working with the Source since 2004. The Source was
convicted on federal drug trafficking and RICO [“Corrupt Organizations”–Ed.] charges in
the southern district of New York in 1996. The Source was also convicted on drug
trafficking charges in New York Supreme Court in 2003. His sentence [or punishment–
Ed.] in that case is pending [or suspended (over his head)–Ed.] as part of [i.e. in
exchange for–Ed.] his cooperation agreement with the government. In addition to
the expectation of a reduced sentence in exchange for his cooperation, the Source
also receives financial assistance [i.e. money, pay, shelter and a car–Ed.]. The Source
has provided extremely credible information what has been corroborated by consensual
recordings, e-mails, financial documents, surveillance and other records and
information. [page 7, footnote 2]
Let’s see how “extremely credible” (or not) this particular USDo”J” source is.
And the foreign target of this JTTF “investigation” is described thus (in footnote 3 on pgs
12 & 13):
Jamaat al Muslimeen (“JAM”) is a [black/negro Mohammedan or–Ed.] Muslim
organization based in Trinidad. Over a six day period in 1990, approximately 100
members of JAM staged a coup attempt in Trinidad, storming the Trinidad
Parliament building and taking the Prime Minister and Cabinet hostage. The siege
led to chaos and widespread rioting in the streets of Port of Spain, Trinidad, resulting in
numerous deaths. [But this was not JAM’s doing, for negroes almost always riot when
they see an opportunity, don’t they? Witness New Orleans; witness Haiti.–Ed.] The JAM
members involved in the coup attempt received general amnesty to end the
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hostage standoff. Over the past several years, JAM has been involved in several
murders, kidnappings for ransom, narcotics and weapons trafficking, money
laundering and extortion.
* * * * *
(Note: I don’t know if that last accusation is true, or merely more “jewish” slander, but
many many negroes claim to be Mohammedans, and are not. Their claims are false and
pretentious. For they do not follow Mohammed’s instructions/commands, as set out in his
book, the “Recitation” or “Koran.”
The “Nation of Islam” e.g. comes to mind. They claim and preach e.g. that people like me
(i.e. Europeans) were created in a laboratory by a evil scientist. Needless to say, this is not in
the Koran.
(And why couldn’t he have been a “good” scientist, instead of an evil one? Because I’m
not?—or because all fruit is and must be of its (genetic) tree?)
And furthermore, from wikipedia.org: “Nation of Islam: Beliefs and theology”:
The main belief of The Nation of Islam and its followers is that there is no
God but Allah. [So far, so “good.”–Ed.] However, they redefine "Allah" by saying "who
came in the person of W. D. Fard." Fard was the Moorish Temple representative who
founded the Nation of Islam that was then adopted by Elijah Muhammad. Their
teachings are heretical by traditional Islamic standards which abhor the
deification of any person, or the anthropomorphization of God.
And that’s why Mohammedans can never accept Jesus-God: because (in their
mythology) God can never be a man.
I was once politely told by a group of Mohammedans inside one of the many Atlantic
Ave. (Brooklyn) Mohammedan bookstores—(wherein Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s English translation
(and most helpful historical or contextual explanation) of the Koran predominates)—that Jesus
never even said He was the son of God. But I knew better, and politely said so.
And I’m afraid (or rather glad) Jesus-God said much more than that—to any with ears to
hear and eyes to see (or read)—and even to the spiritually deaf and blind. And furthermore, I
don’t doubt Him one bit, jot nor tittle. (See e.g. Why the Father and the Son are Really, Truly
One. It’s free for the taking/downloading from thehouseoftroy.com)
The Brooklyn Mohammedans were referring to Koran 5:119-22 & 3:55-56, wherein these
things are indeed said (by Mohammed, but not by Jesus-God). In fact, Mohammed presumes
to place words in Jesus’ mouth.
And so, regardless of what you may think of Mohammed and his book—(whether good,
bad or mediocre; inspired, pretentious or blasphemous)—many negroes (and others) claim to
be his faithful followers, but are decidedly not.
And this misuse or abuse of a religious founder’s name is not, of course, peculiar to
Mohammedanism—or as they prefer, “Islam.” (See e.g. Mosesism and Christianity; Deut. 9:24
& 31:27; Matt. 24:4-5 & Mark 13:5-6)
* * * * *
On pgs 7 & 8, paragraph 6, and “on or about July 13, 2006,” the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?) is introduced to Defreitas by an unidentified third individual—(apparently also
working for the FBI/JTTF)—who knew Defreitas from years before. We are not told how or
from where. But Defreitas said “it had been a long time since he had seen them,” and that “he
was sure that he knew the Source from mosque in Brooklyn.”
But this is doubtful. For if that were true, he wouldn’t have needed an introduction,
would he? So maybe the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) and/or his unidentified
introducer put that idea into Defreitas’ highly-suggestible (and hence misleadable) head. And
maybe Defreitas knew the introducer from a (Brooklyn?) mosque—an Atlantic Avenue,
Brooklyn mosque, perhaps? And is this where this malevolent introduction took place?
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I assume that both these unidentified men are black or negro.
And Addonzio writes of six other unidentified individuals: “A” through “F.” This is
extremely murky, foggy-bottom, cloak-and-dagger stuff.
“A” is describes only as a “citizen of Guyana.” (page 9, paragraph 9; i.e. 9:9)
We are not told how Defreitas knew “A.” But he is far more than a “citizen of Guyana.”
For he is the expositor or presenter of the JFK terror plot to all the black Mohammedan folks
down there in the Caribbean. And “A” is the one who introduces the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?) to Guyanese businessman “E” “on or about September 29, 2006”. (11:14) “E” is
an “associate” of defendant Abdel Nur. (14:19) And so Defreitas meets “E” and Nur through
“A.”
This is important because Addonizio, Bloomberg’s JTTF and the USDo“J” all claim that
they did not start or provoke but rather entered an ongoing international terror plot of one
Russell Defreitas which had begun “in or about” January 2006. (p.1) But here we see Defreitas
was not even introduced to fellow defendant Abdel Nur until after September 2006, and by an
apparent Guyanese secret policeman and terror-plot originator/provocateur called “A.”
And Defreitas does not even meet his two other defendants, Kadir and Ibrahim, until
after this time, “on or about February 19, 2007” (21:36)—when he is similarly introduced to
Kadir (through whom he meets Ibrahim) via another very shadowy and slippery “individual”
named “F”.
At any rate, on October 10, 2006, “A” “informs” “E” (who had/has an unidentified
business in Georgetown, Guyana (11:15), and who was close to the unidentified leader of JAM
(12:16)—the international secret-police, terror-plot target…
…about the details of the terrorist attack that they [i.e. “A,” the FBI/JTFF spy/
agent provocateur(?), Defreitas and “C”–Ed.] had planned. Individual A explained that
the plan involved exploding the fuel line that fed fuel to JFK airport. Individual A
stated that the fuel line was one of the largest in the United States, and that
exploding it would cause greater destruction than the September 11th [2001–Ed.]
attacks. [13:17]
Businessman “E” initially agrees, and even plans to send his “associate,” Abdel Nur, to
JAM (14:19 & 16:25)—(the apparent target of this “joint” Guyanese, Trinidadian and American
secret-police terror-plot). But afterwards “E” backs out after smelling a secret police rat, plot
and trap.(21:34)
The suspected rat is identified by Addonizio as “C” (21:34)—of whom no identifying
details are given by Addonzio in his non-introduction of 11:13.
But if truly so, he’s surely not the only one. There’s “A” and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?). And again “A” had earlier introduced “E” to the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?). (11:13)
On or about January 22, 2007, the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source met with Individual E
and discussed how Individual E could obtain explosives for the plot. Over the next
several days, Individual E and Individual A [?] became increasingly suspicious that
Individual C was a spy for the Guyanese government. Individual A [a definite gov’t
spy/agent provocateur(?)–Ed.] told the Source the he (Individual A) would not travel to
Trinidad [to try to involve or entrap JAM into their common secret-police terror-plot?–
Ed.] because of these suspicions.
[Not because “A” had these “suspicions,” mind you, but because “E” did. Are these
(“A” and the FBI/JTTF “Source”) not two gov’t spies/agents provocateur secretly talking
“shop”?–Ed.]
Then, on or about February 13, 2007, Individual E, DEFREITAS and the Source
engaged in a heated argument, in part [?] because the Source had removed the JFK
[surveillance–Ed.] video [not-so-secretly shot by Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy with an
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FBI/JTTF camera (19:31 & 20:32), and from a FBI/JTTF car, fully equipped (unknown
to Defreitas) with secret audio and video recoding devices (15:22)–Ed.] from Individual
E’s computer.
[OK, so what was the other “part”?—the other reason(s)? Did “E” also suspect this
FBI/JTTF “Source”? And why not “A” too?–Ed.]
Individual E initially said that he wanted to delay the plot for a few months so that
he could focus on his [Georgetown–Ed.] business, and then stated that the [sic] [i.e. he–
Ed.] wanted to cut off his involvement altogether. [21:34]
And JAM friends or associates, Kareem, Nur and Ibrahim, later do the very same thing.
Is this some kind of JAM delay tactic?—to buy time to investigate or check out the “sources”
and proposers or presenters of this terror plot?
At any rate they (“A,” the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) and Defreitas) are
ultimately prevented by JAM from personally making their presentation to the unidentified
JAM leader—whose name, by the way, and found from other sources, is “Iman” (or
Mohammedan priest) Yasin Abu Bakr. And he was once a Trinidad policeman.
And was this not precisely why the FBI/JTTTF immediately stopped this “investigation”
of theirs?—charging Defreitas and the three JAM associates: Kadir, Nur and Ibhahim?
And for what: Declining to fall into their secret-police terror-plot trap? Or merely for
allegedly considering it?
* * *
Unanswered Questions: How did Defrietas know “A”?—whom Defrietas unwittingly
“introduces” to the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur—as if they didn’t already secretly know
one another? (9:9)
And if not “A,” then who, according to Defrietas (and Addonizio), “vouched” for the
FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur? (9:9)
Again, was it “A”? Or was it “C,” secretly working with “A” and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur?
At any rate, and meanwhile back in Brooklyn:
On or about August 2, 2006, the [FBI/JTFF–Ed.] Source met DEFREITAS [and
drove him around in his FDBI/JTTF car (as in 9:10)–Ed.]…. DEFREITAS said that
someone unknown to the Source had vouched for the Source; he did not identify
the individual, but said that the Source had [apparently unknowingly–Ed.] done
something for him. [Does that make sense? It apparently did to Defreitas, who’s
apparently not too bright.–Ed.] DEFREITAS then invited the Source to meet [or rather
join–Ed.] him in Guyana for Ramadan [the Mohammedan Lent or month of fasting and
prayer–Ed.]. In the Source’s presence, DEFREITAS placed a telephone call to Guyana
and spoke with another [?] individual (“Individual A”). [As in “other” than the
“individual” who had “vouched” for this FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?)–Ed.]
Individual A is a citizen of Guyana. DEFREITAS handed the phone to the Source, and
the Source and Individual A exchanged greetings [just as if they did not know one
another and had never met?–Ed.]. After the call, DEFREITAS said that Individual A was
very knowledgeable and urged the Source to stay in contact with Individual A.
DEFREITAS told the Source that he (the Source) was [according to “A”?—the man
who had “vouched” for him?–Ed.] “the right man for the job,” but did not further
explain. (9:9)
Until 6 days later when Defreitas told the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) that “they
[i.e. he and his black Caribbean “brothers”–Ed.] had been searching for someone in New York
that they could trust to be part of the operation, and that the Source had been sent by Allah to
be the one.” (10:11)
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[Why would that be necessary?—since, as Defreitas allegedly said, “members of the cell
[of black Mohammedans from Guyana and Trinidad–Ed.] would come to JFK by aircraft, ‘do
what they have to do and get out.’” (10:11)
And note how Defreitas mistakes Bloomberg and his “Joint Terrorism Task Force”—(the
senders of their secret “Source”)—as God or Allah. Oops!–Ed.]
And Defretias, this FBI/JTTF-alleged terror-plot mastermind, further states to the FBI
spy that he “did not know the specific details” of this alleged JFK “operation.” (10:11)
Question: How could an alleged terror-plot mastermind not know the details of his very
own plot?—unless it wasn’t his plot? And if not his, then whose? JAM’s or the secret-police’s?
Obviously the latter, since after failing to get to JAM via “E,” try again via someone else.
And yet, according to Addonizio’s “complaint,” Defreitas was, all the time, the terrible
mastermind. (18:29):
…DEFREITAS also described how he had been waiting several years for the
right opportunity to execute his [JFK terror–Ed.] plans. According to DEFREITAS,
he had been considering this “from the time I worked in the airport [1990-93–Ed.],
before terrorism started in this country…” [in 1993, with the FBI’s 1st bombing of
NYC’s World Trade Center. (And so there’s an original thinker, for you.)–Ed.]
DEFREITAS boasted that he had been taught to make bombs in Guyana.
DEFREITAS further explained what when he worked at the airport:
these things used to come into my brain—well, I could blow this place up.
When I was [ ] [sic] I could make a bomb. I could knock this place [ ] I ain’t
getting’ nothin’ for it. [?] So I would just wipe it out my head. And then I would go
someplace again, and I would see the same thing.[What? More rockets for
“Israel”?–Ed.] And I would sit and see a plane taxing up the runway. And I would
say, if I could get a rocket, then I could do a hit. By myself [without any secretpolice help?–Ed.], I am thinking these things. But I had no connection with no
Arabs or nobody—I’m a Muslim working in the airport for so many years.[?]
I’m not [ ] [What? Stupid? Cave man stupid?–Ed.], but very knowledgeable. But
nobody ever approached me. (18:29)
Until “Allah”, or rather ant-Christ’s Amerika’s “Uncle Satan,” sent Its FBI/JTTF
spy/agent provocateur?
Two things: Defreitas worked at JFK from 1990 to 1993, according to his former
employer, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. And Defreitas was definitely not a
“Muslim” at that time, according to his old friend, Mr. Watts. He was a jazz cat. (See above.)
And so it looks like Addonizio is correct here: Defreitas is merely “boasting.”
And yet the USDo”J” seize on this in proclaiming, in their June 2, 2007 “press release”
(below) that, “An informant working with law enforcement agents began monitoring the plot
at its early stages…”, and therefore did not help create or originate the plot. But is this
true?
And editing is everything. What, if anything, did the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur
say or do to Defreitas to make him say these self-incriminating things above? (Remember,
Defreitas didn’t know he was secretly being recorded by the FBI/JTTF.) And who, if anyone, in
the FBI/JTTF, instructed this “informant”/agent provocateur(?) of theirs to try to provoke or
elicit such false statements from Defreitas? And why?—if not to be able to later make and
support such false claims (about their “terrible” bomb-making mastermind from Brooklyn) as
to be found here in this USDo “J” “criminal complaint,” and in their “press release” below?
And furthermore, according to the plot of Addonizio’s “complaint” (7:5), it was “in and
about and between January 2006 and the present,…” that these alleged JFK plotters plotted.
Whereas, as we read above, it was not until July 2006 that some unidentified 3rd person
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introduced their FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) to this alleged terror mastermind from
Brooklyn—Russell (“Mohammed”) Defreitas.
And yet, as we read above, it wasn’t until after this FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?)
made contact with Defreitas that “terrible” things started happening.
Coincidence? I don’t think so.
But to be sure, let’s ask mayor Bloomberg or his Gentile front-man, police commissioner
Ray (“Popeye”) Kelly, his ex?-CIA agent and spy-chief Cohen, and their “Joint Terrorism Task
Force.” For surely “jews” and their loyal and faithful Gentile suckers cannot possibly tell lies.
Right? Or else it is a “crime” for any Gentile to publicly point them out.
But I’m sure that Addonizio and/or his FBI/JTTF “sources” (and Bloomberg) are lying
here, to hide the fact that this is their terror-plot, concocted and executed by them to terrorize
New Yorkers, Americans and the entire Gentile globe into psychologically and politically
surrendering to them and their kind as their most unkind protectors from allegedly Gentile
terror, terrorism, and terrorists. But nothing could be further from the truth. For the terror
here (and there) is obviously “jewish.”
They want us to think that this was all Defreitas from beginning to end, from conception
to attempted execution, and that he was a bomb maker from way back. But methinks these
are official United States’ liars telling their pack of lies and slanders. And this is nothing new
for the likes of them, but rather something very old, characteristic, “jewish” and Satanic.
* * * * *
And so, immediately after the secret-police terror- plot fails to get to JAM via “E” (21:34),
they try Kadir. Enter “Individual F,” stage left. (21:35)
And why? Because this is what the joint secret-policemen of Guyana, Trinidad and antiChrist Amerika wanted?
Hell no! It was that most terrible mastermind from Brooklyn! He did it! He did it all!—
from start to finish—if we can believe Addonizio and his FBI/JTTF “sources.”
So can we?
Hell no! They lie and slander like their father the Devil, Slanderer and Murderer. (John
8:44) For “like father, like son(s).”
Individual E initially said that he wanted to delay the plot for a few months so that
he could focus on his [Georgetown–Ed.] business, and then stated that the [sic] [i.e. he–
Ed.] wanted to cut off his involvement altogether. (21:34)
[This was February 13, 2007. (21:34)–Ed.]
DEFREITAS told the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source that he was determined to get to
Trinidad and present the JFK plot [the “specific details” of which he did not even
know (10:11)–Ed.] to the JAM leader. DEFREITAS then contacted several associates
in Guyana [Is the USDo”J” referring to the Guyanese association of refrigerator and airconditioning repairmen and re-sellers? (See Mr. Watts above.)–Ed.], including a person
identified herein as Individual F, a citizen of Guyana. [Like “A” and “C”?–Ed.] (21:35)
[And so this “F” is thus presented by the USDo“J” as someone whom Defreitas
knew. Is this true? If so, how and when did they meet? And where did they know each
other from?–Ed.]
….Individual F identified two associates whom he thought might be interested
in the plot. The first was the defendant ABDUL KAMIR, a citizen a Guyana, who…was
a member of the Guyanese Parliament, the former mayor of Linden and an imam
[Mohammedan priest–Ed.]. According to Individual F [and the rest of Guyana’s secret
police?–Ed.] KADIR had connections with militants in the Middle East and South
America. (21:36)
[But certainly not Trinidad?—the home of the political target of this “joint” secret
police terror-plot?
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And Addonizio does not identify “F’s” other “associate” “whom he thought might be
interested in the plot.” But may we safely assume he too had contacts in JAM?—the
apparent target of this tri-lateral secret-police terror-plot?–Ed.]
On or about February 19, 2007 [i.e. less than a week after “A” smelled a secretpolice rat (and hence a terror-plot-sting) and backed out-Ed.], DEFREITAS [this alleged
international mastermind of international “terror-plots”–Ed.], Individual F and the
[FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source traveled to Linden, Guyana [without fellow secret policemen and
terror-plotters “A” and “C,” who have thus been replaced by “F”?–Ed.], to meet with
KADIR.… They loaded the [CD/DVD?–Ed.] JFK video on KADIR’s computer and played it
for him. KADIR expressed interest, saying that he needed a few weeks to contact come
associates who would probably help them. (21:37)
[And to think: None of this would have ever happened if it wasn’t for the terribly
dogged “determination” of one Russell (“Mohammed”) Defreitas of Brooklyn, NY?–Ed.]
….With respect to the JFK plot, KADIR informed DEFREITAS and the
[FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source that his associates had their own rules of engagement and
wanted to minimize the killing of innocents, such as women and children. KADIR
proposed conducting the operation in the early morning hours, to minimize the
killing of innocent people. He said that the damage should be economic in
nature.(23:38)
Does this not mean that the Defreitas and/or F.B.I./JTTF plan had very different rules
of engagement, and wanted to maximize the killing of innocents? The fantasy about blowing
up all the fuel-pipeline neighborhoods from JFK, Queens to Linden, New Jersey, would suggest
so. But was this really Defreitas’ idea? Or Bloomberg’s JTTF’s?
“Rules of engagement” means rules of warfare, the rules of “engaging” or fighting the
enemy. And the Amerikans don’t have, keep or obey any such limiting “rules of engagement.”
I.E. they deliberately and genocidally mass-murder as many unarmed men, women and
children as their “shocking and awesome” “weapons of mass-destruction and mass-murder”
can possibly massacre for them. And if you think I’m lying or exaggerating, then see On
Recognizing (Demonic) Terrorists (through their Slanderous Masks): “Allied” Terror-Bombing
during W.W. II.
If only the as-yet-unidentified, uncaught (and hence unpunished) perpetrators of
“9/11/2001” were half as thoughtful, kind, considerate, compassionate and humane as these
alleged terrorists. You know? But then that’s the whole point of “terrorism,” isn’t it: To terrify!
To kill, kill and kill in the most horrible and terrifying way imaginable: To psychologically
petrify and cripple all opposition and potential opposition—like e.g. within all those poor,
tortured bodies and souls within all those CIA and US military jails. You know?
DEFREITAS told KADIR about their desire to travel to Trinidad to present the
plan to the JAM leader. DEFREITAS said the defendant ABDEL NUR would travel with
them and made the introduction. KADIR said that he (KADIR) had introduced NUR to
the JAM leader and that NUR was the right person to make the introduction. (23:39)
[“E” evidently thought so too. (See above.) But you’d think that “E” or this Nur would
have warned Kadir. You know?
And here the Americans almost ruin their own international terror-plot?–Ed.]
DEFREITAS and the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source returned to New York on or about
February 28, 2007. The flight landed at JFK. United States Customs and Border Patrol
(“CBP”) officers conducted a border search of DEFREITAS and his belongings. [And
therefore not of the FBI/JTTF’s spy/agent provocateur(?) and his belongings.–Ed.] The
officers found and copied , among other items, DEFREITAS’S phone book containing the
names and telephone number[s] of KADIR, Individual E and Individual A. (23:40)
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And so Defreitas naturally thinks the United States gov’t knows about “his” JFK plot.
And so he tells Kadir and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) of his suspicions.
And not only that, but “DEFREITAS reminded KADIR that they [Defreitas and the FBI
spy–Ed.] had been harassed at the airport by Guyanese officials who had questioned why they
were traveling back and forth to Guyana so often.” (26:46) (This is Addonizio’s first mention of
this.)
And although contradicted by the preceding paragraph (25:44), wherein the FBI/JTTF
spy/agent provocateur(?) wanted Nur and not Kadir to introduce them to JAM, the
international secret-police evidently want(ed) to involve, entrap, implicate or incriminate Kadir
more than Nur.
While the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source suggested [“in early April 2007”–Ed.] that ABEL
NUR accompany them to make the introduction to the JAM leader, DEFREITAS told the
[FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source that they should instead…have KADIR make the introduction to
the JAM leader. (25:44)
And yet, shortly thereafter…
…the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source reminded KADIR [“on or about April 14, 2007,” and
by phone–Ed.] that he [Kadir–Ed.] had previously told them the ABEL NUR would be
able to contact “the [JAM–Ed.] gentleman” in Trinidad…. The [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source
stated that they had doubts about NUR’s character and reputation [Why? Because Nur
warned Kadir (and perhaps also JAM) about “E’s” suspicions that this was a secret
police-plot?–Ed.], and asked KADIR whether he (KADIR) would make the introduction to
the “gentleman.” …The trip to Trinidad was scheduled from May 20 to May 24, 2007.
(26:45)
This was one short week before this USDo”J” “complaint” and secret arrest order
(“warrant”) against Defreitas, Kadir, Nur and Ibrahim.
And why? Because this JAM meeting never happened. It was called off by JAM. JAM
didn’t take the secret-police bait. They declined to meet with them.
And Kadir declines to go with Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) to
Trinidad, citing evidently more important business at home. (28:50) Kadir tells them that Nur
will make their introduction to the JAM leader. (29:51) His name, again, is Yasin Abu Bakr.
And Kadir thus is quoted verbatim—(evidently he was secretly recorded by the FBI/JTTF
spy/agent provocateur(?):
Right now in Trinidad, with [the JAM leader]. Is hot, with respect to national
security, and the international security. Because I think there was some problem.
Some problem with the [Trinidad gov’t, prime minister and/or parliament??–Ed.] and
what not. [ ] [(?) The Trinidad gov’t—who, as we know from the 1990 coup attempt,
certainly has a motive to try to destroy their “disloyal opposition,” JAM–Ed.] has been
acting up as late. And they have him under serious surveillance. Very, very, strong
surveillance. Even to the point of the international, because they see he has links with
Mohamar Qadafi [of Libya, who once offered one BILLION (with a “B”) American dollars
to the aforementioned black/negro “Nation of Islam.” I think the U.S. gov’t forbade it.
And so the money transfer never happened.–Ed.] And so the international people and
the local police. Everybody is zooming in on him. [And surely this joint international
(American, Guyanese and Trinidadian) secret-police terror-sting is proof of that. And
Manning, the prime minister of Trinidad and Tobago, is quoted below by the AP as
saying “that his government will continue to support the United States ‘in its
indomitable determination to stamp out acts of terrorism wherever they occur.’” And so
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here we see a tripartite secret-police terror-plot against JAM.–Ed.] So I don’t know if
he’ll be available, because of that. [He wasn’t.–Ed.] But the brothers are going to try to
see what can happen—if they can hook you up to meet him. [They couldn’t.–Ed.]
The FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) evidently wants to take Nur out of the picture
altogether—and for good reason, from his perspective. But Kadir will not hear of it. Nur must
make the JAM introduction, if it is to be made at all. (29:51)
So Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) traveled to Trinidad from
Guyana on May 20, with Nur in a separate flight. (30:52) Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF
spy/agent provocateur(?) were housed in the home of defendant Kareen Ibhahim, a citizen of
Trinidad and friend of Kadir. (30:52)
On May 22, Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) go to the JAM
compound, wherein they are informed by Nur—(who, as the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?) surely knows or suspects, has warned the JAM leader that this may very well
be a secret-police terror-plot). And Nur frankly tells them they must come back a few days,
because the JAM leader, Yasin Abu Bakr, wanted to “do some ‘checks’ on DEFREITAS and the
Source before any meeting.” (30:54)
So Nur, Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) go to the house of their
Trinidad host, fellow-defendant Kareen Ibhahim.
(And so all ye bed and breakfast folks, beware!)
And back in Ibrahim’s home, on May 23, Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?) implicate their host (and NUR) by presenting their JFK plot materials to him—
(their JFK video and googleearth images)—materials which Kadir had expressly directed them
to discard in Guyana and not take with them into Trinidad. (31:55)
And in their host’s home,
… DEFREITAS explained they intended to present the [JFK–Ed.] plan to the JAM
leader, but had concerns about their safety.
[(?) From JAM? Why? Why would JAM wish them harm unless they believed they
were gov’t agents secretly trying to “present” them with a gov’t terror-plot? Some
“present” huh? (Talk about Greeks bearing gifts.)
And why would “E,” Nur, Karem or Ibharim think such a thing? For surely there’s
no expressed evidence for it—as presented by the USDo“J”.–Ed.]
KAREEM [Ibrahim–Ed.] advised against presenting the plan to the JAM leader
[Why? Because Ibrahim also believed they were gov’t spies/agents provocateur? And
because the gov’ts involved could use this very “presentation” as “proof” of JAM’s guilt in
a terrible conspiracy against NYC, USA & JFK?–Ed.], and instead said that he
(KAREEM) would present the plan to contacts overseas who might be interesting in
purchasing [?] or funding it. KAREEM [Ibrahim–Ed.] instructed DEFREITAS, NUR
and the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source to leave the JFK video and Google images with him
[Ibrahim; which incriminating materials Kadir had also expressly instructed or forbidden
them to take to Trinidad (29:51), as Ibrahim and Nur undoubtedly knew–Ed.] so that, if
his contacts overseas were interested, he would have the items available to show
them. KAREEM stated that [he–Ed.] would keep them in a safe place in Tobago.
DEFREITAS agreed. (31:56)
And note how the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) had absolutely no say in this
matter, being a mere satellite to this international terrorist, Russell (“Mohammed”) Defreitas—
according to Addonizio and his FBI/JTTF sources.
It seems to me that Ibrahim wanted (and was perhaps instructed) to use this very ruse
to get these incriminating materials out of their hands a.s.a.p., so they could not be “caught”
with them by the Trinidad (or Guyanese) secret police, and thereby incriminate JAM and these
three JAM acquaintances or associates: Kadir, Ibrahin and Nur. For for all they knew, this
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might have been the secret police intention or plot. And methinks Kadir must have been
alarmed when he learned (from Nur and Ibrahim) that Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?)did not follow his explicit instructions or directions not to travel to Trinidad with
their spy materials.
And here are Kadir’s explicit instructions to Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?)—as secretly recorded by the latter:
The other thing too, when you’re traveling [from Guyana to Trinidad to see JAM–
Ed.], do not walk with anything that can implicate you. Remember the copies that
you had? [of their JFK videos and googleearth satellite photos–Ed.] It will be advisable
not to walk with that, just in case they decide to search you in Trinidad. Because
if they search you and they find that, you [will–Ed.] have to explain what you’re
doing with that. And that [googleearth satellite photos–Ed.] can always be picked up
from the internet… Just in case they [Trinidad customs officials–Ed.] want to search,
you don’t want no implications. None, none, none whatsoever.
[Kadir clearly doesn’t, but what about the U.S. Guyanese and Trinidad gov’ts?
Surely such “evidence” could be used against their common target, JAM. And the
movements and doings of Defreitas in Trinidad could be traced right back to JAM’s door
jamb, and JAM would then be in a secret-police jam and/or pickle jar.
And so is this not precisely why Ibrahim insisted that Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF
spy/agent provocateur(?) leave the evidence with him?—even though he entices or
distracts them from the truth with his alleged “overseas contacts” and/or with their
money to “purchase” or “fund” their plan?
Ibrahim is a small fry. (“Throw back the little ones./ And pan fry the big ones./Use
tact, poise and reason/ and gently squeeze them”—Steely Dan) He has no “overseas
contacts.” I doubt if Mohamar (or whoever) would even take his call—or mine, for that
matter—although I could surely use the money. (Heck, forget the billion, I’d settle for
half a million. Whatdaya say?)–Ed.]
So it’s better to discard that. And anytime you want that, you know the web
page, [googleearth.com, net or org–Ed.], you can go to the web page and get it directly.
(29:51)
And continuing from 31:56 above:
On or about May 24, 2007 [again, a mere week before this “criminal complaint”
was secretly signed by a judge and publicized by the USDo”J” on June 1 and 2
respectively–Ed.], DEFREITAS, KAREEM and the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source called KADIR.
DEFREITAS advised KADIR that KAREEM was aware of the JFK plot and was going
to present it to his [“overseas”–Ed.] contacts. They asked KADIR whether any
money received for the plans could be maintained in KADIR’S foundation in [his
home town of–Ed.] Linden, Guyana. KADIR agreed. KAREEM, DEFREITAS, NUR and
the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source devised a code system for future communications. (32:57)
[May I suggest, secret police “Operation fish got away” or “No take a da bait”–Ed.]
DEFREITAS and the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source retuned to New York on or about
May 26, 2007. During a consensually recorded phone call [by this confusing phrase,
used throughout his “complaint,” Addonizio simply means that the FBI spy/agent
provocateur(?) knew the FBI/JTTF were secretly recording him and his/their espionage
victims.–Ed.] on or about May 26, 27, KAREEM said that the plan was moving
forward, and that he was sending one of his associates as an emissary to present
the plan. He explained that the individual would travel overseas to present the
plan. DEFREITAS stated that he was happy to see that the plan was moving
forward. (32:58)
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[But apparently not the secret police. Either they didn’t believe Ibrahim, as I don’t,
or they were simply not interested in his “overseas contacts,” as they and their fellow
secret terror-plot conspirators in Guyana (and also Trinidad?) had failed in their secret
police mission and “joint terrorism task”—to get JAM.
And so, when it’s in the USDO“J’s” evil and deceitful interests, they pretend to
believe what is probably false (Ibrahim’s ruse) and certainly false (Defreitas’ “boastings”
above). And so, according to the deceitful and untrustworthy USDO“J,” the probable and
certain lies of their secret-terror targets are certainly not lies, just as USDO“J’s” own lies
and slanders are certainly not lies—but rather the gospel truth, if we can believe them.
And we cannot. For “no one believes a liar, even when he tells the truth.”
And so though the Amerikans got what they wanted, yet another “international
terror-plot” against New York City, the govts of Guyana sand Trinidad did not.
I wonder what the deal, if any, was (or is) between the latter two countries. What
does Guyana get out of it—besides Kadir? (According to USA Today’s R. Willing, Abdul
Kadir is “a former opposition member of Guyana’s parliament.”) And if so, what does
Trinidad now owe Guyana, if anything, for trying to destroy JAM?
I see far more dirty international politics than black Mohammedan terror in this
international, trilateral secret-police terror-plot (against JAM).–Ed.]
WHEREFORE, your deponent [Legal talk: This “criminal complaint” is a
“deposition,” and its writer (Addonizio) therefore a “deponent”–Ed.] respectfully requests
that an arrest warrant be issued for defendants RUSSELL DEFREITAS, also known as
“Mohammed,” KAREEM IBRAHIM, also knows as “Amir Kareem,” ABDUL KADIR and
ABDEL NUR, so that they may be dealt with according to law. Because of the nature
and content of the charges alleged herein, the [U.S.–Ed.] government requests that
the complaint and arrest warrants be filed under seal [i.e. kept secret–Ed.] until
further order of this Court.
I.E. until the arrests are made. And they were: Defreitas in Brooklyn, and Kadir and
Ibrahim in Trinidad, with Nur turning himself in a couple of days later.
And some illiterate or illegible federal judge (from the “eastern district” of New York)
signed Addonizio’s request in chicken-scratching or “pigeon” English, on June 1, 2007, one
day before Bloomberg’s JTTF circus came a-clanging into town again. (In fact, they never leave,
and their “terror” act is getting very old, very thin and very unconvincing. Don’t you think?)
And who’s going to “deal with” Bush, Bloomberg, their FBI and their JTTF “according to
law”?—the law, if any, against their domestic and international terror-plots? And if not, then
surely, obviously and demonstrably, “jewish”-Amerikan law is Satanic.
* * * * *
“This is a conspiracy,” Nur reportedly told reporters as he entered a Trinidad courthouse
on Tuesday, June 5th, 2007, after he had voluntarily surrendered to the Trinidad police.
(He means a secret-police conspiracy, a conspiracy between the secret police of three
countries: anti-Christ or “jewish”-Amerika; Guyana; and Trinidad and Tobago.)
And I for one believe him.
And you, dear reader, what do you believe?—having read the excerpted news (and my
commentary) above?
* * * * *
Postscript, from Addonizio’s introduction, p.1:
Upon information and belief [i.e. Addonizio’s (FBI/JTTF/USDo“J”) “information
and belief”–Ed.], in or about and between January 2006 and the present, both dates
being approximate and inclusive, within the Eastern District of New York [wherein
Defreitas lived.–Ed.] and elsewhere, the defendants RUSSELL DEFREITAS, also known
as “Mohammed,” KAREEM IBRAHIM, also knows as “Amir Kareem,” ABDUL KADIR and
ABDEL NUR, together with others, did knowingly and intentionally conspire…
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And yet Addonizio presents no information to back up this claim that the four
defendants had been “conspiring” since January 2006.
Indeed, by his own (FBI/JTTF/USDo“J”) “information” (if not “belief,” Addonizio
disproves and belies himself.
Let us review how D met the other 3:
Addonzio writes of six unidentified individuals: “A” through “F.” This is extremely murky,
foggy-bottom, cloak-and-dagger stuff.
“A” is describes only as a “citizen of Guyana.” (9:9)
We are not told how Defreitas knew “A.” But he is far more than a “citizen of Guyana.”
For he is the expositor or presenter of the JFK terror plot to all the black Mohammedan folks
down there in the Caribbean. And “A” is the one who introduces the FBI/JTTF spy/agent
provocateur(?) to Guyanese businessman “E” “on or about September 29, 2006”. (11:14) “E” is
an “associate” of defendant Abdel Nur. (14:19) And so Defreitas meets “E” and Nur through
“A.”
This is important because Addonizio, Bloomberg’s JTTF and the USDo“J” all claim that
they did not start or provoke but rather entered an ongoing international terror plot of one
Russell Defreitas which had begun “in or about” January 2006. (p.1) But here we see Defreitas
was not even introduced to fellow defendant Abdel Nur until after September 2006, and by an
apparent Guyanese secret policeman and terror-plot originator/provocateur called “A.”
And Defreitas does not even meet his two other defendants, Kadir and Ibrahim, until
after this time, “on or about February 19, 2007” (21:36)—when he is similarly introduced to
Kadir (through whom he meets Ibrahim) via another very shadowy and slippery “individual”
named “F”.
This “Individual F” is identified by Addonizio as merely another “citizen of Guyana”
(21:35), like “E.” But he is really or apparently another Guyanese secret policeman and terrorplot provocateur. And Addonizio further claims that “F” was a “associate” of Defreitas whom he
had therefore previously known (we are not told from where or when), and whom Defreitas had
contacted in order to meet men willing to carry out his international terror plot, (21:35) which
he had allegedly began putting into action “in or about” January 2006. (p.1) But this is highly
doubtful. As with “A,” “F’s” connection and initial contact with Defreitas is unstated and
unspecified. And “F” enters the picture only after “E’s” terrible scheme fails. Again, Defreitas
meets his co-defendant Kadir (in Feb. 2007) through “F,” and co-defendant Ibrahim
through Kadir.
And so the point here is that Defreitas does not even meet his co-defendants until
months after the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) is introduced to him (by someone
without so much as a letter to identify him) “on or about July 13, 2006”. (7:6) And
furthermore, Defreitas is introduced to his co-defendants through extremely murky
“individuals” identified by Addonizio only as “A” and “F.”
And so Addonizio presents no “information” at all to show that Defreitas and his three
co-defendants had been “conspiring” since January 2006, six months before the United States
sent their secret agent to Defreitas, in July.
And so just why Addonizio “believes” his unfounded “January 2006 [to] the present”
“conspiracy” charge or accusation is beyond me.
Perhaps lying and slandering is all part of Addonizio’s JTTF/USDo“J” job requirement—
if not “job description.” (For that would be telling, and honest, wouldn’t it?)
And so perhaps you too, young man or woman, can get yourself a “career of evil” within
these international terror groups.
And if so, Addonizio is certainly not alone—in his “Joint terrorism Task Force” and his
United States’ Department of “Justice” (Brooklyn branch.)
Methinks a crooked tree grows in Brooklyn. And it has evil underground tentacles
extending all the way to Hell, Washington D.C., and back.
Can I get a witness? And can I get an axe?
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* * * * *

From the June 2, 2007 “Press Release” of
the New York City Office of the United States’
Department of “Justice”

AP photo by John Marshall Mantel (June 2, 2007)
U.S. Attorney Roslynn R. Mauskopf (left), Mark J. Mershon from the FBI (center) and NYPD Commissioner
Raymond W. Kelly lead an FBI news conference in New York.

* * * * *
From the June 2, 2007 press release of the New York City office of the United States’
Department of “Justice”:
(As always, original emphasis I in bold italics, whereas my own editorial emphasis is
merely in bold.)
The United States Attorney’s Office
Eastern District of New York
BROOKLYN, NY–
….
The arrests were announced today by Roslynn R. Mauskopf [“jew”?–Ed.],
United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New York,[;] Mark J. Mershon,
Assistant Director-in-Charge, Federal Bureau of Investigation, New York Field
Office,[;] Raymond W. Kelly, Commissioner, New York City Police Department,[;]
Samuel J. Plumeri, Superintendent Police/Director of Public Safety, Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey Police Department,[;] and Michael Balboni, Deputy Secretary
for Public Safety, New York State Department of Homeland Security.
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….
An informant working with law enforcement agents began monitoring the
plot at its early stages and made numerous recorded conversations with the
defendants. In a recorded conversation following one of the surveillance missions to JFK
airport, DEFREITAS predicted that the attacks would result in the destruction of “the
whole of Kennedy,” that only a few people would survive the attack, and that because of
the location of the targeted fuel pipelines, part of Queens would explode.
[If so, where did Defreitas get that idea? From the FBI/JTTF?–Ed.]
….
In discussing the plans, [defendant–Ed.] KADIR stressed the goal of causing
economic damage and suggested minimizing the killing of innocent men and
women.
[That’s an important point, which begs the question: Whose idea was it then to
maximize “the killing of innocent men and women”?—via a fantastic or impossible
scheme to blow up a 40 mile fuel-pipe line from Jew Jersey to JFK? Defreitas’?
Bloomberg’s? His “Joint Terrorism Task Force’s”? Inquiring minds want to know—
exactly who is terrorizing them.–Ed.]
“The defendants [four black Mohammedans from Brooklyn, Guyana and
Trinidad–Ed.] are charged with conspiring to bomb one of the busiest airports in the
United States, located in one of the most densely populated areas in the northeast—had
the plot been carried out, it could have resulted in unfathomable damage, deaths,
and destruction,” stated United States Attorney Mauskopf. “But, thanks to the
extraordinary efforts of law enforcement, the defendants’ plan never reached the
operational stage, and the public was never at risk. We remain unwavering in our
commitment to stop terrorist plots before they become terrorist acts and will
spare no effort to secure the safety of the public.”…
[But what if this and other “terrorist plots” are in fact secret-police terror-plots?
What then? Could the secret terror-plot police possibly fail to stop their secret terrorplot “before it became a terrorist act”? Yes and no. It all depends upon the secret-police
and their particular terror-plot. See e.g. the FBI’s first terror-plot against the New York
City World Trade Center of 1993. That clearly wasn’t stopped by its FBI originators and
suppliers, now was it?–Ed.]
Mark J. Mershon [“jew”?–Ed.], Assistant Director-in-Charge, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, New York Field Office, stated, “The defendants had the connections to
present their [(?) and hence not the FBI’s/JTTF’s?–Ed.] terrorist plot to radical groups in
South America and the Caribbean, including senior leadership of Jamaat Al Muslimeen
(“JAM”), which was responsible for a deadly coup attempt in Trinidad in 1990. As the
complaint alleges, defendants KADIR and NUR were longtime associates of JAM leaders.
[And just what became of this alleged “presentation”? And what did the imperial secret
police do to make this presentation happen? And just how disappointed were they when
it didn’t?—when their FBI spy/agent provocateur(?) and their clueless dupe (Defreitas)
weren’t even permitted by JAM to personally present their JFK terror plot—much less to
agree to help them (and hence the FBI/JTTF) execute it?–Ed.] Defendant KAREEM was
also preparing to send an emissary overseas to present the plan to extremist networks
there [Why? Because this imperial secret-police terror-plot failed in Trinidad, because
JAM wouldn’t take their bait?–Ed.] when law enforcement stepped in to disrupt it.
“Once again, terrorists have plotted against New York, and once more NYPD
detectives and FBI agents joined forces to deny them. A disaster has been averted.
Congratulations to both in thwarting this plot, and to the Port Authority Police
Department with whom the NYPD continues to work closely to protect JFK International
Airport,” stated [NYC mayor Bloomberg’s (Irish) Gentile front, mask or façade–Ed.]
Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly.
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Kenneth L. Wainstein [“jew”?–Ed.], Assistant Attorney General for National
Security at the United States Department of Justice, said, “The defendants sought to
combine an insider’s knowledge of JFK Airport with the assistance of Islamic radicals in
the Carribean [sic] to produce an attack that they boasted would be so devastating to
the airport that ‘even the Twin Towers can’t touch it.’ Like the Fort Dix case several
weeks ago, this plot highlights the evolving nature of the terrorist threat we face,
and our investigation into both plots highlights how our agents and prosecutors
are refining their capability to detect and pre-empt such plots before they advance
to a dangerous stage.”
[Are they not both terror plots of these very same “agents and prosecutors”?–Ed.]
“This announcement demonstrates, once again, that there are people
continuously plotting violence against our vital assets and our homeland. This
investigation and the arrests that are related to it prove that the cooperation of
state, local, and federal law enforcement can produce real results that help to
make our state and nation safer,” stated Michael Balboni [(Italian) Gentile front?–
Ed.], Deputy Secretary for Public Safety, New York State Department of Homeland
Security.
[And so this secret-police Dragon of international terrorism, disguised as the
White Knight or anti-Dragon, thus pats itself on the back, for combating itself, and
stopping itself…this time.
And the truest thing in this entire Do”J” press release is the very next clause:–Ed.]
The charges in the complaint are merely allegations [You can say that again–
Ed.], and the defendants are presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.
[Not by the “jewish”-Amerikan mass-media monopolists, they’re not. And so only
by those Gentiles who don’t believe them, nor their “jewish” government sources.–Ed.]
The case is being prosecuted by Assistant United States Attorneys Jeffrey Knox
and Marshall L. Miller of the Violent Crimes and Terrorism Section.
* * * * *

And Taking their “Jewish”-Amerikan Gov’t
Cues, the Well Practiced and Orchestrated
“Jewish”-Amerikan Press then Got Into the Act
The Associated Press
Here’s what the “Associated Press,” an international “news”-gathering and disseminating
organization, had to say about it—as published by USA Today, on June 2, 2007 or very soon
thereafter. For usatoday.com did not specify the dates.
And note well, dear readers, how this AP gobbles up their writers whole, taking away
their very names, identities, individualities, and thus obscuring whoever writes this stinking,
propagandistic, police-state manure!

Official says JFK terror probe widening
NEW YORK (AP)—The investigation into the thwarted plot to bomb Kennedy
International Airport is widening beyond the four men in custody, with more
suspects sought outside the U.S. for their suspected roles, a [unidentified–Ed.] law
enforcement official said Friday.
[What about the secret “roles” of the secret police and govts of Amerika, Guyana
and Trinidad?–Ed.]
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The defendants identified last weekend were “just a piece of it,” the official
told The Associated Press on the condition of anonymity because of not being
authorized to speak publicly. “We are definitely seeking more players. We are
targeting others overseas.”
[But why not “target” “players” much closer to home—like the FBI, the NYPD,
mayor Bloomberg and “Homeland Security”?–Ed.]
The [AP masked–Ed.] official declined to provide details about the possible
suspects, or in what countries they are being sought.
[And can you blame him, dear reader, knowing what you know, from having read
what you have read?–Ed.]
Law enforcement officials, through the use of an informant, were able to
undermine the airport plot in its early stages.
[Yes, we know. Whew! That was close!
And again, the presumption and assertion is that this is not at all a secret-police
terror-plot, but rather the exclusive work on that lone, international-terror mastermind
from Brooklyn, NY.–Ed.]
The four suspects made trips to the airport, took video and photographs [Not so,
only Derfeitas and the FBI/JTTF sky/agent provocateur(?) did that. (See above.)–Ed.],
drew diagrams and collected information. They then hoped to shop their information to
individuals with the capacity to pull off their stated plan of causing “greater destruction
than the Sept. 11 attacks,” the [anonymous “law enforcement”–Ed.] official said.
According to court documents, the men sought [but could not obtain; a significant
AP omission, don’t you think?–Ed.] the help of Jamaat al Muslimeen, or JAM, a group
based in Trinidad that is known to be violent and involved in killings, kidnappings and
weapons trafficking over the past two decades. The group staged a coup attempt in
1990, storming the Trinidad Parliament building and taking the prime minister hostage.
Some experts have called the [exploding 40 mile fuel-pipeline–Ed.] plot far-fetched,
saying it would have been virtually impossible to achieve the kind of destruction the
suspects envisioned. [Se below for why: No oxygen and automatic shut-off valves.–Ed.]
But the [AP unidentified “law enforcement”–Ed.] official said that if the men had lined up
with people who had the right resources, the plans could have been carried out in a
short period of time. [?]

Suspected mastermind Russell Defreitas, a U.S. citizen
from Guyana, hatched the plan when he worked as a cargo employee at
Kennedy 10 years ago [Wrong again, he hadn’t worked at JFK since 1993—according to
his former employer, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey–Ed.], authorities
said. He is being held in New York on conspiracy charges. His alleged coconspirators, two citizens of Guyana and one from Trinidad, are in jail in Trinidad
and were expected to fight extradition to New York.
[“‘We will be opposing extradition,’ said Rajid Persad, a lawyer who represents
both men.”—(R. Willing of USA Today)–Ed.]
The U.S. ambassador to Guyana, David Robinson, said Friday that FBI agents
investigating the Kennedy Airport plot will travel next week to the nation to “follow up
investigations.”
[But will the FBI ever do “follow up investigations” of themselves?—for WTC ‘93;
OK City ‘95, their “Project Megiddo” ‘99, WTC 2001, etc., etc., etc.?–Ed.]
Defreitas’ attorney, Drew Carter, was out of town and did not immediately return
phone messages.
Copyright 2007 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
[OOPS!–Ed.]
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And so we see if the spring is poisoned at its source, so are all those who drink
therefrom.
And note that almost all cops (but one two or a few) are censored by their superiors,
Kelly and Bloomberg, Mueller and Bush. For they are not “authorized police spokesmen,” and
therefore would be fired, demoted, suspended or otherwise harmed by their “brass” for
speaking publicly or to the press about such “ongoing investigations.”
And so all police (but one or two) are officially gagged. And so they can only speak
anonymously or in secret. But some of these are secret police liars, public misinformers,
misdirectors, and political propagandists.
The imperial secret police thus muzzle or silence all their underlings who are not thus
“authorized” by them to speak. And so two things happen: 1.) good, conscientious policemen
sometimes tell reporters the Truth on condition of anonymity; and 2.) evil policemen secretly
working for their censorious and dictatorial bosses, lie and misdirect the press, and hence the
public, under that very same cloak of anonymity. So beware.
And into which category, dear readers, does the above unidentified “law enforcement
official” belong? A relatively good cop within a corrupt police organization and hierarchy,
risking his job in trying to tell the public the truth? Or a secret police spokesman for that very
corrupt organization?
* * * * *
NEW YORK (AP)—As a cargo handler at John F. Kennedy International Airport,
Russell Defreitas watched military parts [not weapons, rockets, bombs, etc., etc., etc.?–
Ed.] be shipped to Israel and believed they would be used to kill Muslims.
[Isn’t that crazy? What a crazy and unfounded belief!–Ed.]
He seethed with rage against the U.S. and Israel for more than a decade after
retirement [in 1993–Ed.] before finally deciding, authorities said, that he wanted to
“get those bastards.”
[For “seething” human volcanoes do eventually explode, you know. But with how
much more “rage” would “jews” be “seething” if America had instead been sending all
those “military parts” for all those years to Palestine instead of “Israel”?–Ed.]
Drawing on his inside knowledge of the massive airport, Defreitas conspired with
three men to blow up the airport’s underground jet fuel tanks and its pipeline in a
spectacular attack designed to kill thousands in the populous neighborhood,
authorities said.
But Defreitas, 63, never got a chance to carry out his plan and would not get the
“place in paradise” that the U.S. citizen and Guyana native said he desired.
Federal authorities announced Saturday [June 2, 2007–Ed.] they had arrested
Defreitas and broken up a suspected Muslim terrorist cell. Two other men, one a former
member of Guyana’s parliament, were arrested in Trinidad and another was sought
there as part of a plot that authorities said they had tracked for more than a year
and was foiled in the planning stages.
[Again and again the same official lie: That this most “terrible” “game was afoot”
months before Defreitas was introduced to the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur)?) in
July of 2006—i.e. 11 months before his arrest for international terror-plotting and
masterminding.–Ed.]
“The devastation that would be caused had this plot succeeded is just
unthinkable,” U.S. Attorney Roslynn R. Mauskopf said at a news conference, calling it
“one of the most chilling plots imaginable.”
Despite their “extraordinary efforts,” the men never obtained any explosives,
authorities said.
….
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Investigators received information about the plot in January 2006, according
to the indictment [Addonizio’s introduction, p. 1.–Ed.], and used a confidential
source—a convicted drug dealer—to infiltrate the group and gather evidence
against them.
The country’s Joint Terrorism Task Force recorded and surveilled them, learning
that they videotaped and took photos of JFK four times in January 2007. [?]
[Again, it was this JTTF’s camera and car and secret agent that was used—to
“videotape and take photos of JFK four times in January 2007.”
But they apparently forgot that—just like their 1999 “Project Megiddo,” and their
1993 project to blow up the World Trade Center.–Ed.]
The cell, the complaint alleged, even reached out to Jamaat al Muslimeen, a
Trinidadian Muslim group responsible for a deadly coup attempt in Trinidad in 1990
that left 24 people dead. The complaint says Kadir and Nur were longtime associates of
the group.
[“Even them,” huh? And therefore only after they had tried everyone and
everything else?
Note well, dear readers, how the “Associated Press” thus try to keep us all as far
away from the truth of the matter—(that JAM was the first, last and only target of this
“trilateral” secret-police terror-plot)—as their professional liars and propagandists can
possibly keep us.–Ed.]
Authorities decided to pounce after Defreitas said on May 27 [2007–Ed.] that he
was happy to see that the plan, code named “chicken farm,” was moving forward,
according to the criminal complaint.
[Yes, because at that precise point in time, the “international terror” was looming
so very large and close. So they simply couldn’t take any more chances—no, not one
more minute.–Ed.]
Defreitas, who retired from his job at JFK in 1995 [actually 1993, it’s Kelly of the
NYPD who says ‘95–Ed.], was nabbed Friday night walking out of a Brooklyn diner.
The arrests mark the latest in a series of suspected homegrown terrorism plots
targeting high-profile American landmarks.
A year ago, seven men were arrested in what officials called the early stages of a
plot to blow up the Sears Tower in Chicago and destroy FBI offices and other buildings.
A month later, authorities broke up a plot to bomb underwater New York City
train tunnels to flood lower Manhattan.
And six people were arrested a month ago in an alleged plot to unleash a bloody
rampage on Fort Dix in New Jersey.
New York City Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly said the arrests of Defreitas
and the others was a reminder that the city was still a top target for terrorists.
“Once again, would-be terrorists have put New York City in their crosshairs,” he
said.
* * * * *
About that alleged Sears Tower terror-plot: From Frank Rich of the New York Times,
Aug. 12, 2007:
To upstage [or distract from–Ed.] increasingly contentious Congressional
restlessness about Iraq in 2006, he [Bush II’s imperial prosecutor (“attorney general”),
Alberto Gonzales–Ed.] put on a widely viewed show to announce an alleged plot by
men in Miami to blow up the Sears Tower in Chicago and conduct a “full ground
war.” [against the U.S.A. Isn’t that incredibly ridiculous? And yet he wasn’t laughed out
of office then, nor since–Ed.] He said at the time the men “swore allegiance to Al Qaeda”
but, funnily enough, last week [Aug., 2007–Ed.] this case was conspicuously missing
from a long new White House “fact sheet” listing all the terrorist plots it had foiled.
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The Gonzales antics are, of course, in the tradition of an administration with a
genius for stirring up terror nightmares at politically opportune times [like Sept. 11,
2001?–Ed.], just like before the Democratic convention in 2004. The Sears Tower
scenario came right out of the playbook of his predecessor, John Ashcroft. In 2002, Mr.
Ashcroft waited a full month to announce the Chicago arrest of the “dirty bomber”
Jose Padilla—suddenly commandeering TV cameras in the middle of a trip to Moscow
so that this tardy “news” sound drown out the damning pre-9/11 revelations from the
F.B.I. whistleblower, Coleen Rowley. Since then, the dirty bomb in the Padilla case
has evaporated much like Mr. Gonzales’s Sears Tower extravaganza.
Once again, would-be “jewish”/anti-Christ-Amerikan dictators have put the Gentile
American heart and soul in their gov’t-terrorist crosshairs.
I’ll leave it to the reader to investigate the virtue (or vice) of those other “jewish”communist-soviet, secret-police terror-plots against Truth, Justice and the Gentile American
way.
* * * * *
From Richard Willing of USA Today; usatoday.com, again no date given:
The [Defreitas–Ed.] case is at least the fifth time in two years in which the
U.S. government has relied on paid informants, some recruited by police, to bring
terrorism-related charges against U.S.-based Muslims, according to federal court
records.
FBI spokesman John Miller [“jew”–Ed.] said Sunday that taking down al-Qaedainspired plots is getting more difficult.
[Really? I think getting the public to believe in these “jewish”-government-terrorplots of these imperial “jewish” secret-policemen is what’s getting more difficult.
And that’s because these terror plots are not “al-Qaeda-inspired,” but are instead
inspired by “jewish”-Amerika’s imperial secret police.–Ed.]
“When you’re looking at inspired-through-the-Internet, homegrown extremists,
well, they can pop up anywhere,” Miller told ABC News.
[The “jews” don’t like the internet, because they can’t own and control it like their
print, broadcast and cable monopolies over all (Gentile) communication—wherein and
whereby their ceaseless “jewish” lies, slanders, deceptions and pretensions, cannot
possibly be disproved, debunked and exposed by Gentile freedom of speech—because
there is none—except, again, on our internet.
And yes, these Bushian, Bloombergian, FBI/JTTF/USDo“J” “extremists” and
“terrorists” are indeed “homegrown”—especially in Washington and NYC—those twin
hothouses, incubators and provocateurs of terrorism both international and domestic.–
Ed.]
The informant tactic already has resulted in four convictions, but raises
questions about “civil liberties” and “entrapment,” says University of Richmond law
professor Carl Tobias, who has written on terrorism and the law.
….
Kenneth L. Wainstein [“jew”?–Ed.], Assistant Attorney General for National
Security at the Justice Department, compared the plot to the arrest last month of six
New Jersey-based Muslims charged in a plan to attack the Fort Dix, N.J., Army
compound.
The cases, Wainstein said, highlight that the terrorist threat is no longer confined
to attacks from overseas.
The “terrorist threat we face” has an “evolving nature,” Wainstein said.
* * *
And also from USA Today, on the occasion of Nur’s surrender:
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U.S. legal papers claim the alleged plotters unsuccessfully sought support in
Trinidad from Jamaat al Muslimeen, a radical Islamic group that staged a deadly coup
attempt in the Caribbean nation in 1990.
….The longtime leader of Jamaat al Muslimeen said his group had no connection
to the plot. “I know nothing about these men,” Yasin Abu Bakr said.
(Not entirely true, but true enough.
But he now knows a bit more than he apparently suspected before about Defreitas and
his American “friend.”)
* * *
And yet, mixed in with all the “Associated Press” manure above, is this following
excellent and truthful AP article. So go figure!
PORT-OF-SPAIN, Trinidad (AP)—A radical Islamic group known for launching a
bloody 1990 coup attempt in Trinidad had faced growing scrutiny at home and abroad,
well before an alleged U.S. terrorist plot focused attention on the Caribbean nation.
The four suspects named in the plot to attack New York’s John F. Kennedy
International Airport tried to enlist the help of Jamaat al Muslimeen [JAM–Ed.] as
key to their plans, according to court documents.
But the group, whose followers are largely black converts [from what?–Ed.] to
Sunni Islam, has faded as a political force in Trinidad as its charismatic leader, Yasin
Abu Bakr, fends off criminal charges for inciting violence. Despite contact between
the two sides, Jamaat al Muslimeen is not accused of offering any support to the
men.
[Indeed, JAM even denied them a meeting, perhaps suspecting a secret-police
plot.–Ed.]
Analysts are not surprised.
“They haven’t identified themselves as a terrorist group,” [Strange expression;
Who does? Certainly not the FBI, the USDo“J,” nor Bloomberg’s “Joint Terrorism Task
Force.”–Ed.] said Anthony Bryan, a senior associate at the Washington-based Center for
Strategic and International Studies.
[And wasn’t this the precise aim of this international secret-police terror-plot: To
“identify” JAM as a “terrorist group”?—to smear JAM on their most terrifying bread?—to
“link” or “tie” Jam to their trilateral terror-plot?–Ed.]
“They’re identified more in terms of protection rackets in Trinidad and
Tobago, and activities that require strong arms,” said Bryan, who was doing research
in Trinidad.
The suspects allegedly traveled to this twin-island Caribbean nation off the coast
of Venezuela to lobby [JAM leader–Ed.] Abu Bakr, but only one [Nur?–Ed.] met with him.
….
Inspired by black nationalist movements in the United States [such as the
“Nation of Islam”?–Ed.] and elsewhere, Jamaat al Muslimeen formed in the 1970s
and has built a private compound including a mosque and school. It has drawn
followers from among poor urban blacks but remained underground, leaving the
number of members unknown.
In 1990, Abu Bakr’s group stormed Parliament and took the prime minister
and his Cabinet hostage in a rebellion that left 24 dead [Note the false and
misleading implication that JAM killed or murdered them.–Ed.]—the only Islamic
revolt in the Western Hemisphere. The rebels eventually surrendered and were
later pardoned.
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Abu Bakr, a former police officer who converted to Islam[?], blamed the
government for widespread poverty that followed the collapse of world oil prices.
The U.S. military has sponsored Trinidadian officers at counterterrorism
courses in the United States to help the country deal with terrorist threats, Gen.
Bantz Craddock said last year as former head of U.S. Southern Command.
[But who’s going to help the Gentile citizens of the world deal with all these
terrorist threats and plots coming from the imperial “jewish”-Amerikan gov’t of the
United States?–Ed.]
….
Phone calls to Abu Bakr’s office seeking comment went unanswered Sunday [June
3, 2007–Ed.].
His group, often accused of aiming to create an Islamic state in Trinidad,
describes itself simply as a religious organization. It is not known to have
international reach, although a member was convicted of trying to smuggle 70 assault
rifles to Trinidad from Florida in 2005.
Abu Bakr faces charges stemming from a 2005 sermon in which he called for
war against all rich Muslims who refuse to pay zakaat, an Islamic tithe [or tax–Ed.]
used to alleviate poverty. [A mere “speech crime,” then?–Ed.] The following week, he
was arrested by police who razed the group’s compound [?] and charged with
sedition and incitement to violence.
[Note: To “raze” means to burn down to the ground, like Waco’s “Branch Davidian”
compound.–Ed.]
He was questioned but not prosecuted in connection with a 2005 series of at least
four bombings in the capital Port-of-Spain.
[Trinidad and Tobago–Ed.] Prime Minister Patrick Manning said Sunday [June
3, 2007–Ed.] that his government will continue to support the United States “in its
indomitable determination to stamp out acts of terrorism wherever they occur.”
[Doesn’t that just speak volumes, dear readers? It means that the United States’
imperial secret police (Bloomberg’s “Joint Terrorism Task Force”) were not only working
in secret concert and provocateurship with the Guyanese secret police, but also with
Trinidad’s—i.e. Manning’s.–Ed.]
The FBI opened a permanent office in Trinidad in 2005, partially to
investigate the unsolved bombings. [Where then, in this cooperative spirit of bi- or
multi-lateralism, are all the foreign and Gentile police in New York City and Washington
D.C., to investigate “9/11” etc.?–Ed.] At the time, FBI chief Robert Mueller said he
had no reason to believe there were terrorist cells in Trinidad or Tobago, but said
there are “persons of interest” living in the Caribbean nation.
[Evidently. And this “interest” is Mueller’s, Bloomberg’s and Bush’s, and therefore
their imperial secret-police’s.–Ed.]
* * * * *
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Patrick Manning, the 4th and 6th (and present) prime minister of Trinidad and Tobago—
(and not an Irishman after all)
* * * * *

The New York Daily News…
With your kind permission, I will now refer to two New York City “jewspapers” for my
“information”: Zuckerman’s New York Daily News and Sulzberger’s New York Times, and both
from Sunday, June 3, 2007, the day after the “terrible” news broke via a news conference in
Manhattan.
* * * * *
On that Sunday, the Daily News headlines’ screamed:
[1] “JFK TERROR PLOT TO KILL THOUSANDS: Accused ringleader once worked at [JFK]
airport: Radicals were under surveillance for a year: ‘Devastation’ would have been
‘unthinkable’”—by Daily News staff writers J. Marzulli, J.R. Meek, A. Gendar & R.F. Moore.
[2] “JFK TERROR PLOT: INNER WORKINGS OF TWISTED PLAN: How loose gang of
fanatics from B’klyn to Guyana hatched mission code-named ‘The Chicken Farm’”—by News
staff writer Tracy O’Connor
[3] “JFK TERROR PLOT: ‘Not even safe here’: Residents rattled by ‘scary’ scenario that
could have destroyed their nabes [i.e. neighborhoods]”—by Daily News writers J. Vielkind, V.
Belenkaya & T. Moore
[4] “JFK TERROR PLOT: HIS MEEKNESS MASKS A MURDEOUS MIND”—by Daily News
columnist Michael Daly
[5] “Cop’s suit: Web ranting got me fired: City says ex-Finest is disgruntled, has a
grudge”—by J. Marzulli
[6] “The terror this time”—a Zuckerman editorial
But that “old gray lady,” the New York Times, kept her decorum and sanity on that day:
[7] “4 Men Accused of Plot to Blow up Kennedy Airport Terminals and Fuel Lines”—by C.
Buckley & W. Rashbaum (in the Metro section)
[8] “Plot Was Unlikely to Work, Experts Say, Citing Safeguards and Pipeline Structure,”
by Patrick McGeehan
[9] and on June 10th: “Plots, Politics and the Weight of Page 1”—by Times’ “public editor”
(or “readers’ representative”) Clark Hoyt
* * * * *
FOUR EXTREMISTS hatched a plot to blow up Kennedy Airport and swaths of
Queens by attacking fuel tanks and an underground petroleum pipeline in hopes of
igniting a catastrophic explosion that would eclipse 9/11, authorities said yesterday.
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….The devastation that would be caused had this plot succeeded is just
unthinkable,” said U.S. Attorney Rosylnn Mauskopf. [1]
Actually there were five chickens, if you include the mother hen (?): “an informant, a
convicted drug trafficker working undercover for the FBI, hoping to befriend Defreitas.”[2]
But why? What were the F.B.I. hoping to accomplish through their (as-yet-unidentified)
“informant”-prisoner or prisoner-”informant”?
Were the secret police intending to prevent a “terrorist” plot from hatching? Or were
they trying to start one?—or rather yet another one? Was this F.B.I. prisoner an “informant”
or an F.B.I. secret agent provocateur?
And why did the F.B.I. direct their prisoner-”informant” to “befriend” Defreitas—of all
people?
Russell Defreitas, the F.B.I.-alleged mastermind of their alleged JFK terror plot, is a 63
year old Guyanese-born U.S. citizen living in Brooklyn—a divorced Mohammedan Negro and “a
retired [JFK] cargo worker allegedly trying to put a team together to mount a terrorist attack
on Kennedy Airport.”[2]
He [Defreitas–Ed.] is alleged to have already been hatching a plot when he
encountered a man who had been working as a government informant since 2004 in
an effort to get a reduced sentence on a pair of drug trafficking cases.[4]
And there’s our answer (according to the U.S. gov’t): They dispatched their prisoner”informant” to pick up Defreitas because he had “already been hatching a plot” to terrorize
New York City.
(We are not told how the gov’t knew this. And it will be interesting to see if they can
produce any “hard” or trustworthy evidence for this.)
And therefore, according to the gov’t, and if anyone can believe them, their undercover
man is decidedly not a “agent provocateur”—at least not in this case.
And by the way, what else had their unidentified prisoner-”informant” been doing for the
U.S. gov’t since 2004, since he only met Defreitas in July 2006? (7:6)
Defreitas…told an [?] informant that he was motivated to attack Kennedy Airport
because while working there years ago [from1990-93–Ed.]…he saw missiles being
shipped to Israel. He told the informant he believed the missiles would be used to kill
Muslims, authorities said.
[Again, what a crazy and unfounded belief!–Ed.]
Defreitas wanted to do something to get those bastards, apparently referring to
Jews and the U.S., the criminal complaint said. He also allegedly said he had been
taught to make bombs in Guyana.[1]
His hatred had been roused when he worked for Evergreen International Aviation
years earlier [1990-93–Ed.] and saw missiles being shipped to Israel that he believed
would be used to kill Muslims.
He “wanted to do something to get those bastards,” he said, according to the
complaint.[2]
Question: But what if all the American weapons and all the American dollars that have,
for generations now, been pouring into “Israel” to destroy Palestine and to kill, murder, massmurder, terrorize, torture, dispossess, oppress and drive out the Palestinians and other Arabs
(Egyptians, Syrians, Jordanians, Lebanese, etc.), had instead been pouring into Palestine to
destroy “Israel” and to kill “jews”? What then? Would the American “jews” have been even a
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fraction as patient, non-violent, law-abiding and long-suffering as American Palestinians and
other Arabs and Mohammedans have been?
We all know the answer to that question, don’t we? For the “jews” are infinitely more
violent, intolerant, demanding and terrible than any Gentile race, nation or religious group.
And so once again we see a racist double-standard at work here. There is one law for us
Gentiles and another law for the “jews.” And as always, the “jews” write or dictate both—via
their anti-Christ or Satanic Amerikan “congress.” Ain’t it the truth?
(And Bush II has just announced his Satanic intention to give (not sell) the “jews” $20
billion more U.S./ “jewish”-Amerikan “weapons of mass destruction and mass-murder” to kill
Gentiles, Arabs and Mohammedans within their regional and global reach. And the Satanic
anti-Christ or “jewish”-“Israeli”-Amerikan parliament or congress will of course, once again,
say “Amen” to this Satanic plan for this anti-Christ-Amerikan Armageddon.)
* * *
And from [2] “JFK TERROR PLOT: INNER WORKINGS OF TWISTED PLAN: How loose
gang of fanatics from B’klyn to Guyana hatched mission code-named ‘The Chicken Farm’”—by
Daily News staff writer Tracy O’Connor, June 3, 2007:
Last August, as the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant cozied up to him, Defreitas remarked
during a chat about Lebanon [then invaded by “Israel”–Ed.] that Muslims always “incur
the wrath of the world” while Jews get a “pass.”
[Is this not precisely so? And the same goes for the Christians and the Germans,
does it not?—that they are the racially slandered victims and scapegoats of “jews.”–Ed.]
….With dazzling speed, a discussion about the civil war in Lebanon [and therefore
not the “Israeli” invasion of 2006?–Ed.] led to talk of an audacious terrorist plot,
authorities said.
It was followed by cryptic phone calls and meetings with shadowy characters and
a series of trips to Guyana and Trinidad.
Month by month, the plot moved forward—with the informant recording the
incriminating chatter on tape and feeding the evidence to his handlers. (i.e. the F.B.I.
and/or Bloomberg’s “Joint Terrorism Task Force”)
….On Aug. 7 [2006–Ed.]…Defreitas told the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant [a black man?–
Ed.] about “brothers” from Guyana and Trinidad who would come to New York for
something “bigger than the World Trade Center.”
The next day, he [Defreitas–Ed.] indicated there was a “cell” of a half-dozen men
targeting Kennedy Airport and looking for a New Yorker to join their nefarious
scheme.[2]
* * *
According to some reports [such as this one by Daily News writers A.
Gendar and K. Lucademo, also on June 3, 2007, ands as a “sidebar” to [2]–Ed.],
the extremist group [of Negro “‘brothers’ from Guyana and Trinidad”–Ed.] has a
base in Brooklyn where several members fled after the [attempted–Ed.] coup.
[This is Jamaat Al Muslimmeen, a Negro Mohammedan group in Trinidad,
who tried but failed to take over the government down there in 1990. (And
apparently the gov’t never forgot nor forgave it.)–Ed.]
* * *
….He [Defreitas–Ed.] and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant made four trips to JFK in
January [2007–Ed.]. Defreitas showed him fuel tanks that could be blown up, escape
routes and holes in security. They taped some of the locations.
….on Jan. 14 [2007–Ed.], he [Defreitas–Ed.] and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant
returned to Guyana to show off their handiwork—the JFK videos.
[They also bought along satellite images from googleearth.com
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And after “E” smelled a secret-police, terror-plot rat (see above) and backed out of
negotiations…–Ed.]
….Defreitas…pressed his goal of getting to Trinidad to meet with the Jammat
extremist leader.
….As it turned out, Defretias and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant never got to meet the
Jamaat leader.
They did fly to Trinidad on May 20 [2007–Ed.] and were put up by as associate of
Kadir, Kareem Ibrahim, who took them to the Jammmat compound two days later.
* * *
[And what’s interesting here is Kadir’s “concerns” about Defreitas’ plan for
JFK.
“He explained ‘that his associates had their own rules of engagement and
wanted to minimize the killing of innocents, such as women and children,’ the
criminal complaint said.”
[Does this not mean that the Defreitas and/or F.B.I. plan had very different
rules of engagement, and wanted to maximize the killing of innocents?–Ed.]
“The attack should [therefore–Ed.] take place in the early morning and focus
on infrastructure, he suggested. Kadir also revealed he knew the Jamaat leader…”
(#2)–Ed.]
* * *
When they [Defreitas and his F.B.I. “informant”–Ed.] arrived [at the “Jammmat
compound”–Ed.], they were met by Nur, who said he had been there for two days and
has already presented the terror plan. The organization wanted to talk more about it.
But Defreitas was starting to get cold feet, worried that Jamaat might turn on
them [?] And Ibrahim, their new contract in Trinidad, agreed. He told them to leave the
plan in his hands to present to other fanatics he knew.
* * *
And so, though the Daily News doesn’t say so, JAM apparently declined to further
entertain (much less to help execute) Defretias’ or the F.B.I. “informant’s” (and therefore
the F.B.I.’s) terror plan for New York City.
In other words, was it really Defreitas who was “starting to get cold feet?—or these
JAMsters whom the F.B.I. “informant” (and therefore the F.B.I.) were trying to interest
and entangle in their international terror plot?–Ed.]
* * *
Defreitas and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant returned to New York—and there was one
more phone call with their new contact.
Last Sunday, Ibrahim spoke with Defretias and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant and said
things were progressing, that he was sending an emissary to his overseas contacts to
present the plan.
[Really? Or did Ibrahim give them the final kiss-off?–Ed.]
Defreitas said he was happy.
But that didn’t last long.
After 10 months of eavesdropping on the plotters as they moved even closer to the
sinister goal, the feds were ready to make their move.
[Why? Because their terror plan wasn’t going anywhere?—having been declined by
the Trinidad group?–Ed.]
On Friday [June 1, 2007–Ed.], as he and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant met at the
Lindenwood diner in Brooklyn, the authorities arrested him. His carefully laid plans
had crumbled.[2]
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But how “carefully laid” were the terrorist plans of the JTTF/FBI/USDo“J”? And how
and by whom were they “crumbled”? Was it not by their secret police target and intended
victim, JAM?
Tbp with others not taking the bait.
The suspects were under surveillance for a year before the arrests were made here
and overseas.
“We had them on conspiracy long ago,” a [unidentified–Ed.] law enforcement
source said, adding that the feds didn’t move in more quickly because they wanted to
see whether the probe targets had ties to Al Qaeda.[1]
Really? I think it’s because the “targets” of this secret-police (?) terror-plot passed on the
bait, and so balked, declined or refused to execute the (F.B.I.’s?) terror plan.
Authorities decided to round up the suspects because some of them were expected
to travel soon.
….Kadir’s wife, Isha, told The News in Guyana last night that her husband was
arrested Friday as he boarded a flight from Trinidad to Venezuela.[1]
But only one of the four (Defreitas of Brooklyn) was in the United States. The others are
fellow Guyanaians Abdel Nur and Abdul Kadir (a former member of the Guyanese parliament,
a former mayor of Linden, Guyana, and a Mohammedan priest or “imam”); and Trinidadian
Kareem Ibrahim.
And so the above “authorities” must include the gov’ts of Guyana and Trinidad &
Tobago. For otherwise these Caribbean and South American countries would be mere satellites
of the United States, who can just “round them up” at will, or rather command these countries
to do so for them, and “extradite” them to them with little or no delay.
“‘We will be opposing extradition,’ said Rajid Persad, a lawyer who represents both men
[Kadir & Ibrahim–Ed.]].”—(R. Willing of USA Today)
But again Trinidad and Tobago apparently didn’t need commanding. For they are
evidently in secret league with the United States against their “disloyal opposition,” JAM.
[Trinidad & Tobago–Ed.] Prime Minister Patrick Manning said Sunday [June 3,
2007–Ed.] that his government will continue to support the United States “in its
indomitable determination to stamp out acts of terrorism wherever they
occur.”[AP]
* * * * *
From [1]:
[federal or U.S.–Ed.] Prosecutor Jeffrey Knox called [Brooklynite–Ed.] Defreitas
the hometown extremist behind the chilling terror plot whose goal was “to kill as
many people as possible.”
The group’s original plan was to crash an airplane into other passenger jets on the
ground at Kennedy “to create a catastrophic explosion,” a [unidentified–Ed.] source said.
When the suspects couldn’t recruit enough co-conspirators, the [unidentified–Ed.]
source said, they came up with a new plan: to set off explosions at the airport’s fuel
farm, a series of storage tanks.
They also were targeting a massive fuel pipeline that runs 40 miles from Linden,
N.J., through Staten island, Brooklyn and Queens, providing fuel to JFK.
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They hoped an assault of the so-called Buckeye pipeline—which carries 8 million
gallons of jet fuel and refined petroleum on the city every day—would kill thousands by
causing explosions throughout residential areas.
….Just 4 feet underground at most points, the pipeline runs beneath residential
neighborhoods in Bay Ridge, Borough Park, Kensington, Flatbush, East Flatbush and
Brownsville in Brooklyn.
….But

the pipeline owner and experts said yesterday an
explosion at one section of the artery would not cause a
chain reaction. [See more on this most important fact below.–Ed.]
….[NYPD] Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly said the NYPD had conducted an
in-depth survey of the 40-mile pipeline [from Linden New Jersey to the JFK airport in
Queens, NYC–Ed.], and police helicopters and boats were closely patrolling the artery of
fuel.
“We have to remain vigilant…. If we learned anything from this latest plot,

Kelly said, adding that he
and mayor Bloomberg had been kept updated during the
[year-long JTTF–Ed.] probe.
it’s that they keep coming back to New York,”

[Why not? It was their JTTF “probe.” And so if it was (is) in fact a secret-police
terror-plot, then it was (and is) Bloomberg’s and Kelly’s terror-plot as well (as Cohen’s of
the CIA).–Ed.]
The investigation was conducted by the FBI, NYPD, Port Authority Police and U.S.
Department of Homeland Security.[1]
Let’s see if we too can learn anything from this latest plot, dear readers: I mean whether
it’s a real terror-plot or another secret-police terror-plot.
And by the way, secret-police terror-plots are real plots too. (See e.g. the FBI’s first
terror-plot against NYC’s World Trade Center in 1993. That was no mere theoretical bomb. It
too went “boom.”)
Are “they” citizen-terrorists or gov’t terrorists? And why do “they” “keep coming back to
New York”? It is because they live and work there? Is it because that’s their job (if not their job
description): to terrorize New Yorkers (and hence other Americans) into surrendering their
“inalienable rights” and constitutional liberties to mayor Bloomberg and his “Joint Terrorism
Task Force,” and thus exchange or trade in their Gentile forefathers’ hard-fought and hardwon liberties and rights for Bloomberg’s solemn promises of police protection from this
allegedly big, bad, and most “terrifying” Gentile dragon international terrorism?—cunning and
omnipresent, but apparently not omnipotent—thanks to this most vigilant and protective
mayor Bloomberg and his “Joint Terrorism Task Force”?
But what if this most fiery Dragon of international terrorism is actually “jewish,” and
American, or “jewish”-Amerikan?
Who will protect us, then? And what, if any, police forces?
The “jewish” police forces, like Bloomberg’s, who are ceaselessly trying to disarm us,
and who are always persecuting (abducting, “prosecuting,” “convicting” and jailing) those
American patriots who are armed (without their and their mayor’s totally unnecessary,
despotic, tyrannical, anti-constitutional and anti-American “permission”)?
All the more reason, therefore, to be “armed and dangerous”—(constitutionally) “armed
[to the ‘freedom teeth’ ] and [patriotically] dangerous” to all such anti-American enemies, both
foreign and domestic.
* * * * *
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Under the Daily News’ heading [3]: “JFK TERROR PLOT: ‘Not even safe here’: Residents
rattled by ‘scary’ scenario that could have destroyed their nabes [i.e. neighborhoods],” we find
the following:
New Yorkers whose homes sit just above the underground pipeline [“just 4
feet underground at most points”[1]–Ed.] targeted by suspected homegrown
terrorists [?] were horrified [if not also terrified–Ed.] by the alleged attempt to “cause
greater destruction” than the 9/11 attacks.
The four suspects—including Russell Defreitas, a U.S. citizen and former
Kennedy Airport employee—[and hence the only “suspected homegrown terrorist”—other
than Bloomberg’s “Joint Terrorism Task Force” and their FBI “informant”—or rather
agent provocateur?–Ed.] were allegedly plotting to ignite fuel inside the 40-mile
pipeline that they hoped would destroy residential areas throughout Queens,
Brooklyn and Staten Island.
* * *
[But this is simply false. See the Kadir quote above.
KADIR informed DEFREITAS and the [FBI/JTTF–Ed.] Source that his
associates had their own rules of engagement and wanted to minimize the killing
of innocents, such as women and children. KADIR proposed conducting the
operation in the early morning hours, to minimize the killing of innocent people.
He said that the damage should be economic in nature.(23:38)
(And so Zuckerman strikes again.)–Ed.]
* * *
“It would have leveled this whole neighborhood,” said Gene Lawless, 47, who has
lived in Queens near Kennedy Airport his entire life. “It would have been a chain
reaction all the way to New Jersey.”
While the chain reaction outcome was in some dispute [Yeah, and by the
owners and operators of the very fuel pipeline in question–Ed.], the fact that terrorists
have once more been shown to be living amongst us rattled New Yorkers.
[Wrong again, three of the four accused “homegrown terrorists” live in or near the
Caribbean. And what would rattle them far more is if they believed or knew these
“homegrown terrorists” were presently (and formerly) sitting in their highest public
offices.–Ed.]
“To think that they could get this close is scary,” said Mary Destio, 57, who
lives…just blocks from the airport…. “We’re not even safe here.”
[Does anyone in NYC public offices want the public to be this scared—terrified in
fact? And why? And to see just how “close” they got, or rather didn’t get, read on.–Ed.]
….“We don’t know how many people like him [Defreitas–Ed.] are out there.” [said
Queens’ representative Gary Ackerman (“jew”?)–Ed.]
Sen. Chuck Schemer (D–N.Y.[and definitely a “jew”/“Israeli”–Ed.) agreed.
“Most troubling here is that today’s foiled plot has similar characteristics to that of
Fort Dix—small, homegrown, indigenous groups unrelated to each other or to groups
like Al Qaeda,” [yet another CIA/US creation/fabrication–Ed.] he said. “It is a new
challenge that law enforcement will have to adapt to quickly.”
[Firstly, methinks the most “similar characteristic” is that these are secret-police
terror-plots, intended to terrorize and stampede the American citizenry into a planned
“jewish”-Amerikan “soviet”- or “Israel”-style police-state or prison-state. And secondly, it
is therefore the American public or citizenry who “will have to adapt more quickly”—to
this terrible truth and its terrifying implications: We’re not safe from the anti-Christ or
“jewish”-Amerikan gov’t, and their imperial “jewish”-Amerikan secret police.–Ed.]
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….Shirley Katz, a 35-year-old from Israel, said she was saddened that the U.S.
was experiencing what has become typical in her homeland.
“I’m not nervous,” she said. “I know it’s not a normal [American–Ed.] reaction, but
it’s because we’re [the “Israelis”–Ed.] used to it.”
[May the Americans never get used to it, nor ever tolerate such a “soviet”-“jewish”
police-state. A totalitarian “jewish” police-state pseudo-justified by “jewish” secret police
(and therefore “jewish” public official) terror plots, both domestic and international.–Ed.]
Mayor Bloomberg [who, according to his and Gentile front-man, and hand-picked
police dog, Raymond “Popeye” Kelly, “had been kept updated during the [year-long–Ed.]
probe” of his very own NYC “Joint Terrorism Task Force” [1]–Ed.] assured New Yorkers
that they were not at risk. He noted the plot never made it past the planning phase.
Bloomberg praised law enforcement for uncovering the scheme [?] [Was it not their
JTTF scheme?—and therefore Bloomberg’s scheme?–Ed.] and said that plot was a
reminder “that in today’s world, we face constant threats from people who want to
take always our freedoms and destroy our way of life.”
[Yes, and they are precisely people like Bloomberg, Giuliani, etc, and their
appointees, like CIA Cohen and Kelly.–Ed.]
Gov. Spitzer [of New York state, yet another “jew”–Ed.] pointed our that risk
remains high six years after the attack on the World Trade Center. [During which time
this “jew” was New York state’s “attorney general.” That means the state’s highest cop,
investigator, accuser and prosecutor. And therefore simply note how thoroughly and
completely this “jew” failed (or refused) to bring 9/11 Truth and Justice to NY city and
state, and hence let the real perps get away scot-free. Now he’s the God-damned state
governor. See how these “jews” reward one other?–Ed.] “The discovery and dissolution of
this chilling plot is further evidence that New York remains a target of terrorist
interests,” he said.
[Again, that’s true, but not at all in the way he means it, or deceitfully intends us
to understand it. For these “terrorist interests” are anti-American, anti-Gentile,
presidential, gubernatorial, mayoral and “jewish.”
For those from out of state: New York state is neither a “republic” nor even a
“democracy,” but rather a triumvirate of the governorship and the majority party
leaders or “speakers” of the two state legislatures—and a foursome or quartet if you
include the mayor of New York City, as this triumvirate must have done when they
decided to transfer the NYC public property called the “World Trade Center” to a “jew”
named Silverstein on April 26, 2001, just six weeks before it mysteriously collapsed into
asbestos smoke and most strange and everlasting fire. (All other state “senators” or
“representatives” are mere window-dressing and very expensive taxpayer clothing for
these three naked co-monarchs. And this has been the case in Hew York state longer
than anyone can remember.) And this “jewish”-governor Spitzer, perhaps in secret
league with his fellow democratic “jew” boss of the state’s democratic house of
“representatives” (Silver of lower Manhattan and the WTC), has been seeking to make
“his” state a complete “jewish” monarchy or tyranny, with himself as the tyrant-king, by
secretly siccing his state police dogs to find “dirt” on his last and only obstacle to total
“jewish” state dictatorship, the only Gentile in this “jewish” state triumvirate, an Italian
named Bruno, head of the “republican” state senate. (For the “jewish” tyranny that is
New York still pretends to be a “republic.”)
And yet I recall years ago that this very same Silver, who, like Manhattan state
prosecutor Morgenthau, has been in his “public” office forever, was not molested at all
when it became public knowledge that he gave (and still gives?) his personal friends and
supporters “no-show” gov’t jobs in Albany, the NY state capital. And has this not been
going on from even before that day to this? And if so, why hasn’t this present “jew”governor Spitzer, who was also the former NY state prosecutor, never, ever “investigated”
that, nor ever sicced his state police dogs upon it?
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And so as long as you’re a “jew” in Jew York (state and city), everything is just
kosher. But if you’re a Gentile, and won’t suck “jew,” then there’s no place nor job for
the likes of you. And this is precisely why I have arisen so high in this Hellish state by
Satan’s gate. Can I get a witness?–Ed.]
Former mayor Rudy Giuliani [of the aforementioned imperious NY state foursome
who transferred the World Trade Center to the aforementioned Silverstein, just six weeks
before it was no more–Ed.], on the presidential campaign trail in Fort Lauderdale [Fla.–
Ed.], said “It should remind us that the terrorists are at war with us both overseas and
here in the United States.”[3]
Again, true, but not as he means it. For the greatest terrorists sit in the greatest
American public offices, starting with the imperial “commander-in-chief.” They are constantly
trying and plotting to terrorize us out of our liberties and our constitution and our “American
way of life.”
* * * * *
From [4] “JFK TERROR PLOT: HIS MEEKNESS MASKS A MURDEOUS MIND”—by Daily
News columnist Michael Daly
…. He [Defreitas–Ed.] is alleged to have already been hatching a plot to when he
encountered a man who had been working as a government informant since 2004 in
an effort to get a reduced sentence on a pair of drug trafficking cases.
The [FBI–Ed.] informant worked his way into the midst of the conspirators and
reported that they intended to explode a fuel line that runs 40 miles from New
Jersey through Staten Island and Brooklyn to JFK airport. [Again and again the
same false accusation. (See the Kadir quote above.)–Ed.] Defreitas is quoted in the
criminal complaint as saying the plot would destroy “the whole of Kennedy” along with
nearly everyone there and part of the surrounding neighborhoods.
Which would mean that this mild-looking man with the quiet voice would
happily kill your kids. Two of his co-conspirators were apparently of the same
mind.
[A very oblique reference or acknowledgement of the Kadir quote.
Why only two? Because they are not specifically quoted by Bloomberg’s JTTF as
saying something like the Kadir quote. And therefore Daly’s conclusion is that they too
“would happily kill your kids”?
I can’t speak for those two, but the United States’ gov’t certainly would. Witness
9/11/2001, WTC ’93, Pearl Harbor, etc, And see On Recognizing (Demonic) Terrorists
(through their Slanderous Masks): “Allied” Terror-Bombing during W.W. II–Ed.]
“Once again, would-be terrorists have placed New York City in their cross
hairs, Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly said at a press conference yesterday.
[Yeah, but whose “cross hairs” are they really?–Ed.]
Kelly listed a series of [secret-police terror?–Ed.] plots that have been
uncovered since 9/11. He should not have to tell anyone that there will be others,
that if you see something you should say something.
[Isn’t that what I’m doing, dear readers?–Ed.]
“Look at your world through the prism of 9/11,” Kelly advised.
[Yes indeed, do so, dear readers. But not until you know the 9/11 truth, and
therefore decidedly not through the terrible prism of the terrifying lies and slanders of
these Bloombergs, Kellys, Cohens, Spitzers, Schemers, Clintons, Giulianis, Rumsfelds,
Cheneys and Bushes.–Ed.]
But just half a dozen blocks downtown from where Kelly spoke [Manhattan FBI
HQ, downtown NYC–Ed.], tourists in summer clothes were gawking and taking pictures
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of ground zero as if it were just a piece of history as remote and resolved as Pearl
Harbor.
[Is Pearl Harbor resolved? Is the Truth known to most Americans? Or do they not
still yet believe Rosenvelt’s official lies? And so if Pearl Harbor I, although remote, is not
yet “resolved,” what help is there for “resolution” then of this not-so-remote Pearl Harbor
II—i.e. PNAC’s 9/11?–Ed.]
….These “homegrown killers” [wrong again: only American citizen Defreitas (and
the FBI spy/agent provocateur?) can truly call NYC and America his home–Ed.]
apparently include the seemingly meek man who was being arraigned [formerly
accused or charged via a gov’t “indictment”–Ed.] in Brooklyn Federal Court. Most of us
may fail to view the world through the prism of 9/11, but Russell Defreitas and his
fellow jihadists sure do, [Is the writer suggesting we non-believers should therefore join
Kelly and jihad—and not the Elks club?–Ed.] and they look at Ground Zero as
something to outdo.
When you saw Defreitas shuffle into a second-floor courtroom just after 2 p.m.
yesterday, it was hard to imagine this was a man who could hurt anybody, much
less thousands.
[Then why imagine and publicly profess that he could? Because your Zuckerman
pay-check and “career” depend upon it?
“I see you shuffle in the courtroom/ with Your rings upon your fingers,/
Your downy little sidies/ and Your silver-buckle shoes./
Playing at the hard case,/ you follow the example/
of the comic-paper idol/ Who lets you bend the rules.”—(from Jethro Tull’s “thick
as a Brick”)–Ed.]
He seemed only more harmless with his bowed head and quiet voice. Then
you read the complaint [We have. We have.–Ed.] and you realized how right Kelly is
when he says we cannot look at the world as if it has not changed.
[It has! It has! Look how much more power the “jewish” gov’t now has!
The change is in US domestic and foreign policy. The change is in the
presidential/congressional shredding of the U.S. constitution, along with “jewish”Amerika’s third world war of aggression or “choice”—planned, by the way, before 9/11.
Was that, is that not a clue?
But that isn’t at all what we realized when we read the complaint, was it? On the
contrary, we saw convincing evidence of an international, tripartite, secret-police terrorplot to entrap this “seemingly meek” Defreitas, along with a Trinidadian Mohammedan
group called “JAM.” They succeeded in the former, but failed in the latter.
Is it “jewish” blood-money that makes this Daly of the Daily News see what clearly
isn’t there to see?–Ed.]
Look at Russell Defreitas through the prism of 9/11 and what you will see
under the [apparent–Ed.] meekness is murder.
I prefer to look at Russell Defreitas through the prism of the charges and evidence (or
lack of same) brought by the US gov’t (and “jewish” media) against him, rather than the “prism
of 9/11”—the day that allegedly “changed the world forever.”
Is it possible, dear reader, that “9/11” was merely a pretext, excuse, false justification
and “terrible” camouflage for the “jewish”- or anti-Christ-Amerikan gov’t to perpetrate these
domestic and international evils, which they had long preplanned?
Either Defreitas’ meekness is merely apparent, or this terrible prism of Bloomberg and
Kelly’s “citizen terrorists” is.
So which is it, dear readers?
* * * * *
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And now to the above writer’s boss and publisher, Zuckerman the “jew.” Surely he’ll
enLighten both me and you.
(I guess it’s that very same “jew.” They don’t sign these things, you know.)
From “The Terror this Time” [6]—a Zuckerman Daily News editorial, June 3, 2007:
Once more, New York City, symbol of America to the world, has been targeted
by radical Islamic terrorists bent on causing death and destruction. And once more
we can thank God [who, by the way, is decidedly not an anti-Christ or “jewish”Amerikan secret policeman–Ed.] New York City had the will and the skill to prevail,
whole knowing this hell of a battle and all its perils are worsening.
[Thank God for Bloomberg, Kelly, Cohen and their “Joint Terrorism Task Force”?–
Isn’t this Zuckerman referring to the other fellow, what’s-his-name? (John 8:44)–Ed.]
This time they [And we all know who “they” are, right? “Jews”/“Israelis”?–Ed.] set
their sights on blowing up the jet fuel pipeline that supplies Kennedy Airport,
wiping it off the map and consuming a swath of Queens in flame. The lead [?]
conspirator said so, captured on tape by an undercover agent.
[But isn’t this “undercover [FBI] agent”—(and therefore the FBI, JTTT and
Bloomberg)—the real and true “lead [?] conspirator” here?—although he/they never say
so, on tape nor off.–Ed.]
Others [You know, “radical Islamic terrorists bent on causing death and
destruction”–Ed.] have plotted to topple the Brooklyn bridge [And if you believe that, I’ll
sell it to you—cheap.–Ed.], explode the Herald Square subway station and collapse the
Holland Tunnel so the Hudson River would flood lower Manhattan. Before that, others,
of course, succeeded in 2,750 ways too terrible to contemplate. Before that, others [from
the FBI in 1993–Ed.] ripped the guts from the World Trade Center, revealing their deadly
fanaticism for the first time.
All are driven by the same religiously inspired nihilism [called “zionism,”
“jewism,” “jewish” imperialism, Marxism, “communism,” “greater Isrealism,”
“messianism” or Satanism–Ed.], and they are more insidious and more dangerous
than ever.
[You can say that again. Note how these terrors keep coming with greater and
greater frequency and intensity.
They even control the television, the radio and all the “jewspapers,” so that real
and true Americans never see, hear or read anything but their poisonous “jewish”
falsehoods, lies and slanders.–Ed.]
…. A blunt truth must be spoken In this age, where Islam goes, the perversion
of a faith into terror follows.
[And yet which faith is far more perverse, alien or contrary to its founder:
Mohammedanism or “Jewism,” “Judaism,” “Zionism,” or whatever the hell Moses’
enemies call it? (Deut. 9:24 & 31:27)
And which group are far more “terrible,” tortuous, murderous and massmurderous: The Mohammedans or the “jews”?
(Simply count all the “jewish” and Arabic bodies in bleeding Palestine, past and
present, and the answer is immediately obvious and overwhelming.)–Ed.]
….This time, the FBI, NYPD and coordinated agencies saved potentially
thousands of lives through a patient, sophisticated investigation. They have done
so many times, but will they always succeed?
[Every time its their plot, yeah. How could possibly fail? And if things continue in
future as they have as they have in the past, they will “always succeed” in stopping their
terror plots—if they want to (like this one). And they will always succeed in continuing
their terror plots toward their explosive conclusions, if they want to (like WTC ‘93), etc.
Again, how can they possibly fail?–Ed.]
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They need to win every fight; [Again, they have, thus far.–Ed.] the terrorists
need to win only once. That’s why, in this open society [which “jews”/“Israelis” and
other total Marxist-”communists” like this Zuckerman thus seek to close a.s.a.p.–Ed.],
with targets like fuel pipelines in many places, Washington must increase anti-terror
funding [to such as Bloomberg’s “ATTF”?–Ed.] and distribute it based solely on risk.
[And therefore the Gentile American citizenry should get it all, to thereby arm and
protect themselves, their loved ones, their liberties and their country from “their” terrible
and mass-murderous public officials, their secret police, and “Israel.”–Ed.]
And why civil libertarians must stop trying to crimp NYPD intelligencegathering over hyper-technicalities [like the US constitution? And the NYPD’s
complete and total failure to investigate, discover, arrest and prosecute the 9/11 perps?–
Ed.]. America’s way of life is at risk because this is war.[6]
Say rather that “America’s way of life is no more,” because these “jews” have thus waged
war. And terror and mass-murder is their weapon and their stock in trade. And this is really
nothing new. But something as old and evil as Satan’s “jew. (John 8:44)
(Again, see On Recognizing (Demonic) Terrorists (through their Slanderous Masks):
“Allied” Terror-Bombing during W.W. II)
* * * * *

…verses the New York Times
And now to the chimes of the New York Times:
Again, this is from the [Sun]day after the JTTF news-conference at FBI HQ, Manhattan
and the “arraignment” of Defreitas in Brooklyn’s federal court, downtown.
[7] “4 Men Accused of Plot to Blow up Kennedy Airport Terminals and Fuel Lines”—by C.
Buckley & W. Rashbaum (in the Metro section)
[8] “Plot Was Unlikely to Work, Experts Say, Citing Safeguards and Pipeline Structure,”
by Patrick McGeehan
[9] and on June 10th: “Plots, Politics and the Weight of Page 1”—by NY Times’ “public
editor” (or “readers’ representative”) Clark Hoyt
[10] and also from June 10th: “Trinidad Group Denies Link to New York Bomb Plot,” by
Marc Lacey
* * * * *
From [7],
….Mark J. Mershon [race and religion, please, including atheism, humanism,
Marxism, communism. Is this yet another FBI “jew”?–Ed.], the assistant director in
charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI–Ed.] field office in New York, said all
four men has “fundamentalist Islamic beliefs of a violent nature,” although they
appeared to be acting on their own and had not known connection to Al Qaeda.
[Question: are there any “fundamentalist” “jews,” “zionists,” “Israelis,” “jewish”Marxists or -communists” with “beliefs of a [non-]violent nature”?–Ed.]
….
Oil industry experts said safety shut-off valves would almost assuredly have
prevented an exploding airport fuel tank from igniting or even part of the network
[of underground fuel pipes from Jersey to JFK–Ed.].
But [NYC & US gov’t–Ed.] officials said the [four accused black/Negro
Mohammedan–Ed.] men had also traveled repeatedly to Guyana and Trinidad in recent
months, seeking to obtain the blessing and financial backing of an extremist Muslim
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group based in Trinidad and Tobago called Jamaat al-Muslimeen, which was behind a
failed coup attempt in 1990.
[But what the American officials failed to mention is that this black Muslim
blessing and backing was not forthcoming. And so there’s the end of this terrible
secret police plot. Here’s what they said instead:–Ed.]
“The enforcement action was are announcing today was taken to prevent a
terrorist plot from maturing into a terrorist act,” Mr. Mershon [of the FBI–Ed.] said
during a news conference yesterday at F.B.I. headquarters in Manhattan. The motive
behind the planned attack, he said, “was a pattern of hatred toward the United States
and the West in general.”
[And therefore expressly not a pattern of secretive “jewish” hatred toward Gentile
states, peoples, freedoms, liberties, constitutions and ways of life?
And just what was the motive behind “jewish”-Amerika’s three world wars againt
the Gentiles? Love? “Liberation”? Or the mass-murderous, genocidal or “holocaustic”
Amerikan “liberation” evident in On Recognizing (Demonic) Terrorists (through their
Slanderous Masks): “Allied” Terror-Bombing during W.W. II?–Ed.]
….Mr. Defreitas’s court-appointed lawyer, Drew carter, said there was more to the
case than meets the eye.
[Hence your humble editor’s pathetic attempt to bring such things to light.–Ed.]
“There’s a lot more to the story, Mr. Carter told the [federal judge–Ed.]. I don’t
want to get into this now, because it’s not a trial.”
One [anonymous–Ed.] law enforcement official played down Mr. Defreitas’s ability
to carry out an attack, calling him “a sad sack,” [an incompetent soldier–Ed.] and “not a
Grade A terrorist.”
….But the [anonymous law enforcement–Ed.] official said that Mr. Defreitas’s
efforts to enlist Jamaat al-Muslimeen’s aid could have had devastating consequences.
[But JAM declined the kind (FBI/JTTF) offer. So what is this unidentified guy
talking about?–Ed.]
“They didn’t have the money and they didn’t have the bombs,” the [nameless law–
Ed.] official said of the suspects, but if we let if go it could have gotten there—they could
have gotten the J.A.M. fully involved [No they couldn’t, because JAM declined. And
that’s why the FBI/JTTF stopped their terror plot.–Ed.], and we wouldn’t know where it
could have gone.”
The official declined to be identified because he was not authorized to
comment on the case. [(?) See above–Ed.]
…. The extradition of both Mr. Kadir and Mr. Ibrahim [both arrested in Trinidad–
Ed.] was being sought [by the U.S. gov’t–Ed.].
[“‘We will be opposing extradition,’ said Rajid Persad, a lawyer who represents
both men.”—(R. Willing of USA Today)–Ed.]
The fourth suspect, Abel Nur, 57, remained a fugitive, the officials said, and was
believed to be in Trinidad.
[Nur voluntarily surrendered to Trinidad police on Tuesday, June 5th, 2007, two
days after this was published.–Ed.]
The charges were announced by Mr. Mershon [FBI NYC–Ed.]; the city’s police
commissioner, Raymond W. Kelly; Rosylnn R. Mauskopf, the United States
attorney in Brooklyn; and other officials.
According to the criminal complaint, which was sworn out [if not written by?–
Ed.] by Robert Addonzio, an investigator with the Brooklyn district attorney’s
office assigned to the Joint Terrorism Task Force, the authorities became aware of
the plot in January 2006. [(?) See above.–Ed.]
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An informant with a criminal history including drug trafficking and
racketeering agreed to work with the investigators on the case, in exchange for
payments and a reduced sentence.
In July 2006, the informant, whose name was not released, befriended Mr.
Defreitas, officials said.
[Who brought them together? Who introduced the FBI spy/agent provocateur(?) to
Defreitas? It was someone Defreitas knew from his past, and perhaps from an
unidentified mosque he had attended. (See Addonzio’s compliant.)–Ed.]
…. “Any time you hit Kennedy, it is the most hurtful thing to the United States,”
he [Defreitas–Ed.] said of one of dozens of conversations secretly recorded [by the FBI
and their spy agent provocateur(?)–Ed.] during the 18-month investigation [?],
according to the complaint.
“They love John F. Kennedy,” he said. “If you hit that, this whole country will be in
mourning. It’s like you kill the man twice.”
[Was Defreitas joking? Or is he really that out of touch with reality as to confuse a
dead man with an airport named after him?—and hence the public’s reaction to anyone
“hitting” JFK airport with the 1963 assassination of the man?
* * * * *
[And here’s a crucial piece of information omitted from Addonzio’s compliant,
Mauskopf’s press release, and the JTTF press party: It’s been 14 years since Defreitas
worked at JFK. Why the omission?–Ed.]
Mr. Defreitas worked as a contractor at the airport from 1990 to 1993, said
officials with the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which runs the
airport.
Mr. Defreitas was intent on meeting leaders of Jammat al-Muslimeen to
finance the plot [Why? Whose idea was that?–Ed.], and another co-conspirator, Mr.
Nur [also Ibrahim and Kadir, a Mohammedan priest or “imam”–Ed.], agreed to help
arrange the meeting. The [Trinidad black Mohammedan–Ed.] group gained notoriety
for the failed but bloody coup attempt [of 1990–Ed.], though today, officials said, it
is known more as a street gang involved in drug trafficking. [That’s funny: So is the
FBI’s prisoner/spy/agent provocateur (?) Coincidence? Is he perchance from the
Caribbean, Guyana or Trinidad? He’s apparently not a former or current JAM member.–
Ed.] Authorities in the United States and Trinidad have closely watched the
group’s activities since the Sept. 11 [2001–Ed.] attacks, but in the United States it
is not designated as a foreign terrorist organization.
* * * * *
[Until now? Probably not, but they were clearly hoping, planning and plotting to
“designate” it so.
And so, if Addonzio’s unidentified “Individual A,” a “citizen of Guyana” (9:9), along
with his unidentified “Individual F” (21:35), are actually the gov’t spies/agent
provocateurs that they seem to be, then this appears to be a tripartite terror-plot “sting”
perpetrated the gov’ts of Guyana, Trinidad and the U.S.: The former get rid of their
political rivals, and the latter get to pretend they prevented yet another terror attack
upon U.S. soil.
“Though the New York area has been the subject of several terrorist plots,
before and after Sept. 11, [NYPD–Ed.] Commissioner Kelly said this one was
different because it was largely developed in the Caribbean. [No, this was apparently
developed in NYC by Bloomberg’s JTTF, and by them perpetrated in the Caribbean. And
therefore it was not really different?–Ed.] ‘This is an area in which we have a growing
concern and I think requires a lot more focus,’ Mr. Kelly said, echoing a concern
law enforcement officials have reiterated in recent years.” [7]
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Yes, in word and in deed, this Gentile front, Kelly of the NYPD, is really quite the
“echoer.”
And right here, as in the Daily News account, it gets murky as hell. But the
upshot or conclusion is that JAM won’t bite. They won’t take the FBI/JTTF “terror” bait.
And so that’s the end of their terror plot—of “jewish”-Amerika’s imperial secret-police
terror-plot in the Caribbean. And that’s precisely why the official JTTF/USDo“J” story
gets so murky or foggy here—because they don’t want us to see what’s really happening.
Do you see?
And now back to NY Times story [7]–Ed.]
* * * * *
….Mr. Defreitas and the [FBI-Ed.] informant traveled to Trinidad on May 20
[2007–Ed.] and stayed for two days with Mr. Ibhahim; then, all three men met with Mr.
Nur in a compound owned by [Yasin Abu Bakr, the unnamed, unidentified JAM–Ed.]
the leader from Jammat al-Muslimeen, the authorities said. That group [JAM–Ed.] was
interested in the plot but first wanted to learn more about Mr. Defreitas and the
informant.
[So what happened, or what was decided, between the former sentence and this
next one? For lo!–Ed.]
Mr. Ibrahim was worried about presenting the plan to the [JAM–Ed.] group,
[Why? What does this mean, signify, portend? It means they never met with the
JAM leader, nor with any JAM officials. Methinks it means JAM declined to get involved,
and this was the brush-off, and hence the end of the FBI/JTTF terror plot.–Ed.]
…and advised Mr. Defretias to present it instead to contacts overseas.
Mr. Defretias agreed [with what? That JAM would not even meet with him and
his FBI spy/agent provocateur? No, but to leave the incriminating materials with
Ibrahim in Trinidad to “present it instead to contacts overseas.”–Ed.], and he and the
[FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?)–Ed.] source returned to New York on May 26.
And Defreitas was arrested six days later in Brooklyn by Bloomberg’s international
secret police, while he was dining with his FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) in the
Lindenwood Diner on Brooklyn’s Linden Boulevard.
* * * * *
[Compare the previous murkiness with the Daily News account #2:
As it turned out, Defretias and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant never got to meet
the Jamaat leader.
[Really? Do tell.–Ed.]
They did fly to Trinidad on May 20 [2007–Ed.] and were put up by as associate of
Kadir, Kareem Ibrahim, who took them to the Jammmat [JAM–Ed.] compound two days
later.
* * *
[And what’s interesting is Kadir’s “concerns” about Defreitas’ alleged plan for JFK.
“He [Kadir–Ed.] explained ‘that his associates had their own rules of engagement
and wanted to minimize the killing of innocents, such as women and children,’ the
criminal complaint said.”
[Does this not mean that the Defreitas and/or F.B.I. plan had very different rules
of engagement, and wanted to maximize the killing of innocents?–Ed.]
“The attack should [therefore–Ed.] take place in the early morning and focus on
infrastructure, he suggested. Kadir also revealed he knew the Jamaat leader…” (#2)–Ed.]
* * *
When they [Defreitas and his F.B.I. “informant”–Ed.] arrived [at the “Jammmat
compound”–Ed.], they were met by Nur, who said he had been there for two days and
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had already presented the terror plan. The organization wanted to talk more about
it.
[Again, what happened between the last sentence and the next. What aren’t we
being told here, and why not? Because we might get the right impression?–Ed.]
But Defreitas was starting to get cold feet, worried that Jamaat might turn
on them. [(?) Meaning turn them in to the authorities, or punish them as police
spies/agents provocateurs?–Ed.] And Ibrahim, their new contact in Trinidad, agreed.
He told them to leave the plan in his hands to present to other fanatics he knew.
[“Because these aren’t the only fanatics I know, you know. I’ve got a whole phone
book full of fanatics.”–Ed.]
And so, though the Daily News doesn’t say so, JAM apparently declined to further
entertain (much less to help execute) Defretias or the FBI “informant’s” (and therefore
the FBI’s) terror plan for New York City.
In other words, was it really Defreitas who was “starting to get cold feet?—or these
JAMsters whom the F.B.I. “informant” (and therefore the F.B.I.) were trying to interest in
their NYC terror plot?–Ed.]
Defreitas and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant returned to New York—and there was one
more phone call with their new contact.
[Really? Their new “international terror” contact? Or did Ibrahim give them the
final kiss-off?–Ed.]
Defreitas said he was happy.
But that didn’t last long.
After 10 months of eavesdropping on the plotters as they moved even closer to the
sinister goal, the feds were ready to make their move.
[Why? Because their terror plan wasn’t going anywhere?—having been declined by
their terror-plot target, the Trinidad group, JAM?–Ed.]
On Friday [June 1, 2007–Ed.], as he and the [F.B.I.–Ed.] informant met at the
Lindenwood diner in Brooklyn, the authorities arrested him. His carefully laid plans had
crumbled.[2]
[And now back to the NY Times story (#7).–Ed.]
* * * * *
Less than a week later, believing they had enough evidence for a successful
prosecution [even though the intended JAM fish got away by not taking their terror
bait?–Ed.], the authorities picked him [Defreitas–Ed.] up. [7]
* * * * *
Once again from the Daily News (story #1:)
The suspects were under surveillance for a year before the arrests were made here
and overseas.
“We had them on conspiracy long ago,” a [unidentified–Ed.] law enforcement
source said, adding that the feds didn’t move in more quickly because they wanted to
see whether the probe targets had ties to Al Qaeda.[1]
Really? I think it’s because the “targets” of this international secret-police terror-plot
passed on their bait, and so balked, declined or refused to execute the (F.B.I.’s?) terror plan.
And now back to the NY Times story (#7), wherein we get a good and familiar glimpse of
this FBI/JTTF-alleged terror-plot mastermind.
(This was also reproduced above.)
* * * * *
One friend of Mr. Defreitas express[ed] shock…. The friend, Trevor Watts, 65, [an
auto mechanic –Ed.] described Mr. Defreitas as not a dangerous man.
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“He’s not that type of person,” Mr. Watts said after learning of Mr. Defreitas’s
arrest. “He’s not smart enough.”
[And I can believe it after reading above what he allegedly said about JFK and the
airport named after him.–Ed.]
Mr. Watts said he first met Mr Defreitas years ago, when both men lived on Albany
Avenue in Brooklyn. Mr. Defreitas was working at Kennedy Airport at the time [i.e. from
1990 to 93–Ed.]. His brother helped him land the job there, filling out his job application
for him because Mr. Defreitas had trouble reading, Mr. Watts said.
Mr. Defreitas had been divorced and lost touch with his two children, Mr. Watts
said. After leaving his Albany Avenue apartment, he moved from place to place and was
homeless for a time, his friend said.
Mr. Defreitas was always thinking of ways to make money, Mr. Watts said. He had
been in a car accident, and he spoke to Mr. Watts of his hopes of getting rich by winning
a lawsuit. He sold books on a street corner in Queens and would ask his friends to
give him their broken air-conditioners and refrigerators. He shipped the items to his
girlfriend’s sister in Guyana so she could repair and sell them, his friend said.[?]
After coming home [to Brooklyn–Ed.] from a series of trips to Guyana, Mr.
Defreitas started dressing in tradition al Muslim clothes and referred to himself as
Mohammed, said Mr. Watts, an auto mechanic.
…. He had previously embraced American culture, Mr. Watts, said, and liked a
particularly American brand of music, jazz, especially the saxophone. [7]
* * * * *
To the credit of the New York Times, and the shame of the Daily News—(but Zuckerman
and co. have no shame)—we thus find that this alleged terror-plot to blow up the fuel pipeline
from New Jersey to Queens is actually a secret-police hoax, scam, fraud, ruse and joke—on
the New York, American and global public.
From [8] “Plot Was Unlikely to Work, Experts Say, Citing Safeguards and Pipeline
Structure,” by Patrick McGeehan:
Federal authorities said that four men were hoping to blow up Kennedy
International Airport and a large swath of Queens by detonating a fuel pipeline and
storage tanks [But this is simply untrue. See the Kadir quote above.–Ed.], but oil
industry executives and local officials said yesterday that such a plot was probably
not feasible.
While it is true that the tanks at Kennedy Airport are connected to a
network of underground pipes that run from New Jersey through Staten Island,
Brooklyn and Queens, an exploding tank should not ignite the pipeline, they said.

The pipes, which carry jet fuel, gasoline and heating oil, have [shut-off–Ed.]
valves that can be operated from headquarters in
Pennsylvania to cut off the flow if sensors indicate there
might be a leak or a rupture, said Roy Hause, an official of Buck-eye

Partners, the company that operates the pipeline.
“It’s not like the pipeline is a stick of dynamite and the whole thing would
blow up,” Mr. Haase said.
[But that’s not what the “jewish”-American gov’t, the “jewish”-Amerikan broadcast
(TV & radio) monopoly and the “jewspapers” said, now was it? And so was this an honest
mistake? Or did they know this was an impossibility, an untruth, a scary falsehood,
fantasy, lie and deceit? Read on to find out.–Ed.]
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….Thomas O. Miesner, a former president of Conoco Pipe Line in Houston said,

“The reason the explosion [of a JFK fuel storage tank–Ed.] wouldn’t
travel along the pipe-line [aside from all the shut-off valves–Ed.] is that
there’s not enough oxygen present inside the pipeline to
allow ignition.”
[Clear enough, dear readers? It’s about physics, nature, reality—just like 9/11.
And this is why burning jet-fuel couldn’t possibly have caused those two steel-framed
sky-scrapers to fall down—and so neatly into their “footprints.”–Ed.]
….Each of the fuel tanks at Kennedy “is its own self-contained unit”…said
Stephen Sigmund, a spokesman for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey,
which runs the airport.

“We have security and safety measures in place [such as
remote controlled shut-off valves–Ed.] and those features are very well
known to the [NYC–Ed.] Fire Department, the [NYC–Ed.] Police
Department, the F.B.I. and Homeland Security,” he [Anthony S.
Shorris, executive director of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which
operates JFK–Ed.] said. [8]
* * *
[Doesn’t that just speak volumes, dear readers?—along with this from Fox News
June 2, 2007 (foxnews.com)

The pipeline, owned by Buckeye Pipeline Co., takes fuel from a facility in
Linden, N.J., to the [JFK–Ed.] airport [in Queens, NY–Ed.]. Other lines service
LaGuardia Airport and Newark Liberty International Airport.
Buckeye spokesman Roy Haase said the company, which moves petroleum
through pipelines in a number of states, had been informed of the threat from the
beginning.
“Given the nature of Buckeye business and the importance of this transportation

we have an intense and ongoing communications
relationship with the Port Authority, the New York City fire
and police departments, the federal Department of
Homeland Security and the FBI,” he said.
network,

And so, if they all the while knew, then why are these imperial secret police agencies and
the United States gov’t trying so very hard to scare or terrorize the American public out of their
wits with this fanciful tale of exploding neighborhoods from New York to New Jersey?
Is it not to thereby obtain or seize yet more and more power, gov’t power, police power or
“authority” over the gov’t-terrified American citizenry?
And if they will do this (for that)? What won’t they do?
Can you see what’s really and truly going on here, hear readers? Can you see through
all these “terrible” police pretensions and gov’t lies?
* * * * *
And finally, the following [9], from June 10th: “Plots, Politics and the Weight of Page 1”—
by NY Times’ “public editor” (or “readers’ representative”) Clark Hoyt:
A decision by [Times–Ed.] editors not to play [sic] charges of a terrorism plot at
Kennedy Airport on Page 1 last Sunday puzzled me and some readers—and angered
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others. Among the questions raised [by Times readers–Ed.]: Was the paper property
skeptical of officialdom, in this case, the Bush administration? Was it too
skeptical, just because it was the Bush administration? Was a political agenda at
work?
[Where? At the Times, or in the Bush and Bloomberg administrations?
And the latter political agenda is clearly to scare or terrify the American citizenry
into the awaiting claws and jaws of their lurking, totalitarian, anti-American policestate.–Ed.]
….The story began with a news conference in Manhattan on an otherwise slow
Saturday. More than a dozen law enforcement officials, including the United States
attorney for Brooklyn, the head of the F.B.I. office in New York and New York
City’s police commissioner, announced that a horrendous plot to blow up fuel
tanks, terminal buildings and underground fuel lines at J.F.K. had been broken up.
Roslynn R. Mauskopf, the U.S. attorney, said the plot would have caused
“unthinkable” devastation.
[Except when you actually think about it and examine the evidence, the
“unthinkable” devastation of this secret police and gov’t terror plot would not have been
actual or physical, but psychological (spiritual, mental) and political, because these
U.S. gov’t terrorists would have further terrified the American citizenry into their
demonically-intended, totalitarian, “jewish”-Marxist-”communist” police-state. Isn’t it
obvious?–Ed.]
….Gottleib [Marty, NY Times “weekend editor and the senior editor in the
newsroom when the decision was made”–Ed.] told me he was mindful of a history of
orange [U.S. gov’t “terror”–Ed.] alerts that came at politically convenient times and
previous terror plots that would up amounting to less than they first seemed. He
mentioned the case of [U.S. citizen–Ed.] Joe Padilla, who was accused in 2002 of
planning to detonate a radioactive bomb. Padilla’s arrest was announced by John
Ashcroft, then the [U.S.–Ed.] attorney general [or chief U.S. gov’t investigator/accuser–
Ed.], in an unusual news conference via satellite from Moscow. After being held for years
without charges [something that simply wouldn’t and couldn’t happen in a country with
liberty and a worthwhile or respectable constitution–Ed.], Padilla is now on trial in
Miami, accused of conspiring to aid terrorists. A dirty [or radioactive–Ed.] bomb is no
part of the case.
[In other words, all that other radioactive “dirty bomb” stuff was merely U.S. lies,
slander and propaganda intended to terrorize the American citizenry. Their evil hidden
agenda is clearly fear (or terror) and control. They’re trying to terrorize us into their
Satanic “jewish” police state.–Ed.]
This time, Times reporters were hearing skepticism from sources in the
government, Gottleib said [Then why not quote and print them? Because they’re not
“authorized” by their “superiors” to speak to the press? Because their terror messages
would not be their “superiors’” terror messages? And because they’re afraid for their
jobs? But surely anyone who will not publicly oppose gov’t terrorism because he’s afraid
of losing of his gov’t job, obviously doesn’t deserve to have one. (“If you’re not part of the
solution, you’re part of the problem.”) And far more importantly, any such gov’t
obviously doesn’t deserve to exist.–Ed.], and he became even more concerned that the
newspaper not “buy into the hype on an issue where stories have frequently been
overstated.”
[Something the New York Times has done before, and repeatedly, and thereby
thoroughly shot its credibility in the foot. See the “Tom Tomorrow” cartoon below.–Ed.]
….Do I think political motives were at work? I can’t read minds, but I believe
after talking with these [Times–Ed.] editors that they were focused on the substance
of the story, the facts. [And if you simply compare the facts with what these police and
politicians are telling us, then its obvious that “political motives” are indeed at work
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here: They want to scare or terrorize and stampede us all into their demonically-planned
“jewish”-Marxist-“communist” police state.–Ed.] They were mindful of a history in which
terrorism cases have been blown out of proportion. They were trying to make the right
call based on solid journalistic grounds.
Domestic terrorism is a frightening—and now very political—issue.
Newspapers cannot take sometimes overheated rhetoric from public officials at
face value. [because they just might be the domestic terrorists disguised as antiterrorists— NYC and US gov’t terrorists armed by and masked behind their imperial
secret police badges–Ed.] But they have to be careful not to appear indifferent to plots
that, allowed to mature, could pose real threats of death and destruction.
[Why not seek out and publish the truth about those plots that have caused real
death and destruction—like e.g. WTC ‘93, the OK bombing of ‘95, and WTC 2001?–Ed.]
It can be a fine line [between mindlessly repeating the gov’t’s lies, and seeking,
finding and publishing the terrible Truth–Ed.], and I expect that, unfortunately, we’ll be
faced with these questions again.[9]
* * * * *
Something the NY Times has done before, and repeatedly, and thereby shot their
credibility in the foot, completely and repeatedly. For “no one believes a liar, even when he tells
the truth.” (See the “Tom Tomorrow” cartoon below.)

* * * * *
A Times postscript, from “Trinidad Group Denies Link to New York Bomb Plot,” by Marc
Lacey, New York Times, June 10, 2007:
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The article includes a tiny piece of information I have not read elsewhere: the target or
would-be victim of the international secret-police terror-plot of the three terrorism-plotting
gov’ts (US. Guyana and Trinidad)—JAM leader Yasin Abu Bakr—“faces trial next week for
sedition and extortion.”
Coincidence? Is it a coincidence that the timing of this (attempted but failed) tripartite
gov’t terror-plot coincides with the trial of the JAM leader for the “crime” of suggesting that
rich Trinidadian fellow-Mohammedans should be forced or taxed to help poor Trinidadian
Mohammedans?
From wikipedia.org (on “Yasin Abu Bakr”):
In his Eid ul-Fitr message delivered on November 3, 2005 Abu Bakr threatened
“war” against Muslims who did not pay zakaat next year. The statement was
generally interpreted as a demand that the tax be paid to the Jamaat al
Muslimeen. On November 8 [2005–Ed.] Abu Bakr was arrested and charged with
three counts of inciting extortion and one for sedition.
And so Abu Bakr’s 2005 “extortion and sedition” case is finally coming to trial now in
August ‘07.
(And so again it looks like this alleged international terror-plot has far more to do with
local Caribbean politics than international terrorism.)
And so in this glaring new light, the admission and meaning of Trinidad’s prime minister
Manning is even more revealing and bright: “Prime Minister Patrick Manning said Sunday
[June 3, 2007–Ed.] that his government will continue to support the United States ‘in its
indomitable determination to stamp out acts of terrorism wherever they occur.’”[AP]
But never, if you notice, when the acts of terrorism are planned within their very own
anti-Christ or “jewish”-Amerikan halls of “justice,” “law enforcement” and/or “defense,” nor
whenever they themselves are doing the “terrorizing.” For they never “stamp [themselves] out.”
And therefore they must be “stamped out” by someone else—someone not of their party—or
rather (“republican” and “democratic”) parties—someone with a big enough foot to stamp this
international “jewish”-Amerikan terrorism out—someone with a big enough foot to put down.
But where in Hell is Paul Bunyan, Bill Bradsky, or whoever?
PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad, June 9,—
….Those who have studied the group [JAM]–Ed.] consider it a stretch to mention
Jammat al Muslimeen and Al Qaeda in the same breath. But United States authorities
say it was an obvious place for the four suspects now accused of plotting to bomb
Kennedy International Airport to turn when they were looking for Islamist support.
[Say rather it was a natural place for the three terror-plotting gov’ts working to
destroy JAM and their leader to command their spies/agent provocateurs to send or
mislead their four dupes (the defendants). For these three gov’ts were clearly “looking for
Islamist support” for their JFK terror-plot—so they could then blame these targeted JAM
“Islamists” (and not themselves) as “terrorists,” “international [or global] terrorists.”–Ed.]
Court documents [JTTF/USDo“J”’s Addonzio’s “criminal complaint”–Ed.] suggest
that Mr. Abu Bakr met in May with one of the suspects, Abdel Nur, a Guyanese national
who surrendered to the [Trinidad–Ed.] police on Tuesday.
The Islamic leader, the court documents say, suggested a follow-up meeting “to
discuss the plan in detail” and to give Mr. Abu Bakr time to do further checks on the
participants.
[I.E. the terror-plot proposers; which he apparently did, and that is apparently
why Defreitas and the FBI/JTTF spy/agent provocateur(?) were given the JAM brush-off.
(Now get ready, dear readers, for this great big whopping USA/NY Times lie:)–Ed.]
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Before any such meeting took place, authorities in New York and Port of
Spain [the capital of Trinidad (and Tobago)–Ed.] arrested the four on charges of
plotting to bomb the airport’s fuel line.
[If these “authorities” had only waited for a definite answer, a red or green light to
their terror-proposal, instead of thus losing their patience, barging in, and “blowing their
cover” by arresting the four, they might have had JAM in a terrible jam. But that just
wasn’t the aim or target of their international terror-plot sting after all—according to the
US gov’t and the New York Times.
What then? What was the terrible motive for the govts of Trinidad and Guyana if
not the destruction of JAM and its leader?
Do you see, dear readers, how these official gov’t lies never ever stop?
For surely these international “authorities” made their move on their four dupes
only when they knew for sure their terror plot had failed—to involve, entrap or implicate
JAM, because JAM had given them their answer: “No thanks.”
And so we see it isn’t she, nor he, but these gov’t three, that’s “a bad whammerJAMmer”—or rather a bad, would be or wanna be wammer-JAMmer.
Can I get a witness? Can I get an “Amen”? And how about a “Case closed”?–Ed.]
Jamaat officials said two of the suspects has visited their mosque, but they
dismissed the notion that a real terrorist operation was in progress and that their group
was part of it.
“We don’t subscribe to that—this randomly blowing up of people,” said Kala
Alki-Bua, Jamaat’s social welfare officer…”
[And this agrees well with defendant Kadir’s statement above.–Ed.]
….[In 1990, JAM–Ed.] dispatched armed fighters to take over Trinidad and
Tobago’s Parliament.
…that raid…left two dozen people dead [but not murdered nor killed by JAM–
Ed.], the prime minister [Robinson–Ed.] with a bullet wound in the leg and the police
headquarters in ashes after a car bombing…
….After seizing power for about a week, Mr. Abu Bakr and his 100 or so
followers were charged with murder, treason and other charges stemming from the
[attempted–Ed.] coup. But a court dropped the charges after ruling that the men
had been pardoned by the then president.
* * *
From wikipedia.org, (on “Jamaat al Muslimeen”):
It was the organisation's leader, Imam Yasin Abu Bakr, who led members of
the Jamaat in an attempted coup d'état against the elected Government of
Trinidad and Tobago in July 1990 [citation needed]. Over a six-day period
members of the government including then-Prime Minister A.N.R. Robinson were
held hostage at gun point while chaos and looting broke out in the streets of
the capital Port of Spain.
[…presumably leading to the death, murder or killing of the aforementioned
24 people. Note no mention of PM Robinson being shot by JAM or anyone else.–
Ed.]
A court ruling upheld an amnesty agreement obtained during the
incarceration of parliament by the group [citation needed]. This led to the
non-prosecution of its members for this crime despite the contention that the
fact that guns and force were used to obtain said amnesty constituted duress.
And from “Jamaat al Muslimeen coup attempt”:
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On Friday July 27, 1990, 114 members of the Jamaat al Muslimeen, led by
Yasin Abu Bakr and Bilaal Abdullah attempted to stage a coup d'état against the
government of Trinidad and Tobago. Forty-two insurgents stormed the Red
House (the seat of Parliament) and took the Prime Minister, A.N.R. Robinson
and most of his Cabinet hostage, including Horace James, while seventy-two of
their compatriots attacked the offices of Trinidad and Tobago Television (TTT),
then the only television station in the country and the Trinidad Broadcasting
Company, then one of only two radio stations in the country. At 6.00 p.m. Yasin
Abu Bakr appeared on television and announced that the government had been
overthrown, and that he was negotiating with the Army. He called for calm, and
said that there should be no looting.
The Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force and the Police responded by sealing
off the area around the Red House. Widespread looting and arson took place in
Port of Spain and other parts of the East-West Corridor, but the remainder of
the country was calm. A State of Emergency was declared by Acting President
Emmanuel Carter and Martial Law was imposed. Several members of Cabinet who
had not been present in the Red House at the time of the attack set up office in
the Trinidad Hilton. On the night of the 27th the Army took control of the TTT
transmitter on Cumberland Hill, thus taking TTT off the air. After six days of
negotiation, the Muslimeen surrendered on August 1, and were taken into
custody. They were tried for treason [the Times says “murder, treason and
other charges”–Ed.], but the Court of Appeal upheld the amnesty offered to
secure their surrender, and they were released. The Privy Council later
invalidated the amnesty, but the Muslimeen members were not re-arrested.
About 40 people died during the coup attempt, with millions in
property losses. Among the dead was Member of Parliament for Diego Martin
Central, Leo Des Vignes.
Note how the dead count went up from 24 to 40, with one of the victims being an
MP (“member of parliament”). Was he in the “Red House” at the time? And yet still no
direct accusation that JAM killed or murdered anyone. Why not? Because they didn’t?
And yet, according to the Times, they were charged with murder—and so, charged with
murdering whom?
And now back to the NY Times article–Ed.]
* * *
….But even since his pardon, Mr. Abu Bakr, who was born Lennox Phillips and
converted to Islam while studying in Canada in the 1970s, has repeatedly run afoul of
the authorities here.
Next week M. Abu Bakr faces trial on charges of sedition and extortion,
stemming from an explosive sermon he delivered in 2005, threatening war against
fellow Muslims who did not follow the Islamic law of handing over part of their
income.
Shortly after the 2005 fiery sermon, the authorities raided the Jamaat
compound in search of what they suspected was a large cache of weapons hidden
underground. Using a jackhammer to bash in Mr. Abu Bakr’s office and dig through
his concrete floor, police officers found a rifle, a grenade, and hundreds of rounds
of ammunition.
* * *
[That’s all: one grenade, one rifle and hundreds of bullets? That’s only enough for
one man.
And this again from the AP article above:
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Abu Bakr faces charges stemming from a 2005 sermon in which he
called for war against all rich Muslims who refuse to pay zakaat, an Islamic
tithe [or tax–Ed.] used to alleviate poverty. [A mere “speech crime,” then?–Ed.]
The following week, he was arrested by police who razed the group’s
compound [?] and charged with sedition and incitement to violence.[AP]
Note: To “raze” means to “lay level with the ground,” like Waco’s “Branch
Davidian” compound. But I don’t think it’s true, because this Times article (M. Lacey,
June 10, 2007) includes a picture of JAM’s mosque, compound and HQ in Port of Spain,
Trinidad, and it looks just fine to me.
Again from wikipedia.org (on “Yasin Abu Bakr”):
In his Eid ul-Fitr message delivered on November 3, 2005 Abu Bakr
threatened “war” against Muslims who did not pay zakaat next year. The
statement was generally interpreted as a demand that the tax be paid to the
Jamaat al Muslimeen. On November 8 [2005–Ed.] Abu Bakr was arrested and
charged with three counts of inciting extortion and one for sedition. The Jamaat
al Muslimeen headquarters were occupied by the Army on November 10
[2005–Ed.] and Abu Bakr’s office was demolished in a search for weapons and
ammunition after metal detectors discovered objects below the building. A
high-powered rifle, a hand grenade, walkie talkies and 700 rounds of
ammunition were seized.
And now back to the NY Times article–Ed.]
* * *
In another case, a member of Jamaat was found guilty in Miami in 2005 of trying
to smuggle 70 submachine guns and 10 silencers to Trinidad from the United States.
[Was that a US gov’t plot also?–Ed.]
In 2006, Mr. Abu Bakr was found not guilty of ordering the murder of two former
members of Jamaat.
[And so what Kadir was (apparently taped and) quoted above as saying about the
JAM leader is very true.–Ed.]
Not least, he has been accused by some of fomenting this island’s ethnic [i.e.
racial–Ed.] and religious divisions.
[Hell, we got such “fomenters” right here in the “White House” and U.S. congress
who not only foment, but repeatedly plot, start and wage genocidal world wars against
certain “jew”-hated races (German, Japanese, Arabic) and religions (Christianity,
Mohammedanism). And because they have never even been properly accused, they have
certainly never been properly indicted, tried, convicted and punished for being the
presidential (and congressional) demons they are and have been for damn near a
hundred years now.–Ed.]
Jamaat is made up of Trinidadians of African [i.e. negro–Ed.] descent who
converted to Islam [from Roman Catholicism–Ed.] in the 1980s after the rise of the
Nation of Islam in the United States.
[The “Nation of Islam” again! Is there any connection? Or was this mere
coincidence? Do they share similar beliefs? Was I really and truly created by an evil mad
scientist (named “Boris K”)? Inquiring minds want to know.–Ed.]
Trinidad is evenly split between blacks and…India[ns], most of them Hindu but
some [6%–Ed.] also Muslim…
Once again, the preceding was, “Trinidad Group Denies Link to New York Bomb Plot,” by
Marc Lacey, New York Times, June 10, 2007
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* * * * *
And so the main or predominant religions in Trinidad are Roman Catholicism and
Hinduism.
From the BBC (news.bbc.co.uk): Profile: Jamaat al Muslimeen, by Robert Walker,
updated Sun., June 3, 2007:
The population of Trinidad and Tobago is mainly Hindu and Catholic. There is a
small Muslim community, most of whom are Asian [i.e. east Indians–Ed.]. But Jamaat al
Muslimeen draws its support from the even smaller number of Muslims of African
descent [i.e. negroes–Ed.].
But what are the east Indians doing there? How did they get there? When did they
arrive?—certainly not as slaves of the “jewish” slave-traders (or “slavers”), and certainly long
after Columbus came and left the Caribbean, or he would have been right in calling the
original natives of these islands, “Indians.”
* * * * *

About this “Nation of Islam”
About this “Nation of Islam”:
The evil mad “Nation of Islam” scientist is not Boris Karloft—that was just an old black
and white joke—but rather “Yakub.”
Again from wikipedia.org: “Yakub”:
This article covers the figure in the theology of the black nationalist organization
Nation of Islam. The name, also spelled Yaqub or Yakob, also applies to the mainstream
(traditional) Islamic view of the Biblical Jacob.…[Yes, but with a very different and
unMosaic twist.–Ed.]
According to the Nation of Islam (NOI), Yakub (also spelled Yacub or Yakob),
was an evil scientist responsible for creating the white race—a race of devils, in
their view.
[Note: In my mythology, there is only one “devil” (“slanderer”), with countless
“demons,” or Satanic children. (John 8:44)
“Demon” was originally a Greek (and Roman) word meaning spirit, and neither
good nor bad, like the Chinese “dragon.”
And so the KJ bible verse that Mary Magdalene had been possessed by “seven
devils,” e.g., is a gross mistranslation. (Luke 8:2) (For “there is only one.”—Max Von
Sidow)–Ed.]
Yakub created white people by a process of grafting the "black germ" to a "white
germ" from the original black population of the world. [Shouldn’t that be the other way
around? And where did “Yakub” get the white seed or “germ”?–Ed.] It took 600 years for
Yakub and his successors to fully whiten his creations. This was achieved under a
despotic regime on the island of Patmos. [in the Aegean, whereupon the apostle John
wrote his Apocalypse/Revelation–Ed.] The reasons for Yakub's actions are unclear.
According to NOI doctrine, his progeny were destined to rule for 6,000 years before the
original black peoples of the world regained dominance, a process that began in 1914.
[citation needed]
The doctrine of Yakub was first proclaimed by [NOI founder–Ed.] Wallace Fard
Muhammad and was later developed by his successor Elijah Muhammad.
The name Yakub is a variant of the Semitic name referred to in European
language versions of the Bible as Jacob or in modern Jewish communities as Ya’akov.
Fard Muhammad appears to have adapted the Biblical Jacob's role as the father of
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…[Moses the Egyptian’s twelve mythological–Ed.] tribes of Israel to reposition him as
the originator of white people as a whole (including Jews).
* * * * *
But lest it be imagined that all NoI’s can’t or won’t tell the difference between an
European and a “jew”: And lest I do wikipedia.org too much honor: From “Nation of Islam and
anti-semitism”:

Claims that the Jews "control the economy"
[What? Like they don’t? And how? Via their Satanic money.–Ed.]
For many years certain Nation of Islam (NOI) ministers have been preaching that
"the Jews" control the American economy and the world economy. Statements to this
effect can be found in their newspaper, The Final Call, and in speeches given in their
temples and on college campuses.
For example, the Dallas Observer recorded this dialogue between Nation-of-Islam
leader Louis Farrakhan and an audience to which he was speaking:
Farrakhan: "Is the Federal Reserve owned by the government?"
Audience: "No."
Farrakhan: "Who owns the federal reserve?"
Audience: "Jews."
[I wish my Euro people knew the Truth about this evil “jewish” “central bank”ster
money—this “beastly” “jewish” debt-token, monopoly-money. (Apo./Rev. 13:11-18) I’ve
carefully and painstakingly explained it all to them (and all others) within my Twin
Problems and Solutions: Both Political and Economic/Monetary—available for free
download from thehouseoftroy.com And not only that, but how to create, circulate, use
and keep or maintain their very own honest (ample, stable and debt-free) money—that
they may never again owe the “jews” any “principle” nor “interest.” But they evidently
don’t or won’t read it. What’s they saying about horses and water?–Ed.]
Farrakhan: "The same year they set up the IRS, they set up the FBI. And the same
year they set up the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai Brith...It could be a coincidence...[I
want] to see Black intellectuals free...I want to see them not controlled by members of
the Jewish community." (Source: Dallas Observer on-line, August 10, 2000)
….References to Jews as "bloodsuckers"
[What? Like they’re not? And how? Via their Satanic money. Note also their massmedia monopoly.–Ed.]
Some NOI ministers have called Jews bloodsuckers. For example, in his Savior's
Day speech in Chicago, Illinois, February 25, 1996, Louis Farrakhan preached:
And you do with me as is written, but remember that I have warned you
that Allah will punish you. You are wicked deceivers of the American people.
You have sucked their blood. You are not real Jews, those of you that are not
real Jews. [90% of all so-called “jews” are actually Gentiles—converts to “jewism”
(Talmudism, Phariseeism, anti-Mosism and anti-Christendom/) from the 8th
century A.D.–Ed.] You are the synagogue of Satan [Apo/Rev. 2:9 & 3:9–Ed.], and
you have wrapped your tentacles around the U.S. government, and you are
deceiving and sending this nation to hell. But I warn you in the name of Allah,
you would be wise to leave me alone. But if you choose to crucify me, know that
Allah will crucify you."
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And as for being a dirty or “gutter religion,” all one need do is real certain passages from
their Satanic “jewish” bible called “Talmud.” You will not believe what you’re reading—nor that
humans, supposedly made in the image and likeness of God, could write, keep and revere
such very demonically dark and evil things as their “religion.”
And if we see “NOI cooperation with bigoted groups: NOI cooperation with Holocaust
deniers,” we can see that wikipedia presents false as true, and true as false: It’s wrong (if not
“bigoted,” hateful or evil) to believe that “Jews control the economy” and/or are
“bloodsuckers”; and yet it’s “bigoted” not to believe these omnipresent and incessant racial
slanders of “jews” against Gentiles—which wikipedia thus presents as gospel truth. And
wikipedia is therefore far more “jewish,” biased and racist than it/they admit.
* * * * *
And another good thing the “Nation of Islam” did—(aside from discouraging and
preaching against black/negro sin, sensuality, violence, predation/predatoriness, drug
addiction, trafficking, prostitution, etc.)—was to publish a book on this exclusively “jewish”
business of new world slavery, and even using or quoting old “jewish” sources. (I never bought
a copy because I thought it was overpriced.)
In fact, the U.S. gov’t was seriously considering granting the “Nation of Islam” a huge
national contract to be the private security force for many of those federally-funded (i.e. taxpayer funded) “housing projects.” But the “jews” put their foot down and forbade it, screeching
“anti-semitism.” And that was the end of it.
From wikipedia.org: “Nation of Islam: Actions and Programs”:
During the 1980s crack cocaine epidemic, the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development employed several private firms run by members
of the Nation of Islam to provide security in housing projects in black
neighborhoods. The Anti-Defamation League was successful in lobbying congress
to sever the HUD contracts.
* * *
What I like and respect about the “Nation of Islam” is that they’re not predatory. They’re
not bloodsuckers. They don’t want to prey on other races—such as mine. They preach and
practice black/negro self-reliance and racial/national freedom of association—which therefore
includes the reciprocal right of secession, separatism and self-determination for every other
tribe, race or nation, along with their own—with whom they are naturally most concerned, just
like the rest of us. (Or why should you love and care for my family, tribe, race or nation more
than your own?—or vice-versa?) They simply want a living-space of their very own wherein
they can be free, self-governing and prosperous. And don’t we all?
And I couldn’t agree more. For how can an individual (or group) go his (or their) own way
if he is (or they are) tied or hand-cuffed to others?—with whom he (or they) would rather be
free or rid of, because he (or they) far better off without?
For, as in the animal kingdom, there are such predatory creatures, you know—predatory
humans—both individual and tribal or racial. And don’t look now, but they are aligned with
(and subordinate to) “jews.” (See “Marxism,” “communism” and/or “zionism”: These are all
predatory –isms. And they’re all “jewish.” Coincidence? Or Satanic super-racism, SuperRacism and Satanic “jewish” imperialism or “messianism”?) And pay closest attention to the
predatory racial alliance between “jews” and negroes to prey upon Europeans.
And so of course all good shepherds from all good tribes, races, and nations seek to
protect their flocks from such predatory “jewish” beasts (and their evil Gentile lackeys and
allies). And all good shepherds do this by insisting upon racial freedom of association and selfdetermination, upon creating and maintaining great big fences, spaces or distances between
their people and their racial predators, and upon weaponry—should these racial predators or
predatory races (esp. “jews” and negroes) charge or invade their tribal, racial or national
spaces.
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There is no freedom without freedom of association, and can be none. And this freedom
is both individual and familial, tribal, racial, national. For how can anyone or any tribe be free
within the claws, jaws or “legislative” jails of his racial enemies or predators? And predatory
races will of course never grant their racial prey this life-giving space they desperately need to
survive their racial predation. For as always, predatory races laugh in the face of others’ tribal,
racial or national claims of “self-determination,” just as rapists laugh at a woman’s “No,” or
“Please don’t!” And therefore, like wolves from sheep, only force can repel them. And therefore
all would-be racial prey must be armed to the “freedom teeth” against their racial enemies.
And so the last thing Bloomberg and his super-racist or Super-Nazi tribe of God- and
Gentile-haters, predators and destroyers want is such armed Gentile women, families, tribes,
races and nations—thus armed and capable of defending themselves from the likes of them
and their super-racist imperialism (Marxism, “communism,” “zionism” or “messianism”) and
Satanism. And so these Satanic monsters tyrannically, despotically or “legislatively” insist that
everyone must be disarmed (and therefore defenseless) but them and their fellow wolf pack,
tribe, race or nation, along with their evil, traitorous, slanderous, violent and murderous
Gentile lackeys.
Can you see that? Can you see what’s really and truly going on here, dear readers—
beneath all the “jewish” lies, slanders, shepherd’s’ clothing, and promises and pretenses of
(Gentile) public protection? These “beastly” or imperial anti-Christ demons will “protect” you
and yours (in their “American Union” or “Union of the Americas”) just like they “protected” the
Russians and Slavs within their “Soviet Union”: by genocidal Marxist-“jewish” red terror: by
mass-murdering the best of you and forever enslaving the rest of you.
The simple truth is “jews” hate, slander and attack any and all Gentiles they can’t
control or buy—any Gentiles who decline or refuse to be their (racially traitorous) lackeys—any
Gentiles who will not betray their families, tribes, races or nations for them. In short, “jews”
“jews” hate, slander and attack any and all Gentiles who are any damn good—as the rest of
them are clearly no damn good at all. And so yes, those few good Gentiles obviously include
this “Nation of Islam.” And so God-bless and good luck to them.
* * *
And so if JAM is truly like this “Nation of Islam,” then Bloomberg, Cohen, Kelly, their
“Joint Terrorism Task Force” and “jewish”-Amerika’s imperial secret police are correct, from
their Satanic point of view, in thus terror-plotting against JAM.
But they are incorrect in thus seeking to defame or slander Mohammedanism or “Islam”
through JAM. For, if like the NoI, they are not Mohammedans, but rather black or negro
nationalists.
But then one might argue Bloomberg and co. are still right, from their Satanic point of
view, because most Americans don’t know this, and because they know they don’t need to fool
all of the people all of the time, but merely their ignorant and (Bloomberg/JTTF) terrified
democratic majority, and especially around election time.
(You can lead the Gentile public to truthful water, but you cannot make them drink.)
And all alleged “authority” proceeding, derived, extracted or extorted from a gov’tdeceived or gov’t-terrorized citizenry is illegitimate, null and void. (See “9/11”)
State-terror is no basis for state-gov’t nor state authority, but rather the very best
argument for the immediate end and punishment of that gov’t, that terrible gov’t, that terrorstate tyranny.
* * * * *

How and Why the Mohammedan “Jesus” is
not Jesus

Again, the foreign target of this JTTF “investigation” is described thus (in footnote 3 on
pgs 12 & 13):
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Jamaat al Muslimeen (“JAM”) is a [black/negro Mohammedan or–Ed.] Muslim
organization based in Trinidad. Over a six day period in 1990, approximately 100
members of JAM staged a coup attempt in Trinidad, storming the Trinidad
Parliament building and taking the Prime Minister and Cabinet hostage. The siege
led to chaos and widespread rioting in the streets of Port of Spain, Trinidad, resulting in
numerous deaths. [But this was not JAM’s doing, for negroes almost always riot when
they see an opportunity, don’t they? Witness New Orleans; witness Haiti.–Ed.] The JAM
members involved in the coup attempt received general amnesty to end the
hostage standoff. Over the past several years, JAM has been involved in several
murders, kidnappings for ransom, narcotics and weapons trafficking, money
laundering and extortion.
* * * * *
(Note: I don’t know if that last accusation is true, or merely more “jewish” slander, but
many many negroes claim to be Mohammedans, and are not. Their claims are false and
pretentious. For they do not follow Mohammed’s instructions/commands, as set out in his
book, the “Recitation” or “Koran.”
The “Nation of Islam” e.g. comes to mind. They claim and preach e.g. that people like me
(i.e. Europeans) were created in a laboratory by a evil scientist. Needless to say, this is not in
the Koran.
(And why couldn’t he have been a “good” scientist, instead of an evil one? Because I’m
not?—or because all fruit is and must be of its (genetic) tree?)
And furthermore, from wikipedia.org: “Nation of Islam: Beliefs and theology”:
The main belief of The Nation of Islam and its followers is that there is no
God but Allah. [So far, so “good.”–Ed.] However, they redefine "Allah" by saying "who
came in the person of W. D. Fard." Fard was the Moorish Temple representative who
founded the Nation of Islam that was then adopted by Elijah Muhammad. Their
teachings are heretical by traditional Islamic standards which abhor the
deification of any person, or the anthropomorphization of God.
And that’s why Mohammedans can never accept Jesus-God: because (in their
mythology) God can never be a man.
I was once politely told by a group of Mohammedans inside one of the many Atlantic
Ave. (Brooklyn) Mohammedan bookstores—(wherein Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s English translation
(and most helpful historical or contextual explanation) of the Koran predominates)—that Jesus
never even said He was the son of God. But I knew better, and politely said so.
And I’m afraid (or rather glad) Jesus-God said much more than that—to any with ears to
hear and eyes to see (or read)—and even to the spiritually deaf and blind. And furthermore, I
don’t doubt Him one bit, jot nor tittle. (See e.g. Why the Father and the Son are Really, Truly
One. It’s free for the taking/downloading from thehouseoftroy.com)
The Brooklyn Mohammedans were referring to Koran 5:119-22, 9:30-31 & 3:55-56,
wherein these things are indeed said (by Mohammed, but not by Jesus-God). In fact,
Mohammed presumes to place words in Jesus’ mouth. In other words, the faithful
Mohammedans of Atlantic avenue were confusing the words of Mohammed with the words of
Jesus–God.
And so, regardless of what you may think of Mohammed and his book—(whether good,
bad or mediocre; inspired, pretentious or blasphemous)—many negroes (and others) claim to
be his faithful followers, but are decidedly not.
And this misuse or abuse of a religious founder’s name is not, of course, peculiar to
Mohammedanism—or as they prefer, “Islam.” (See e.g. Mosesism and Christianity; Deut. 9:24
& 31:27; Matt. 24:4-5 & Mark 13:5-6)
* * * * *
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In an apparent attempt to drive a fatal Mohammedan nail into the coffin of the divinity
of Jesus-God, the author (or “reciter”) Mohammed puts his own words into the mouths of both
celestial characters—the Father and the Son of God—as if they were two and not One unified
God. (See also Koran 5:113)
Here (and hear, if you can) Jesus-God from His own lips deny His own divinity (before
the future judgment throne of one true god of the Mohammedans)—a divinity He had
repeatedly, both obliquely and plainly, proclaimed on earth to any and all with ears to hear.
(Again, if you want to know the real McCoy, see Why the Father and the Son are Really, Truly
One.)
(Plainly, how time, or else the blasphemous pretences of men, authors and “prophets,”
can transform a man, a god, or a god-man—or rather the God-man—into something
completely different!)
But the faithful Mohammedan either ignores these “New Testament” scriptural
contradictions of his Arabic prophet, or else dismisses them as later interpolations and
blasphemies against both God and His subordinate and submissive “apostle” or “prophet”
Jesus.
And behold God will say: “O Jesus the son of Mary! Didst thou say unto men,
‘Worship me and my mother as gods in derogation of God’?”
He [Jesus–Ed.] will say: ‘Glory to Thee! Never could I say what I had no right
(To say). Had I said such a thing, Thou wouldst indeed have known it. Thou knowest
what is in my heart, though I know not what is in Thine. For Thou knowest in full all
that is hidden.829 Never said I to them aught except what Thou didst command me
to say, to wit, ‘Worship God, my Lord and your Lord’;… [Koran 5:119-20]
829. Jesus disclaims here any knowledge of the sort of things that are
attributed to him by those [“Christians”–Ed.] who take his name. The worship of
Mary, though repudiated by the Protestants, was widely spread it the earlier Churches,
both in the East and the West. [English translator Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s Note #829]
Again, and in the same vein:
Behold! God said: 0 Jesus! I will take thee and raise thee to Myself and clear
thee (of the falsehoods)395 of those who blaspheme; I will make those [“true”
Christians–Ed.] who follow thee superior 396 to those [“false” Christians–Ed.] who
reject [Mohammedan or Islamic–Ed.] faith, to the Day of Resurrection: Then shall ye
all return unto me, and I will judge between you of the matters wherein ye
dispute.397 As to those who reject faith, I will punish them with terrible agony in
this world and in the Hereafter, nor will they have anyone to help.” [Koran 3:55-56]
395. Jesus was charged by the Jews with blasphemy as claiming to be God or
the son of God. The Christians (except a few early sects which were annihilated by
persecution, and the modern sect of Unitarians, who are almost Muslims) adopted the
substance of the claim, and made it the cornerstone of their faith. God clears
Jesus of such a charge or claim. [Ali’s Note #395]
Evidently God, at least until the time of Mohammed, had never read the “New
Testament” book of Jesus.
396. Those who follow thee: The Muslims are the true Christians, for they
follow (or should follow) the true teaching of Christ, which did not include the
blasphemy that he was God or the Son of God in the literal sense. But there is a large
body of men, who by birth inherit such teaching nominally, but their hearts do not
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consent to it. [Could the same be said of many who inherit Mohammedanism with (or
rather as) their mother’s milk?–Ed.] Their real Muslim virtues (which from their point of
view they call Christian virtues) entitle them to be called Christians, and to receive the
leading position which they at present occupy in the world of men. [Ali’s Note #396]
Again, all those “Muslims” who wish to be “true Christians” must at least know “the true
teaching of Christ, which did not include the [alleged–Ed.] blasphemy that he was God or the
Son of God in the literal sense.”
The “Son of God” is metaphorical. But “that he was God” was literal.
Again, go to the “New Testament,” the gospel of John, or Why the Father and the Son are
Really, Truly One, free for the taking from thehouseoftroy.com
(“Meet the new Boss./ Same as the old Boss.”)—(Who?)
Mohammed’s “Jesus” is simply not Jesus, but merely a fictional character concocted by
Mohammed, as we just read.
397. All the controversies about dogma and faith will disappear when we
[“people of the Book”: Mosites (as long extinct (if ever truly extant), and very distinct
from and opposed to anti-Mosite “jews”), Christians and Mohammedans–Ed.] appear
before God. He will judge not by what we profess but by what we are. [Ali’s Note #397]
Finally we come to the upshot or conclusion of Mohammed’s religious “criticism” of
Jesus-God as a false god, and of Christianity as pagan disbelief of God’s truth: the
Mohammedan condemnation of Christians and their religion via “God’s curse.”
And we Christians should know, even before we arrive there, where the curse of the
Mohammedan prophet or god will lead or take us—to Mohammedan hell. Stay tuned
Christians, and bring your marsh-mellows.
The Jews call ’Uzair [Ezra–Ed.] a son of God, and the Christians call Christ the
Son of God. That is a saying from their mouth; (in this) they but imitate 1284 what the
Unbelievers of old used to say. God’s curse be on them: how they are deluded away
from the Truth! They take their priests and their anchorites [monks–Ed.] to be their
lords in derogation of God, and (they take as their Lord) Christ the son of Mary; yet
they were commanded to worship but One God: There is no god but He. Praise and
glory to Him: (Far is He) from having the partners they associate (With Him). Fain
would they extinguish God’s Light with their mouths, but God will not allow but that His
Light should be perfected, even though the Unbelievers may detest (it). It is He Who hath
sent His Apostle [Mohammed–Ed.] with Guidance and the Religion of Truth, to proclaim
it over all religion, even though the Pagans may detest it. [Koran 9:30-33]
1284. Taking men for gods or sons of God was not a new thing. All ancient
mythologies have fables of that kind. There was less excuse for such blasphemies after
the apostles of God [excluding Jesus-God while yet including Mohammed “Mustafa”
(“the chosen one”–Ed.] had clearly explained our true relation to God than in the times
of primitive ignorance and superstition. [Ali’s Note #1284]
Are “angels” not “partners” with God? Indeed, are the “mythological” “sons of God” in
Genesis 6:2 and Job 38:7—(which book some say the “apostle” Moses also wrote)—not
mythological “angels” around a “mythological” throne of God? And is faith in these “angels” or
“sons of God” not a “blasphemous” belief against the solitary “unity” and glory of God, and an
indication of “primitive ignorance and superstition”?
If so, where then does that leave Mohammed and his alleged inSpiration, the “angel”
“Gabriel”?—whom none of his friends ever claimed to see or hear—but in the ignorant,
unenlightened, and “ancient” past of superstitious, superseded and discarded creeds?
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* * *
And so here’s the theological/prophetic problem: If Mohammed denies God—(and he
surely does, as we just read)—then how can he truly claim to be God’s messenger? He can’t,
right?
And if the basis and heart of Mohammedanism is this denial of (the divinity of) JesusGod—(and it surely is, as we just read)—then how can it be said to be divine, prophetic,
inSpired? It clearly can’t, right?
And anyone who could put such false words in God’s mouth clearly has neither respect
nor fear of God. Can you see that?
And so either Jesus or Mohammed is a prophetic fraud. You can no longer have it both
ways.
(You never really could. For your “prophet’s” “Jesus,” like the Roman (“Catholic”)
“Jesus,” was never really Jesus.)
So take you pick. Or else deny both. I won’t be offended. For Jesus has always been
denied, and especially by those who claimed to know Him, but did not, and so “religiously”
mislead countless souls astray from this one true God from Capernaum bay. (Matt. 24:4-5,
12:30 & 7:23)
“And you shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.”—(John 8:32)
The ball is in your court now, my gentle Mohammedan readers. So don’t let the Truth be
a “curse” to you, nor me.
* * * * *

“The JFK ‘Plot’: Another Grossly Inflated
Threat,” by Bill Van Auken

Note well, dear readers, how Truth is simply not forthcoming from “jews”-paper and
“jewish” TV & radio hirelings (and Gentile traitors).
For mostly they merely and mindlessly regurgitate “jewish”-Amerika’s super-state, state,
and city or local gov’t statements (and hence propaganda) as gospel truth, and thus grossly
mislead the public—which is clearly their job, function, purpose—for which they take their
bloody Judas money. Yes, that’s clearly their job: to deceive, lie and to slander for the “jews.”
Have you heard the ones they tell against the Germans?
“Who hasn’t?”
And so it clearly takes someone not of these “jewish” group(s) to tell you not only what
the anti-Christ or “jewish” gov’t said, but what that really means or portends—and hopefully
even the Truth besides, and as in the following article.
* * * * *
“The JFK ‘Plot’: Another Grossly Inflated Threat,” by Bill Van Auken—published on June
7, 2007 on globalresearch.ca
The weekend’s news in the US was dominated by screaming headlines and
sensationalist broadcast coverage of an alleged plot in New York to blow up John F.
Kennedy International Airport’s jet fuel tanks and supply lines. The attack would have
been, according to many accounts, “more devastating than September 11.”
Four men were charged in an indictment
[http://www.usdoj.gov/usao/nye/pr/2007/Defreitas.complaint.pdf] unveiled Sunday
that included features that have become almost invariable in every such “terror”
case brought by the government in recent years. First, the suspects had not only
carried out no acts of terror, but they apparently lacked any means to realize such
an attack. Second, a central figure in the alleged plot was a paid undercover
informant of the FBI.
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[But this isn’t always the case. Case in point: the bomb materials used in the first
World Trade Center bombing of 1993 were supplied by the imperial secret police of
United States gov’t, called the “Federal Bureau of Investigation” (FBI).
But don’t take my word for it: Research it; educate yourselves; smell the tyranny—
along with the US governmental or “state-sponsored terrorism.”
They evidently love the smell of tyranny and terrorism in the morning, afternoon
or evening—down there in Washington D.C. and in many U.S. state capitols, and
imperial cities, such as NYC.–Ed.]
Broadcast networks spoke of the worst threat since the attacks on New York and
Washington in 2001, while reporters were sent out to conduct random interviews
with passengers passing through JFK as well as residents living near the pipelines,
asking how they felt about their supposed near brush with death.
[Yes, but they only pick those responses which suit their secret purposes, and
further their not-so-hidden, fear-mongering, public-terrifying, “jewish”-communist-soviet
police-state agenda. And this is what they call “editing.”
See e.g. Zuckerman’s Daily News above.–Ed.]
As usual, New York City’s tabloids excelled in this sensationalism. Rupert
Murdoch’s [“jew”–Ed.] New York Post Sunday referred to the alleged plot in its headline
as an “inferno plan” and carried an editorial stating that the purported plan “to do
calamitous damage to JFK International Airport and surrounding residential
neighborhoods underscores yet again the overarching threat Islamist terrorism
poses to America.”
[Question: Does “jewism” in all its various forms: Marxism, communism,
humanism, zionism, “messianism,” “Israelism”; in short “jewish” imperialism or SuperNazism—not pose an infinitely greater threat?—and not merely to America, but to the
entire (Gentile) world?–Ed.]
The New York Daily News [of Zuckerman, another “jew”–Ed.] on Monday carried
five pages on the “plot,” with a ludicrous front-page headline, “Evil Ate at Table Eight,”
promoting an inside interview with the Brooklyn waitress who served a meal to Russell
Defreitas, whom the paper describes as the “mastermind” of the alleged plot, just
before he was picked up by federal agents and police.
[Russell Defretias: Evil incarnate? Zuckerman says so. So it must be so?–Ed.]
Yet the profile of Defreitas, a 63-year-old US citizen who emigrated from Guyana
25 years ago, hardly suggests a terrorist “mastermind.” A former friend [Mr. Watts?–
Ed.] describes him as someone who, before becoming a Muslim, had declared
himself a Rastafarian and grown dreadlocks. [This is the only place I’ve seen or read
this.–Ed.] He recalled his involvement in various business schemes to ship air
conditioners or refrigerators to Guyana, none of which ever came to anything.
“He couldn’t even fix brakes,” the former friend said. “He never built bombs.”
[And yet the FBI claim they have a secretly-recorded tape wherein Defretias claims
he built bombs in Guyana.–Ed.]
Other accounts described him as a retired worker living in an impoverished
Brooklyn neighborhood, who on various occasions had been homeless. New York
Newsday, for example, reported, “Since being laid off from his job as a cargo worker
several years ago, Russell Defreitas has lived a meek existence—at times sleeping in
trains and trying to eke out a living running two-bit scams, selling incense on
street corners and collecting welfare, acquaintances said.”
Also charged in the indictment are Abdul Kadir, a citizen of Guyana and former
member of the Guyanese Parliament, and Kareem Ibrahim, a citizen of Trinidad, both of
whom are under arrest in Trinidad awaiting a hearing on a US extradition request.
Lawyers for the two said that they would fight extradition, likely raising the US
record of torturing terrorism suspects. [or rather anyone they merely accuse of
“terrorism,” thus pseudo-“justifying” the torture (in their evil “jewish” minds), and thus
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“extracting” whatever terrible “confessions” they thus desire and demand—(thus pseudo“justifying” the torture once again)—in exchange for their mere promise to stop the
torture. And they are trying to terrorize the Americans into complete surrender to them,
in exchange for their promises of protection from terrorism. But they are the terrorists.
Do you see?–Ed.] A fourth defendant, Abdel Nur, also a citizen of Guyana, has yet to be
arrested.
[Again, he voluntarily surrendered to police in Trinidad on Tue, June 5, 2007.–
Ed.]
A key figure in the alleged plot, however, is named in the indictment only as
“the source.” He is identified as a convicted drug trafficker who, in exchange for
favorable consideration on a pending jail sentence as well as cash payments,
agreed to infiltrate the supposed terrorist cell.
Much of the evidence contained in the indictment consists of recordings of
conversations between “the source” and the defendants. What emerges clearly,
however, is the leading role this “informant” played in the alleged plot. Defreitas
is quoted as saying that they saw him as someone “sent by Allah” to lead them.
The indictment also refers to meetings and recorded conversations between
both Defreitas and the source and individuals in Guyana, who are identified only
as “Individuals A through F.”
These six unnamed men are quoted proposing a wide range of terrorist activity,
including smuggling “mujahideen from Asia into Guyana and then into the United
States,” blowing up US helicopters at the Guyanese airport and the plan to blow up the
JFK fuel system. On this last proposal, these unnamed individuals also suggest the use
of dynamite and chemical explosives and advise on how to obtain these materials. One
of these individuals also proposes that the plotters seek the assistance of a Trinidadian
Islamist group, Jamaat al Muslimeen. In the account of these conversations,
Defreitas is not quoted as saying anything.
The obvious question is why these six unnamed “individuals” have not been
charged. One likely explanation is that they too were, in one form or another,
participants in an elaborate effort to ensnare a hapless and sometimes homeless
retiree and others in a plot that was fundamentally staged by the US government for
its own purposes [along with the Guyanese and Trinidad gov’ts–Ed.].
The blood-curdling accounts in the media largely reflected the highly
charged language of US prosecutors and police officials in presenting the
indictment. Roslynn Mauskopf [“jew”?–Ed.], the US attorney in Brooklyn, New York,
in announcing the charges, said, “Had the plot been carried out, it could have
resulted in unfathomable damage, deaths and destruction.” She added, “The
devastation that would be caused had this plot succeeded is just unthinkable.”
The words “unfathomable” and “unthinkable” were undoubtedly chosen carefully,
as the type of chain reaction of explosions described in the indictment was quite
simply impossible.
[Yeah that’s true, but I’m sure she didn’t mean it that way, that truthful way.–Ed.]
Both airport security officials and pipeline experts dismissed the allegedly
catastrophic disaster that supposedly would have been triggered by blowing up a
fuel pipeline or storage tanks. While the federal indictment suggested that such an
explosion could travel along the pipelines linking tanks in Linden, New Jersey into
Brooklyn, New York and across the borough of Queens, this is impossible, both
because the pipelines are equipped with safety valves that shut off the flow of fuel
in event of a leak and because there is inadequate oxygen inside the pipes to
sustain a fire.
The New York Times, whose skepticism about the federal indictment was
clearly signaled by the newspaper placing stories on the JFK “plot” on its Metro
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pages, quoted Neal Sonnett, a defense lawyer and former federal prosecutor, as saying,
“There unfortunately has been a tendency to shout too loudly about such cases.”
The Times article went on to say that Sonnett, also a former president of the
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, “noted that there is a broader risk in
overstating the sophistication of a terror plot. At a time when many Americans live in
justified fear of an attack, the risk is that [such “jewish”-Amerikan gov’t and massmedia–Ed.] drumbeating creates a climate of fear and drives public policy.”

There is every reason to believe that the succession of “terror”
cases, each one weaker than the last and virtually all of them
driven by “informants” who seem to play more the role of agents
provocateur, are aimed at achieving precisely this effect. They
serve as a means of intimidating public opinion with fear,
justifying attacks on democratic [sacred, “inalienable”
constitutional–Ed.] rights and diverting attention from the ongoing
debacle in Iraq.
The problem faced by the government is that the public is
growing increasingly skeptical about these cases, with a sizeable
portion of the population having concluded that they are trumped
up for political purposes.
[See the polls of all the New Yorkers and other Americans who simply don’t believe
the official 9/11 story/ies.–Ed.]

Under these conditions, the danger is that those who now
control the reins of power in Washington [and the various states
and capitals–Ed.] may be concluding that something more
tangible is needed.
[And they’re just the mass-murderous psychos to do it too, yet again and again
and again…unless and until they are finally exposed as the governmental or stateterrorists they are, and hence stopped in their bloody terror-tracks.–Ed.
On the same day that the alleged JFK “terror plot” broke in the news, the
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette published a revealing interview with that state’s new
Republican Party chairman, who described himself as “150 percent for Bush.”
“At the end of the day,” said state party chairman Dennis Milligan, the owner of a
water treatment business, “I believe fully the president is doing the right thing, and I
think all we need is some attacks on American soil like we had on [Sept. 11, 2001 ],
and the naysayers will come around very quickly...”
The question is whether elements in the Bush administration are reaching
similar conclusions and preparing to engineer or allow another round of terrorist
attacks “on American soil” as a pretext for suppressing the overwhelming popular
opposition to its policies.
* * * * *

Don’t Believe Bloomberg’s Denials

Now if and when the “terrible” truth about their framing or entrapping of Defreitas etc.
becomes too well known, Bloomberg may try to distance himself from his NYC JTTF, by
claiming that he (and his CIA agent Cohen) are not its masters. But don’t believe it; for this too
is untrue, even though it is true that:
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The first JTTF was established in 1980 in New York City, with 10 FBI special
agents and 10 detectives from the New York City Police Department. Prior to September
11, 2001, the United States had 35 JTTFs. Shortly after the attacks, FBI Director Robert
Mueller [“jew,” just like the one before him (Freeh)–Ed.] instructed all FBI field offices to
establish formal terrorism task forces. There are now 100 Joint Terrorism Task Forces
nationwide, including at least one at each of the FBI Field Offices.
[from wikipedia.org (“Joint Terrorism Task Force”)–Ed.]
For, unlike any other American city, Bloomberg’s police force is actually an imperial
police force, with secret police spies scattered not only anywhere in the United States
Bloomberg may choose to send them, but even throughout the entire Gentile globe. (See the
as-yet-unpublished chapter, “On Bloomberg’s Brand-New, Post 9/11, ‘Jewish’-Amerikan
Imperial Secret Police Force of NYC.”)
And furthermore, even Bloomberg himself thus publicly admitted that he and his NYPD
knew all about this international JTTF terror-plot: “Working together, NYPD and other local
and federal law enforcement agencies have been on top of this unfolding plot for months, and
they deserve our thanks and praise.”—(WCBS TV, NYC, June 3, 2007)
“On top” is right. It’s their plot!
(By “unfolding” Bloomberg means that he and his imperial police didn’t concoct or
originate this international terror-plot. But I intend to show you that they in fact did.)
And furthermore, Bloomberg and his imperial “intelligence” czar or spy-chief, a fellow
“jew” and “former” C.I.A. agent for 35 years named Cohen, have just published a 90 pg.
“study” aimed at the heart and soul of the American way of life, her citizenry and their
constitutional liberties, entitled Radicalization in the West: The Homegrown Threat, available
from nyv.gov/nypd
The basic idea is that anyone (outside of the N.Y.P.D., the C.I.A. & the J.T.T.F.) may be a
terrorist, a “homegrown” terrorist. And these sneaky people are “unremarkable” or
undetectable until it’s too late—when they become “terrorists.” (See e.g. Defreitas. What more
“proof” do we need?) And therefore everyone has to be watched or spied upon by Bloomberg’s
imperial secret police, and especially Mohammedans. For, like those pod people from outer
space, you never quite know when they’re gonna change into “terrorists” or “terrible antiAmericans”—which Bloomberg & co. thus pretend not to be—in thus pretending to protect us
and defend our “American way of life” against the likes of them.
And therefore all those quaint pre-9/11 notions like the United States constitution;
liberty; freedom of association, assembly, speech, publication, internet communication, etc.;
and the American way of life have no place in Bloomberg’s Marxist, communist, soviet, antiChrist or “jewish”-Amerika. For they allegedly facilitate this alleged “homegrown terrorism.”
And it must be “homegrown” in order to pseudo-justify what these official, governmental,
Bloombergian anti-Americans intend to do to America.
Again and again it’s the same Satanic “jewish” theme: 9/11/2001, the “day that
[allegedly] changed the world forever,” is Evil’s pseudo-justification for all the evils It (and Its
servants) intend to do to the Gentile world. They’ve already launched their world war III
(against Afghanistan and Iraq(. And they’d already have attacked or invaded Iran if it weren’t
for the “awesome” patriotism and nationalism of the Iraqis. And they’ve already shredded and
incinerated the United States’ constitution and all its “inalienable” liberties. For citizen liberty
is contrary to their post 9/11 plans for America and the world. And they clearly intend to
continue to do the evils to the Gentile Americans that they’ve been doing to the rest of the
Gentile world for nearly a century now. For Evil can never get enough power. In other words,
Evil can never degrade and enslave us Gentiles enough.
And so these alleged anti-terrorists (of Bloomberg & co.) are thus officially announcing
their desire and intention to continue to destroy America and her way of life in order to save
her from this all these alleged and as-yet-undetected (because “unremarkable”) “homegrown
terrorists.”
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Evil is always playing the White Knight, the Savior, the Protector, the Good Shepherd,
the Liberator—as in “Operation Iraqi Freedom.” That’s Evil’s act, pretense, mask.
But this “jewish”-Soviet-Marxist-communist murder and destruction of the American
way of life is not at all what Bloomberg & co. mean by “radicalization.” Rather they mean
anyone who would dare oppose or object to their anti-Americanism and global “jewish”imperialism, whether Mohammedan, Christian or what-have-you? For such imperialist,
Marxist, communist, zionist “jews” as Bloomberg & co. are not at all “radical,” but
“conservative” or “nep-conservative.” They only want to “serve and protect” the American “way
of life.” Believe that one and they’ll tell you another.
* * * * *

(The Only Right and Proper) Conclusion

I will say this to all Mohammedans of whatever race, nation and color: I have
investigated, discovered and told you (and everyone else) the Truth concerning this matter, as
your prophet Mohammed commanded you (2:42)—your prophet, not mine; and your “last” or
“final” prophet, your “seal of the prophets” (33:40), not mine. For my God never died, and so
still has things to say, even to this very day—for all to hear with ears to hear.
(And I would not that your “final” prophet should succeed in doing to all those (prophets)
who came after him, what he clearly tried to do to all those who came before: to dismiss their
messages as “corrupted,” and to presume to re-present them in his very own “divine,”
“prophetic” or “angelic” words. See “How and Why Mohammed’s ‘Jesus’ is not Jesus,” above.)
And let me tell you this as well: These Americans and the others who do such terribly
evil and slanderous things to you and your fellow religionists are not at all Christians. And if
and when they say they are, they slander Christ like the anti-Christ Romans or “RomanCatholics”—with their blasphemous “holy father,” and wafer-god, and their alleged other
“sacraments,” their idolatry, their “Mary, queen of Heaven” and their innumerable other false
gods or “saints,” etc. And also like the “Christian-zionists” or “zionist-Christians” who thus
worship the enemies, torturers and murderers of Jesus-God (and His people) as if “God’s
Chosen People.” For these are merely Satanists pretending to be Christians. And this is
nothing new, but even older than Rome and Jerusalem.
For genuine Christians do not slander. But “jews” do. It is their way, and the way of
their father, Satan the Devil. (John 8:44) And Satan’s children are known by their deeds, their
father’s deeds—as are the children of God. For “like father, like son.” (John 8:38, 41, 44 & 47)
And so whoever naturally and characteristically does Satanic deeds is clearly not of God, but
of His eternal Enemy.
* * * * *
We know the head of the FBI (Mueller) is a “jew,” like Bloomberg. And we know the head
of Bush II’s “homeland Security” (Chertoff) is a “jew” too.
Whether their NYC underlings are fellow “jews” or anti-Christ Gentile fronts, masks or
disguises, like Kelly, I do not know for sure. As far as I can see, this information is not publicly
available, and that alone is highly suspicious—as if the “jewish”-Amerikan media monopolists
(like Bloomberg, Zuckerman, Murdock, ABC, NBC, CBS, PBS, etc., etc., etc.) don’t want us
Gentiles to know the Truth about who these people really and truly are: genetically and
spiritually; physically, racially, tribally, nationally and mentally, ideologically or religiously. For
clearly everyone acts out his or her beliefs, values and morals.
But I would guess that both Mershon (FBI NYC) and Mauskopf (Brooklyn USDo“J”) are
“jews.” And as such, and thus placed, they are in an official position to do these very evil and
slanderous “jewish” things to these Gentiles. For such is the demonic “jewish” art and craft of
slander and deception.
But then again many soulless, conscienceless, anti-Christian and anti-Gentile fronts,
masks and servants of “jews” do these evil “jewish” things fairly “well” too—such as that guy
on the right: a living affront and abomination to every decent and God-fearing Irishman.
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photo by John Marshall Mantel for A P (June 2, 2007)
U.S. Attorney Roslynn R. Mauskopf (left), Mark J. Mershon from the FBI (center) and NYPD Commissioner
Raymond W. Kelly lead an FBI news conference in New York.

* * * * *
Jew York City, like New York State, from the governorship on down the hierarchy, is all
about race, the “jewish” race. It is an entirely racist state, as “jewish”-Amerika is an entirely
racist empire, a “jewish” empire. And those who say otherwise, say falsely.
But I for one don’t think that being of a “politically incorrect” race or religion (i.e. Gentile
and Christian or Mohammedan) is right, just or proper grounds for thus slandering or
demonizing that very Gentile race or religion—as “jews” have for generations done to Germans,
Christians, Arabs and Mohammedans—and in this case, black or Negro Mohammedans.
For there is no right grounds for slander of any race or religion. But there is always
grounds for Truth and debate—as to the virtues or vices of any and all races and religions.
For there is no such thing as “racial [or national] equality,” sameness, identity or
interchangeability. And therefore some tribes, races, nations and religions are more virtuous
(and viceous) than others—or more divine (and hence Satanic) than others. And obviously we
can never find out which is which if we are forever forbidden (or do not allow ourselves) to
honestly talk about it. For how else (but by free speech and debate) are we to know the
Truth?—or God for that matter?—should anyone ever wish to.
And note well how it is “jews” who most ferociously, censoriously, violently and
murderously oppose all three: free speech/debate, Truth and God—in violent favor of their
deicide and Satanic usurpation (Matt. 21:33-46), and their demonic dogmatism or
spiritual/intellectual dictation of their alleged Truths—(i.e. their falsehoods, lies and
slanders). (See “Jews” Against Academia and The Satanic Jewish Holocaust)
The “jews” “win” the “debate” (or rather non-debate) simply by preventing one from ever
happening; by criminalizing, persecuting and murdering Freedom of Speech; by their violent
censorship, tyranny and “truth”-dictation (euphemized as “legislation”); by their mass-media
monopolization; and by their eternal crucifixion of the eternal Truth.
In so far as any creed, ideology or religion violently or “legally” silences others, this
spiritual, religious, ideological or intellectual intolerance and persecution is intolerable.
* * *
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There shall and must be an endless debate about God, Truth, etc. For from the
conception or description of God, and hence His alleged or supposed Will, all else follows and
flows. You can see that, right?
My God is not your god, dear reader, and your (conception of) god is not mine. And so I
cannot allow you to impose your god (i.e. yourself) upon me, and vice-versa. And so we
understand each other, right?
There are those why say God has no place in their (Godless) states or states of
Godlessness—those who would “separate church from state.” But is “humanity” not a god? Is
the “people” (“demos”) and their “democratic will” not a god within all “democracies”?—which
are therefore and necessarily all Godless? Simply because these gods are obviously false does
not make them non-gods, nor their priests, champions, vicars or “representatives” any less
false or untrue. And do those who would thus banish God from their kingdoms or states not
seek to impose and deify themselves instead?—and thus to permit no one true God to stand in
state before them? Is their “Law” therefore not their Satanic deification of their Godless
demonic will, commands and desires? (See “jewish”-Marxism, -“communism,” -atheism, “humanism” and/or “zionism” or “Israelism.”)
* * *
And wherever, whenever (and in so far as) any tribe, race, nation, ideology or religion
must resort to violence or censorship to stop an evidently better or more divine explanation
for this, that or the other thing, (such as this alleged “holocaust”), then its racial and spiritual
poverty, inadequacy and inferiority is thus clearly and violently evident to all with eyes to see
and ears to hear. For censorship or media monopolization, which amounts to the same thing,
is merely the liar trying to keep the Truth (or a better, more convincing explanation) from being
spoken and heard, and written, published and read.
* * *
See and hear, dear and gentle Mohammedans, how the big print “jews” from the Post to
the News condemn the soul or spirit of you and your religion as violent, murderous, intolerant,
bloodthirsty, terrible, terrifying, etc., etc., etc. And yet I know, in so far as you do not murder
women and children, that this is false, and therefore slanderous—racially, tribally, nationally
and religiously slanderous. Can you see that?
And the History of anti-Christ or “jewish”-Amerika is the History of the mass-murder,
genocide and literal “holocaust” of women and children—and even Christian women and
children. And this too is not at all Christian, but entirely “jewish.” (See e.g. On Recognizing
(Demonic) Terrorists (through their Slanderous Masks): “Allied” Terror-Bombing during W.W.
II)
And so we see that “Miss Liberty” has been in bed with her “uncle” Satan for a very long
time now. So long, in fact, that she in now (and forevermore?) the “whore of Babylon,” and the
“mother of harlots and [‘democratic’?–Ed.] abominations of the earth.” (Apo./Rev. 17:) And it
’twere infinitely better this “beastly” or imperial whore of her “uncle” Satan had kept her (and
Its) spiritual, political and monetary/economic plagues to herself.
Can I get a witness (or two)?
* * * * *
The unidentified secret policeman above said it all when he said, “We had them [the four
defendants–Ed.] on conspiracy long ago”.
For that’s all these imperial secret policemen have. But they wanted much more, didn’t
they?
And it’s precisely because they didn’t get it, that they had their “press-conference” on
that very Saturday, June 3, 2007.
So what do they have, at most? Or what is this alleged “conspiracy”?
The mere entertainment or consideration of this international, tripartite, secret-police
terror-plot (between anti-Christ Amerika, Trinidad and Guyana)?
So what? That’s nothing.
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For the three govt’ts of these secret police considered it first, didn’t they? And so why
shouldn’t they be the very first to go to jail for it?
Should you or I, dear reader, as e.g. the co-organizers of a bachelor party for a mutual
friend, go to jail for merely considering the purchase of “romantic” favors promised by a
gorgeous undercover police-woman?
Or should we go to jail as “co-conspirators” for merely considering the purchase of some
gov’t-forbidden herb, medicine or weed from some other secret policeman?
Considering is not doing. And so our mere common consideration or entertainment of a
secret police proposition is not “conspiracy.”
The conspiracy here is between Bloomberg, Bush, their “Joint Terrorism Task Force,”
and the gov’ts of Trinidad and Guyana. And it is only because their terror-target, JAM, refused
to even entertain their conspiracy, that it ended when and where it did: in Trinidad, where it
did not begin.
(And therefore how rightly this “Joint Terrorism Task Force” is named, although I’m sure
that they and their evil creators and managers would like us to think of them as an “AntiTerrorism Task Force.” But we can’t. We know too much about them and their evil “jewish”
ways.)
And this Bloomberg/ Bush/JTTF terror-conspiracy is against the American people, their
constitution and their sacred, “inalienable” rights, liberties and way of life—as well as against
these four accused black Mohammedans—if not even more so. For the obvious intent of this
latest “terror”-scare carefully plotted and perpetrated by these two empire cities, Washington
D.C. and NYC, is to further frighten and stampede the already gov’t-terrorized American people
into the awaiting barbed-wire claws and jaws of their pre-planned, “jewish”-Marxistcommunist police-state—their pre-planned, “jewish”-Amerikan, “soviet-union,” terror-state.
In other words, this terrible “jewish”-Amerikan “beast,” empire or super-state ceaselessly
craves and endlessly plots to drive, imprison and enslave all Gentile Americans (other than the
“good” ones like Kelly) into their pre-planned and impatiently-awaiting “jewish”-Amerikan
police-state.
For whatever beastly or imperial terrors go around, will eventually come around. Or
what you do comes back to you. How and why, therefore, did the Americans imagine that the
most violent and evil imperial beast which they, their presidents and their congresses had
historically created, fostered, fed, clothed and armed, and repeatedly unleashed upon the
Gentile world for damn near a century—would never, ever come back home to them, and thus
do to them, within their very own borders, some of the very evils, tricks and “black operations”
which it had for generations been doing to America’s countless victims abroad?
So let’s not go there, fellow Americans. Let us not be driven by fear and U.S. gov’t
sponsored terror into the infinitely greater terrors and horrors awaiting us from that very same
gov’t—and within its/their demonically-intended “jewish”-Marxist-communist, “sovietAmerikan union.” Let us not jump out of the “terrible” frying pan into the very fire that heated
that pan.
But rather let us constitutionally arm ourselves to the “freedom teeth” against such
terrible and traitorous anti-American conspiracies—in and out of the United States, the
several states, and the Bloombergian city-states.
Ain’t no dragon ever gonna save us from dragon fire. And this most Satanic and
terrifying of all dragons never comes but (what else?) as the anti-dragon, and the white
knight, and as our savior from all terrorism, foreign or domestic. And yet this alleged antidragon will not even permit us a bucket of water to defend ourselves from terrible firebreathing dragons. What can this mean, signify, portend?
And how can these U.S. and N.Y.C. gov’t agents who do so very much to deceive and
scare or terrify us, ever be trusted to protect us? It doesn’t add up or make sense, right? And
so these are not people who will protect you and yours. These are people whom you and yours
need protection from.
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And so who can you rely on but yourself? And who else can you turn to but your tried
and true fellow citizens? So draw your wagons into a (local common) circle, and prepare for
and await the terrible attack of these official, governmental, state terrorists. “Forewarned is
forearmed.”
* * * * *
As in this latest JTTF case, these imperial anti-Christ or “jewish”-Amerikan secret
policemen say they very much want to stop terrorism, and before it occurs. But aside from all
these agent provocateur cases of theirs, there is a well-known case of the NYC world trade
center of 1993, wherein these imperial secret policemen not only secretly concocted or
created the terror-plot, and not only refused to stop it, but even provided the explosives!
Don’t take my word for it. Look it up. Google it.
Don’t believe it? Don’t want to believe it?
That’s understandable. But sticking your head in the sand, ostrich-like, is no defense
against it/them.
The Truth is you friend. Seek it. Find it. And act on it. It’s your only change for success,
or even survival.
And so with police like these, who needs terrorists?
With “white knights” like these, who needs dragons?
With “protectors” like these, who needs predators?
And with Satanic “shepherds” like these, who needs demonic wolves?
We’ve got them right here, and in the highest offices in the land—just as it was in their
“jewish”-“Soviet Union.”
I will answer my question: “With shepherds like these, who needs wolves?” Or “with
police like these, who needs terrorists?”
They do—in order to pretend to be our shepherds and “anti-terrorist” protectors from
these very alleged terrorists—as in this very case. Do you see? They were clearly hoping and
plotting to create a “terrible” JAM-dragon or -wolf. And why? In order to pretend to protect us
all from it. And this is not the exception, but the terrible rule—the terrible rule of Bloomberg
and Bush, and their imperial secret police. This is their terrible and deceitful “method of
operation.”
And so, why should those who clearly want to scare or terrorize you and your family,
want to protect you and your family, and your country? They clearly don’t, right? But they
constantly say they do. And so they’re constantly lying to you, right? Why? To keep you and
yours as far away from the terrible truth as their lies and pretenses can possibly accomplish?
And is the fact that they (your anti-constitutional disarmers and self-alleged protectors)
will not “permit” you and yours to protect yourselves from any and all alleged terrorists,
evildoers, criminals, enemies, etc, not another vital clue?—as to who they really are, and what
they really intend?
And why not? Why do these “jewish” “public officials” and secret-policemen thus seek to
disarm us all?
Is it not because they crave and plot for total power over us Gentiles? And they are using
their U.S. gov’t or state-sponsored terror to achieve it? And they don’t want our patriotic
American buck-shot in their officious, traitorous, state-terrorist behinds?
* * * * *
“But the United States’ constitution is our sacred and inalienable right and liberty to
“keep and bear arms.”
They deny that. They say it isn’t. And all their anti-constitutional (and therefore antiAmerican) judges agree by their silence, compliance, or complicity.
And so what is clearly needed are rights and liberties far more sacred and “inalienable”
than were ever contained in or “guaranteed” by any constitution. What is clearly needed are
divine rights. For divine rights trump human rights every time. For whatever humans give,
such as constitutional rights, humans can take away, as today. And so what you and yours
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need are rights and liberties that no human can ever take away, and which only a wouldtyrant, demon or “evil-doer” would ever even try to rake away—and therefore divine rights,
liberties or powers. For divinity trumps humanity every time. Can you see that?
Because a tower or two mysteriously falls or is secretly blown down, we no longer have
any (constitutional) protection from tyranny?—from governmental/secret police tyranny? I
don’t think so. But these tyrants can pretend so only because constitutional rights are merely
human rights—rights or liberties which humans give and take away from others humans,
such as these tyrants have done to us today, and every day since their alleged “day that
changed the world forever.”
(And is this not a motive, and a clue as to why that day came, or why they made or
allowed the “terrible” events of that day to occur? So these united snakes would have an
excuse or cover-story to do what they have in fact already done: to change the Gentile world
forever, they hope, both in and outside of the U.S., as pre-planned by this PNAC gang of
imperial conquistadorial “jews”? You know, their “Project for Their New [and ‘jew’] American
Century”?)
And so constitutional or human rights are a trap—a tyrannical “jewish”-communist trap.
So go with God instead, and thereby be forever free from all such tyrannical plotters and
terrible evildoers.
Only God is a sure foundation; but humanity is, was, and shall never be.
Can you dig it?
* * * * *
Reprinted from above:
From the flagship station of “jewish-Amerika’s Central Broadcasting Company, WCBS
NY, Sunday, June 3, 2007, Scott Weinberger, reporting:
(CBS) [TV–Ed.] NEW YORK Russell Defreitas, a U.S. citizen native to Guyana and
retired airport employee was the mastermind behind a plot to destroy John F.
Kennedy International Airport, kill thousands of people and trigger an economic
catastrophe by blowing up a jet fuel artery that runs through populous residential
neighborhoods, authorities said Saturday [June 2, in a Manhattan news conference–
Ed.].

a spokeswoman for the White House, said
President Bush had been briefed and updated regularly as
the investigation into the plot progressed.
….Jeanie Mamo,

* * *
[And foxnews.com, repeated this on Monday, June 04, 2007: “Authorities Hunt
Fourth Suspect in JFK Bomb Plot in Trinidad”:
Jeanie Mamo, a spokeswoman for the White House, said President
George W. Bush had been briefed and updated regularly as the investigation
into the plot progressed.
“This case is a good example of international counterterrorism
cooperation,” Mamo said.
This means that the United States’ imperial secret police (Bloomberg’s and Bush’s
“Joint Terrorism Task Force”) were working in concert with the Guyanese and Trinidad
secret police/gov’ts. And this confirms Trinidad PM Manning’s statement above.
And now back to WCBS TV of NYC.–Ed.]
* * *
The arrests mark the latest in a series of alleged homegrown terrorism plots
targeting high-profile American landmarks.
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A year ago, seven men were arrested in what officials called the early stages
of a plot to blow up the Sears Tower in Chicago and destroy FBI offices and other
buildings.
A month later, authorities broke up a plot to bomb underwater New York City
train tunnels to flood lower Manhattan.
And six people were arrested a month ago in an alleged plot to unleash a bloody
rampage on Fort Dix in New Jersey.
….[NYC–Ed.] Mayor Bloomberg was [also–Ed.] briefed about the plot, [and–Ed.]
issued this statement: “The fact that plotters conspired to plan an attack on John F.

another reminder that in today’s world we
face constant threats from people who want to take away
our freedoms and destroy our way of life. Working
together, NYPD and other local and federal law
enforcement agencies have been on top of this unfolding
plot for months, and they deserve our thanks and praise. [“On top” is right. It’s

Kennedy Airport is

their plot!–Ed.] This plot was only in its planning stages and at no point was anyone in

New Yorkers should be comforted that the layers
of safety provided by [Bloomberg’s “Joint terrorism Task Force”–Ed.] counter
terrorism officials stopped these individuals before they
could do any harm to our way of life.”
imminent danger.

They can have the friggin’ airport. Just give me back my constitution, my sacred
liberties and my, God-given, “inalienable” rights, you communist-zionist “jew.” For such as
these constitute my way of life, although clearly not yours. And furthermore, I have no
intention, nor did I ever agree, to trade in my constitutional liberties for your alleged protection
from “terrorism” or anything else.
For how do we know you and your “Joint Terrorism Task Force” are not the terrorists
here, there and “Uncle” Satan knows-where-else? How do we know it isn’t you, your kind and
your official underlings that we all need terrorist protection from? Who’s going to investigate
you and your investigators?—besides thehouseoftroy.com
Your Manhattan state prosecutor Morgenthau, the eternally-reigning son of the starver,
mass-murderer, genocider and holocauster of Germany?—after they had “unconditionally
surrendered” to all those “beastly,” imperialist, Super-Nazi and genocidal anti-Christ/“jewish”Amerikans: Rosenvelt, Eisenhower, Morgenthau, etc., etc., etc.
(See “the Morgenthau Plan” to starve Germany—an Historical object lesson, along with
Japan, for all Gentiles to forever know whom not to ever, ever surrender to. And it appears the
Iraqis, like the Vietnamese before them, have gotten the Historical message. But will the
Americans themselves learn from their own Satanic modern history?)
And so how, dear readers, do you know this is not so: that your “shepherds” are not in
fact your ravenous wolves in “anti-terrorist” clothing?
You have now read and found out. And your information is every bit as good as your
source.
“And you shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.” (John 8:32)—from
the Satanic enemies of the Truth and their terrible lies, pretenses and slanders.
For these demons are enslaving you and yours via their terrible lies, slanders and
pretensions to save you and yours from “terror,” “evil,” harm, or what-have-you?
* * * * *
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And yet, if you notice, they will not “permit” you and yours to save yourselves from
“evil,” “evil-doers,” “terror,” “terrorists” or any other enemies.
(Again, when then does this mean, signify or portend?)
Is it a true and faithful, loving and protective father (or shepherd) who thus renders his
children (or flock of sheeple) entirely incapable of self-defense? Or is it not the anti-father and
the Satanic wolf who behaves in precisely this way? And you know why—so they can’t defend
themselves from him (and his terrible, predatory wolf-pack).
For such treacherous demons as these plot, crave and dictate (or “legislate”) to disarm
you and yours, to outlaw, criminalize and persecute your self-protection, and thus to make
you all the more subject to their alleged “protection” (from “evil,” “terror,” “terrorists,” “evildoers,” etc.), and hence all the more vulnerable to their attacks, and also the attacks of other
enemies—but especially from these attacks by these anti-Americans within your public
offices and from their most violent and official underlings—i.e. those secret police dogs with
badges and the exclusive mayoral and tyrannical right to own and bear arms (against you
and yours).
And that’s precisely why America’s founding fathers granted you and yours their sacred
and “inalienable” constitutional permit to own and bear (or carry) arms (or weapons): Because
they well knew that tyranny would not (permit you), and that no one can possibly repel
tyrants (and their violent hirelings) but by force of arms or weaponry. Do you see? Weaponry is
the only way to get, to be, and to remain free.
* * * * *
It is truly said that “All that is needed for Evil to succeed is for good men to do nothing
to oppose It.”
Are there any or a “few good men” left in the NYPD?
And why the NYPD?
Because, thanks to Bloomberg and his tyrannical, communistic, anti-American decree,
all other armed men (and women) are “criminals” in “his” city. The tyrant thus declares it a
“crime” for any of his “subjects” to be able to defend themselves against their enemies—and
hence especially against the tyrant himself (and his armed and murderous thugs and
terrorists). And the United States constitution is thus decreed null, void and an outlaw within
Bloomberg’s outlaw realm. And if it were a person, it would perhaps be “wanted by
[Bloomberg’s] LAW” in connection with encouraging and promoting freedom, liberty, justice,
and the American way of life within Bloomberg’s tyrannical “jewish” realm.
And this Bloomberg enjoins and encourages all other would-be urban or mayoral tyrants
to join him in his “jewish”-communist anti-Americanism by similarly murdering (despotically
or “legislatively”) the U.S. constitution (amendments 2, 1, 4, etc.) within their metropolitan
police-states, and hence by similarly outlawing, jailing and persecuting all real and true
Americans and patriots, and defenders and upholders of their constitutional rights—which all
elective public officials America are sworn to defend. (And so clearly the majority swear falsely.
Why then should we regard or believe anything they say, or swear?)
* * * * *
And the well-known gun violence of negroes, e.g.—(so often cited as “justification” by
many of these would-be mayoral, urban, gubernatorial and congressional tyrants)—is no
argument for citizen disarmament, the end of constitutional rights, and the creation of
“jewish”-communist police-states and prison-states—as tyrannical these “jewish”-communists
insist, even as they dictatorially or “legislatively” force negroes upon you and yours—(in the
Satanic “holy” names of “racial equality” and “racial integration”)—all the while carefully
protecting and segregating their very own “jewish” people from negroes.
Do you see? The “jews” racially scatter or disintegrate us Gentiles and call it “racial
integration.” But if you notice, they never ever racially “integrate” (i.e. disintegrate) themselves,
but always maintain the strictest racial segregation—as in their “Israel” and in their superracist organizations (“B’nai B’rith,” etc.). In other words, this forced, coerced, tyrannical or
“jew”-“legislated” “racial integration” is a “jewish” racial poison which “jews” brew only for us
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Gentiles, but will never drink themselves, knowing all-to-well what it is, and whom they
racially hate, plot against and seek to poison, and whom they thereby want to destroy: racially,
socially, politically, “legally” and genetically.
And so the “jews” use the negroes as black attack dogs against us white Gentiles. But if
and when the negroes should ever turn upon their super-racist “jewish” masters, as in Crown
Heights, Brooklyn, then the “jews” sing an entirely different song. Do they not? And why?
Because then it’s their ox that’s being gored, instead of ours. And that makes all the difference
in the world to them—that their black attack dogs should attack them, instead of their
intended Gentile racial prey: us and our children.
And so the politically correct answer to any and all such “jewish”-gov’t tyranny and
social sabotage is not less Gentile citizen liberty and constitutional freedoms, as the “jews”
insist, but rather more. For that’s precisely what tyranny is: the lack of citizen freedom and
firepower. We’ve presently suffering under such terribly oppressive or “communist” “jewish”
tyranny precisely because we lack liberty—having been treasonously and constitutionally
deprived by the Bloombergs of the world. Our loss of liberty is the tyrant’s terrible power, and
our gain is his/their loss. So let’s reverse that, now and forever. Shall we?
And so we reply to our tyrants and would-be tyrants: “On the contrary, this well-known
murderous gun violence of negroes (and others, such as Mestizos and “Russian” “jews”) is
instead a convincing argument and reason—(not only for our constitutional right to keep and
bear arms)—but also for our racial choice, our racial liberty, our racial free-association and
our racial/national self-determination—the very kind which you tyrannical/communist ‘jews’
enjoy, but ‘legislatively’ deny to everyone else—i.e. us Gentiles.”
As a rapist will not take a woman’s “No” for her answer, so these evil communist “jews”
will not take our collective “No, thank you” for our racial/national answer: “No, thank you.
We’re far better off without you, your attack-dog minorities (against our Gentile majorities) ,
and your alleged protection (from ‘terrorists,’ ‘evildoers,’ criminals, etc.). We at last see through
you demons and your Satanic lies, coertions, tricks and pretenses. Get away from us and our
loved ones. Go to Hell and stay there.”
Learn to live for yourselves, dear readers. Learn to stand up, defend and protect
yourselves and your racial/tribal/national “interests.” “Do what’s good for you, or you’re not
good for anybody.” Stop being a victim. Stop being the racial/national prey of predatory “jews”
and their evil “minority” allies.
And note well how and why you have nothing but racial enemies in “your” public offices,
who not only never tell you nor point out these vitally true things, but who are all the while
doing all they can to destroy you and your race for the Super-Nazi “jews”—and especially if you
are European or “Aryan,” like me and mine.
To Hell with “Uncle” Satan’s “great [Babylonian] society.” That’s where it’s going anyway.
You can see that, right? Just look where Its taken you and yours thus far—straight into this
most Hellish place of racial predation and strife. Do you think if you ask It politely that Satan
will stop going where Its going, and dragging you and yours along…and down.
Hell no! And so down with “Uncle” Satan’s “great [Godless, atheist, ‘jewish’-Marxist,
communist, Babylonian] society.” And up with you and yours!
* * * * *
Use your heads, dear readers: Think, think, think. Seek and find the Truth. For the
truth will set you free, from delusions, falsehoods, pretensions, slanders and lies—including
such terrible, Satanic and “jewish” ones as these.
If Bloomberg and his “Joint Terrorism Task Force” are secretly plotting and perpetrating
all these terrible evils to scare or terrorize you—(and they certain are, as I have amply shown,
demonstrated and proven above, even via their very own documents and statements)—then
how can they possibly be trusted to protect you? If they are thus trying to scare, terrorize and
deceive you into trusting them, then how can they possibly be trusted?—by you or anyone
else? If they are deceitfully and traitorously fabricating. fomenting, provoking and presenting
these domestic and international terrors and evils—(which, again, they most certainly are)—
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and which they then carefully and orchestratedly spring upon you and yours as if they had
just saved you from some great and terrible evil, as we saw and heard them do above, then
how can you believe or trust anything they do or say? If they will go to such terrible lengths to
do such terrible things to you, as to try to terrorize and stampede you and your fellow citizens
into their gaping and awaiting “jewish”-communist, police-state corral, then how can you
possibly trust them to do anything good for you and yours? You can’t, right? Just look how
far these NY city, state and governmental terrorists with police badges will go to perpetrate
these evil and terrible things against you and yours? How then should they ever do anything
good for you?
Bloomberg’s “Joint Terrorism Task Force” say they are anti terrorists. But surely the
most anti-terrorist thing to do is to publicly expose these true terrorists and their secret
methods and purposes. So don’t you wish someone would, dear readers? And should we look
to the governmental source of these domestic and international terrors for this expose of
domestic and international terrorism? Is it the nature of Evil to reveal Itself?
Think: Who, among the gov’t officials of NYC, NY state or the United States, will reveal
these terrible truths to you about these terrible evils that they do? And so this means they’re
all a part of it, and are all working against you and yours? Can you see that? For what is your
or America’s future to them, besides their wretched careers of evil, and the tax and bloodmoney they are paid for their terrible “public services”? They are using your extorted wealth
and productivity to terrorize and terrify you and yours. Can you see that?
So surely these people are not your friends, but rather your enemies, your public
enemies, public enemies with badges, guns and the most terrible state-of-the-art-of-warfare
explosives imaginable. (It’s still not known exactly how they brought their 9/11 towers down.
But clearly it wasn’t by burning jet fuel/kerosene.)
So surely these people mean you and yours great, terrible and irreparable harm. For
they clearly plot and seek, through such “terrible” lies and slanders, to enslave you and yours
under their “alleged” protection—their “jewish”-communist-soviet police-state “protection.”
(And so that’s why you (and America) so desperately need the Truth. For only the Truth
can set your mind free (from these Satanic “jewish” lies and pretenses). And only when you
mind is free, can your body follow, and American be saved.)
And there is no one more subject to the terrorism of others than a prisoner on a rack, or
a prisoner within a terror-state. And every “jewish” state, whether their “Soviet Union” or this
“Israel,” is in fact a terror-state and a state of terror—a state created and maintained by terror,
fear, violence, murder and mass-murder.
Remember what Franklin said: Those who foolishly surrender, exchange or trade in their
liberties for mere promises of safety will eventually end up with neither.
And is this not exactly what these state-terrorists are trying to get us to do?
So get smart! Open your eyes! Wake up from your “jewish”-mass-mediated slumber and
smell the terrible “jewish”-tyranny. Look at the terrible evidence without fear of the Truth. For
Truth is your Friend. See all the through all these transparent lies and official “jewish”
pretensions to the well-hidden and demonically-hated Truth concealed behind them.
* * * * *
Surely all those who seek to disarm you and yours, are clearly no friends of yours, but
rather ravenous wolves in shepherds’ clothing, and enemies disguised as your loving and
protective friends.
Surely Bloomberg and his tyrannical “jewish”-communist kind crave to completely
disarm you and yours so that you may not be able protect yourselves from them, as well as
from any other enemies, “terrorists” or “evil-doers,” and so that you and yours will be entirely
defenseless, and dependent upon (and vulnerable to) their so-called “protection”—i.e. their
“jewish”-Marxist-communist, police- and terror-state “protection.”
And again there’s no one more in need of protection than a good or Godly Gentile in the
terrible hands of “jews.”
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But how could anyone who truly loved you do such terribly evil things to you—as to
repeatedly try to terrorize you and yours into their awaiting and pre-planned “jewish”communist, police-state-prison system?—which are the gaping “soviet” jaws and claws of these
Satanic “jewish” beasts.
If you can’t see through such obvious lies and pretensions as these, then what hope is
there for you and yours?
And if you’ll willingly or cowardly fall for these obvious falsehoods, then what falsehoods
won’t you fall for?
Those who would be free, cannot be so stupid. For stupidity and Liberty do not and
cannot go together, walk together, nor live together. If you have one, than you cannot possibly
have the other. And the same goes for cowardice. It too is no friend nor companion of Liberty.
And so you have a choice to make, dear readers. So choose wisely. Choose Liberty,
personal power, self-ownership and self-sovereignty. And to Hell with Tyranny!
And if America and the whole stupid, cowardly world should prefer imperial or SuperNazi “jewish” tyranny or “protection” over self-sovereignty, and hence self-protection, then why
join them?
Yes, “Misery loves company.” But that’s no good reason for you and yours to jump into
Hell to keep Misery company, now is it?
(“But as a democrat in a democracy, I have no choice, but to join the Majority.”)
In that case, become a republican within a republic.
(“What’s the difference?”)
Perhaps the houseoftroy will soon explain, within his auditorium.
* * * * *

On Bloomberg’s “Way of Life”
….[NYC–Ed.] Mayor Bloomberg was [also–Ed.] briefed about the plot, [and–Ed.]
issued this statement: “The fact that plotters conspired to plan an attack on John F.

another reminder that in today’s world we
face constant threats from people who want to take away
our freedoms and destroy our way of life. Working together, NYPD

Kennedy Airport is

and other local and federal law enforcement agencies have been on top of this unfolding
plot for months, and they deserve our thanks and praise. [“On top” is right. It’s their
plot!–Ed.] This plot was only in its planning stages and at no point was anyone in

New Yorkers should be comforted that the layers
of safety provided by [Bloomberg’s “Joint terrorism Task Force”–Ed.] counter
terrorism officials stopped these individuals before they
could do any harm to our way of life.”
imminent danger.

And as for Bloomberg’s “way of life”—to which he publicly referred to above: Did you
know that he (and his “popeyed” police commissioner) have tyrannically decreed it a “crime”
for fifty or more Gentiles to assemble within their despotic domain, their (Jew York) city,
without their prior and written permission? And they are actually abducting or kidnapping
(“arresting”) American citizens right off their city streets and parks for this Bloombergian
“crime” of not possessing this mayoral/police permit, specifying time, place and duration of
your Bloombergian permission to exercise your constitutional right of assembly in Bloomberg’s
Jew York City.
(I say “Gentiles” because there’s no way Bloomberg and his Gentile front would ever
arrest “jews” for assembling, gathering, or congregating. And every NYC policeman knows it.)
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It’s unbelievable, but it’s true! And in American too! Bloomberg and co. have thus
outlawed the United States constitution within their tyrannical, communistic, anti-American
domain. Can you see that?
For, as it itself states, the constitution is itself ample and sufficient permission. For
otherwise it’s nothing—as Bloomberg had thus decreed it—null and void without his official
stamp. Can you see that?
Either the U.S. constitution is its own permission, or it is nothing. And Bloomberg and
his anti-American police are clearly saying that it’s nothing. And no one is contradicting him!
In other words, everyone is enabling this tyrant!
And this is Bloomberg’s “way of life”—his tyrannical, Marxist, communist “way of life.” It
is the “jewish” or anti-American “way of life.” And it is death or enslavement to all Gentiles.
And so either Bloomberg is lying in the quote above, when he speaks of “our way of life,”
or else he’s speaking exclusively to his fellow “jews”—as when he travels to “Israel” (i.e. “jew”invaded, “jew”-conquered and “jew”-occupied Palestine) and tells his fellow “jews” therein that
“his” (Jew York) city—(which twice he bought for around $160 million in political
propaganda/advertising)—is entirely behind them, and hence entirely behind whatever
terrible, torturous, murderous and mass-murderous evils they are pleased to continue to
inflict upon the Gentiles in “jew”-occupied Palestine, in the middle east, and presumably
anywhere else on God’s (“jew”-swine downtrodden) globe.
And now this billionaire Bloomberg wants to buy that other “beastly” or imperial “whore
of Babylon”—Washington D.C., so he can deliver the entire “jewish”-Amerikan empire to his
foreign anti-Christ people, race, nation and cause—(as if Bush II isn’t doing a “good” enough
job, or simply in merely realizing that this Gentile “jew” (or “Christian-zionist”) will soon need
to be replaced (via “term limits”) as the top or highest “jewish”/“Israeli” foreign agent within
(and atop) Washington D.C.
* * * * *
And that’s not all: For with the constitutional right or liberty to assemble goes (rises or
falls) the right to speak to that assembly. And that’s why they’re both placed or grouped
together (speech and assembly) within (the 1st amendment of the “bill of rights” of) the United
States constitution: “Congress shall make no law…abridging [or restricting, much less
outlawing–Ed.] the freedom of speech, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble,…”
If “the people” can’t assemble, then neither can you nor I (nor any other “politically
incorrect” non- or anti-communist) possibly speak to them—unless we can afford (and are
permitted) to rent Madison Square Garden or some other assembly hall. For this communist,
zionist, “Israeli” “jew” will not allow it, as during his mayoral reign of terror during his
(“jewish”/zionist/“Israeli”) “republican” party convention of 2004, held within “his” anticonstitutional (and hence anti-American) city and state of “jewish” tyranny, Jew York City.
(Don’t miss Constitutional Liberty, Mayoral Tyranny and the NYC Zionist-‘Republican’
Convention of 2004, free for the taking from you-know-where.)
And so if Congress can’t outlaw or even “abridge” speech and assembly, how then
should this mayor Bloomberg get away for so many years with doing exactly that?
How it is that America’s highly touted “checks and balances” have entirely failed to
“check” this anti-Christ/“jewish”-Amerikan tyrant? What “checks”? What “balances”? For this
mayoral oppression of the citizenry and their constitutional rights and liberties has been going
on for years now, ever since 2001, when this Bloomberg first bought the New York City
mayoralty—whore that she is.
Obviously Bloomberg could never have done this alone. He has enjoyed the fanatical
support of his fellow “jews” and communists in NY city, NY state and Washington D.C.
Otherwise he could never have gotten away with it. And this, unfortunately and admittedly,
includes the New York City police department.
Again, “All that is needed for Evil to succeed is for good men to do nothing to oppose It.”
And this is precisely why Evil has succeeded and is enthroned in Jew York City and
Washington D.C.
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* * * * *
And that’s not all: Bloomberg has also been incessantly plotting to disarm all Gentiles,
filing frivolous lawsuits against American gun manufacturers, and encouraging his fellow
urban tyrants or would-be tyrants to do likewise.
And why? He’ll say it’s to make the city (and country) safer, as I explained above.
But really, it’s all the “better” to thus violently impose his clearly intended “jewish”Marxist-zionist-communist tyranny upon an unarmed (and hence defenseless) Gentile
citizenry.
And it’s “clear” to me because he’s done so already, so far as he could. But of course it’s
not enough for him and his kind. For tyrants can never get enough power—or in other words,
they can never quite degrade (diminish, dis-empower, disarm) their subjects quite enough.)
As it is a “crime” in Jew York City to (exercise one’s constitutional right to) assemble
without prior written mayoral/police permission, so it is a crime to “keep and bear arms”
without said written permission. In other words, what is a “crime” and a “criminal” in
Bloomberg’s Jew York City is the United States’ constitution and all its adherents and
supporters. Can you see that? I clearly can.
And yet this Bloomberg twice took a solemn oath to uphold, preserve and defend this
very same constitution from all its enemies, foreign and domestic. And he himself is its very
foreign (“jewish”/“Israeli”) and domestic enemy. So go figure.
* * *
And can you imagine, dear readers, how far a lawsuit by Arab- or Palestinian-American
citizens against American weapons manufacturers for supplying the murderous “Israelis” with
their “weapons of mass destruction and mass-murder,” would be allowed to proceed in and up
the American court system? Not very far, I’d venture to say.
And so again and again and again we see the same God-damned thing: There’s one law
for the “jews,” and another law for us Gentiles, and the “jews” write, dictate or “legislate” both.
* * * * *
Question: Doesn’t Bloomberg’s tyrannical outlawing of the United States’ constitution—
(and hence the sacred rights and liberties enshrined therein (e.g. speech, assembly (1),
weaponry (2), freedom from police/military searches (4)—“harm” and “destroy our [Gentile
American–Ed.] way of life”?
So what is this tyrannical Bloomberg talking about? Whose “way of life” is he pretending
to be protecting? Certainly not ours, and certainly not America’s. Can you not see and hear
how this tyrannical Marxist, communist, zionist, “Israeli” “jew” is thus publicly mocking us
Gentiles with his lies and pious pretensions?
And is this very Caribbean case—(the hidden truth of which I have thus painstakingly
revealed to you)—not “another reminder that in today’s world we face constant threats from
people who want to take away our freedoms and destroy our way of life”?
Who are these people? And do they (and their secret policemen) not occupy the very
highest offices in the land, “our” land?
Is their evil and secret method—(now publicly-revealed)—not to secretly or covertly scare
or terrorize us Gentiles into surrendering our constitutions and our liberties—(which these
“jewish” tyrants have already outlawed anyway)—to these terrifying Satanic wolves, thus
disguised as our protective shepherds, in exchange for their solemn promises to protect us
Gentiles?
But wait a minute: Didn’t this Bloomberg solemnly and publicly promise, twice, as the
mayor of New York City, to “preserve, protect and defend the constitution of the United
States…”?
Then how could anyone ever believe a word this man says? For he is clearly a smooth
sociopathic or psychopathic liar without conscience, like W.J. Clinton and Bush II, and clearly
an enemy of the U.S. constitution, the American people and the United States.
And so should we Gentiles allow ourselves and our posterity to be terrorized, stampeded
and herded like human cattle or “goyim” by evil “jewish” gov’t officials into their awaiting
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“jewish”-“communist” corral of alleged “safety” from “terrorism”? Isn’t that precisely what going
in here?—beneath all these Satanic “jewish” lies, slanders and pretensions: That these gov’t
terrorists are pretending to save us from terror, and these evil-doers (are pretending to save
us) from evil?
Isn’t it the Christian God who “deliver[s] us from evil”?
What strange gods are these, then? “Jew”-gods.
* * *
Bloomberg says, “New Yorkers should be comforted that the layers of safety provided by
[his ‘Joint terrorism Task Force’–Ed.] counter terrorism officials stopped these individuals
before they could do any harm to our way of life.”
But they clearly haven’t!—because these are the very terrorists and conspirators who
make all this happen! And so Bloomberg and co. are the very individuals who are harming our
American way of life, by plotting, hatching and perpetrating these domestic and international
terror-plots, in an evil attempt to scare us all into their awaiting “jewish”-communist-soviet,
police-state, prison-state and terror-state. Can you see that?
And so I hope it is as clear to you, dear readers, as is it to me, just who these “people”
are “who want to take away our freedoms and destroy our way of life.”
It’s not the Mohammedans. It’s not the Christians. And it’s not the Gentiles. It’s the
“jews” and their Gentile servants—their evil, anti-Christ, traitorous, anti-constitutional (and
hence anti-American) Gentile lackeys, “jew”-suckers and boot-lickers.
And so New Yorkers and all other Americans should not be “comforted,” but completely
alarmed, that their highest public offices are thus usurped and possessed by domestic and
international terrorists and “jewish” communists/zionists.
(And there’s no real difference between them: They’re both “jewish” imperialists, superracists, super-nationalists or Super-Nazis.)
And again this is what happens whenever and wherever your public offices are publicly
sold or auctioned off to the highest bidders (of political propaganda/“advertising.” So don’t.
And again, this Bloomberg twice bought the New York City mayoralty for around $160
million. And now perhaps he wants to buy “Washington’s” imperial throne. And like this Jew
York whore of Babylon, the Americans have no law against it. But they should. Shouldn’t
they?
* * * * *
And by way of further explanation of this Bloomberg and his foreign race and nation:
“Jews” are fanatically or “religiously” conquistadorial, imperialistic, super-national or SuperNazi. They want to conquer and enslave all us Gentiles as their “goyim” or human livestock or
cattle. And this has always been so. So you’d think the Gentiles would know this by now.
And don’t let them continue to deceive you: The only difference between a Marxistcommunist “jew” and a “zionist”-“Israeli” “jew” is that the former want their Super-Nazi capitol
to be Moscow or Jew York City, while the latter prefer Jerusalem, and that the former pretend
to love Gentiles (i.e. Humanity) while the latter (pretend to love) God.
Yeah, they (and the Romans/Italians) love God so much they nailed Him to a cross. And
both these anti-Christ peoples then proceeded to steal or usurp his world-kingdom from Him.
(Matt. 21:33-46) And, true to their Satanic father’s spirit, these demons didn’t and don’t call
their world-conquest of God’s globe the damnation that it is, but rather “salvation.”
But what “jews” really love, as always, is themselves, their father Satan (John 8:44), and
their Marxist or zionist Super-Nazism—their Satanic or “messianic” world-empire. And
therefore what “jews” really hate, as always, is God, Truth, Justice, us Gentiles and our free
and sovereign “way of life,” and hence our freedom and independence from them, from their
Marxist-communist “way of life,” and from their anti-Christ or Satanic “jewish” zionist “Israeli”
“way of life”—(or rather death, for us Gentiles). Just ask the Palestinians or the Russians.
The “way of life” of the “jewish”-predator is the very opposite “way of life” of their Gentile
prey. So pardon me, Satan & sons (John 8:44), if I side with the latter, and hence am neither
an anti-Gentile, nor a Marxist-communist nor a zionist anti-Christ—but rather a “jew”-abused,
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“jew”-hated and “jew”-persecuted Gentile—as an “anti-semite,” a “nazi,” a “racist” and/or a
“hater.”
For, according to Satan’s “chosen people” (John 8:44), to oppose “jewish” super-racism
is “racism,” to oppose “jewish” Super-nazism is “nazism,” and not to love Evil and Its own is
“hatred.”
For they are congenital liars, slanders, murderers and mass-murderers, just like their
father the Devil. (John 8:44)
* * * * *
And so how many times must “jews” thus prove and reprove it to us Gentiles that they
simply cannot be trusted within our public offices?—that they simply cannot be trusted to
have power or authority over us and our children? For they are clearly far too racist—in fact
super-racist and super-national or Super-Nazi. “Jews” are far too pro-“jewish”—i.e. antiGentile. In fact, they are fanatically pro-“jewish,” and therefore fanatically anti-Gentile. Isn’t
it obvious? Just look at the ceaseless evils they have perpetrated against us Gentiles, and
which they never ever admit—much less ever apologize for, or make restitution or pay
reparations for.
And just look at “jewish”-Amerika’s (“jewish”) foreign and (“jewish”) domestic policy
since 1900. It’s not called “jewish”-Amerika for nothing, you know. But this is to be expected
when you ignore the warnings and sage advice of your “founding fathers,” such as Franklyn
and Washington, to exclude “jews” and hence to avoid their ceaseless plots, wars, snares,
traps or “entanglements.” (See e.g. the “Franklyn prophecy” and Washington’s “farewell
address.”)
And this is to be expected when and wherever your public offices are for sale, and are in
fact publicly auctioned off to the highest bidders (of broadcast political
propaganda/“advertising”).
I have written and shown the way out for America and the other Gentile nations. It’s
called Twin Problems and Solutions, both Political and Economic/Monetary. It’s been available
for a few years now. And it’s always been completely free from thehouseoftroy.com
So the Gentiles should take a look and read a book before they all find themselves in a
“jewish”-Amerikan or “jewish”-European “soviet union.” Don’t you think?
Or else they can all continue to go to “jewish”-communist hell, and thus take their poor
children and unfortunate posterity along with them. But they can never rightly say that I
didn’t try for years to save their unworthy and ungrateful asses.
* * * * *
And in conclusion, if these pseudo-justified, post-9/11 tyrannies of Bush and
Bloomberg stand, I mean all these New York city, state and super-state tyrannies despotically
imposed under the false and deceitful cloud or fog of that alleged “day that changed the world
forever,” then American will be dead and buried along with it. And you can play “taps.” For you
cannot have both liberty and governmental enslavement or tyranny. They do not and cannot
go together. One “way of life” must succumb to the other.
And so either Bush’s and Bloomberg’s “jewish,” Marxist, communistic, authoritarian,
totalitarian and tyrannical “way of life” will (continue to) kill and destroy America’s, or viceversa. The two are incompatible. They cannot live together. For the former clearly craves and
ceaselessly plots to murder the latter. And so one must die, or go away.
And so if these post-9/11 lies, pretensions, slanders, tyrannies and usurpations of Bush
and Bloomberg stand, then American will be dead and buried, and the only thing left to do,
after playing “taps,” will be to come out of evil empire of these traitorous “jewish” antiAmerican victors—to declare, support and defend your local or regional independence from
this Satanic “jewish”-Amerikan empire or “beast.”
For just because “jewish”-Amerika goes to hell, that’s no good reason for you and yours
to join it, is it? Let the whole world got to hell, if they insist. But don’t you join them. For that
is suicide, and a crime against yourself, your children and your posterity—the crime of
suicide, Satanic self-sacrifice, familial disloyalty and treachery.
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This “America” is said to be voluntary “union” of states, is it not?—even in the light and
warlike afterglow of Lincoln’s most violent, belligerent, murderous and tyrannical
disagreement with that Washingtonian proposition of a voluntary “union” of free and
sovereign states?
And so if you and your family, your town, county and state are free to join such a
voluntary political union, then you are every bit as free to un-join, to get out of it, to free
yourselves, to come out of the evil empire—to come out of this “jewish”- (and therefore antiGentile and anti-Christ or Satanic) -Amerikan “beast.” Aren’t you? Can you see that?
Then what do you think? What will you decide? Are you a free American? Or are you a
Gentile slave of Bloomberg and co.’s “beastly,” imperialistic, supernational, Super-Nazi,
communist and/or zionist “sinagog of Satan”? (Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9)
* * * * *
There’s simply no future in a city with a mayor like Bloomberg and his imperial secret
police. There’s no future in a country (or empire) with imperious misleaders and deceivers like
the Bushes—or the Clintons for that matter. And there’s no future in a police-state, a terrorstate, or an imperial secret-police terror-state.
And so: Come out of the evil (anti-Christ/“jewish”) empire, all ye Americans. Mind first:
Body will follow. Come to freedom, self-liberation—(is there any other kind?)—and prosperity.
Start with self-representation, free-association and honest money. You know where to go
to find all needful directions and instructions: thehouseoftroy.com
I’ll be waiting for you. I’ll leave the Light on.
“There is a Light and it never goes out./There is a Light and it never goes out.” (infinite
repeats)
* * * * *

